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James Harrington’s Commonwealth of Oceana (1656) has been regarded as a republican challenge to Oliver
Cromwell’s monarchial ambition. This interpretation, however, is hampered by its neglect of the historical
context shaped by Cromwell’s conquests of Ireland and Scotland during the period of 1649 and 1652 and the
subsequent inauguration of the Protectorate in 1653 to rule a United Commonwealth of Great Britain. It also
fails to recognize Harrington’s ideological commitment to envisaging an English utopia at a time when
England’s regal union with Scotland had been severed with the head of Charles Stuart in 1649. As an
intellectual heir to Thomas More who had presented an ideal republic in his Utopia a century earlier,
Harrington attempted in Oceana to show what a republic might look like in an archipelagic setting.
Examination of this multi-layered historical milieu demonstrates that Harrington cared about Cromwell’s
success by advising him of what to do in order to build the United Commonwealth not just of England but of
the British Isles. Taking this British approach helps to spot what had been neglected in the scholarship on the
republican debate of the 1650s: a Scottish problem. At mid-century England’s full-fledged incorporation of
Scotland was yet to be completed. Reading Oceana with a new focus on this Anglo-Scottish dimension
illumines Harrington’s intellectual project as an attempt ideologically to counter contemporary presbyterians’
efforts to reaffirm the Solemn League and Covenant adopted by the English Long Parliament and Scots
Covenanters in 1643. Harrington grappled with how to remake Anglo-Scottish relations without recourse to
the covenanting ideology seeking a confessional, confederal union of England and Scotland. His utopian
commonwealth revealed how and why it would be possible for England to be a republic while having Scotland
as its conquered province. This project involved enlarging the British electorate by emancipating the Scots
peasantry from their feudal lords in search of an Anglo-Britannic empire within the archipelagic scope. If
Utopia showed what it meant to write about a republic when it was not feasible, Oceana showed what it meant
to write about a republic while living in an imperial polity.
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ABSTRACT
UTOPIA UNCOVENANTED: JAMES HARRINGTON’S COMMONWEALTH OF
OCEANA (1656) AND THE REMAKING OF ANGLO-SCOTTISH RELATIONS
Seok Min Yun
Margo Todd

James Harrington’s Commonwealth of Oceana (1656) has been regarded as a
republican challenge to Oliver Cromwell’s monarchial ambition. This interpretation,
however, is hampered by its neglect of the historical context shaped by Cromwell’s
conquests of Ireland and Scotland during the period of 1649 and 1652 and the subsequent
inauguration of the Protectorate in 1653 to rule a United Commonwealth of Great Britain.
It also fails to recognize Harrington’s ideological commitment to envisaging an English
utopia at a time when England’s regal union with Scotland had been severed with the
head of Charles Stuart in 1649. As an intellectual heir to Thomas More who had
presented an ideal republic in his Utopia a century earlier, Harrington attempted in
Oceana to show what a republic might look like in an archipelagic setting.
Examination of this multi-layered historical milieu demonstrates that Harrington
cared about Cromwell’s success by advising him of what to do in order to build the
United Commonwealth not just of England but of the British Isles. Taking this British
approach helps to spot what had been neglected in the scholarship on the republican
debate of the 1650s: a Scottish problem. At mid-century England’s full-fledged
vii

incorporation of Scotland was yet to be completed. Reading Oceana with a new focus on
this Anglo-Scottish dimension illumines Harrington’s intellectual project as an attempt
ideologically to counter contemporary presbyterians’ efforts to reaffirm the Solemn
League and Covenant adopted by the English Long Parliament and Scots Covenanters in
1643. Harrington grappled with how to remake Anglo-Scottish relations without recourse
to the covenanting ideology seeking a confessional, confederal union of England and
Scotland. His utopian commonwealth revealed how and why it would be possible for
England to be a republic while having Scotland as its conquered province. This project
involved enlarging the British electorate by emancipating the Scots peasantry from their
feudal lords in search of an Anglo-Britannic empire within the archipelagic scope. If
Utopia showed what it meant to write about a republic when it was not feasible, Oceana
showed what it meant to write about a republic while living in an imperial polity.
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Introduction: Reading Oceana as a Seventeenth-century English
“Utopia”

Any attempt to engage in the study of republican thinking in early modern Europe
is necessarily hampered by the fact that except for in England, the Low Countries and a
handful of Italian city-states the ideology of republicanism did not have any significant
impact.1 In a predominantly monarchical Europe, the great experiment of revolutionary
government in England in the 1650s provides an attractive source to explore the extent to
which republican ideology influenced the mindsets of ordinary people involved
inextricably in the real world of politics. The beheading of Charles I in January 1649 was
the first judicial execution of a monarch by an elected parliament in European history.
Shortly after this event, England became a republic, with the hereditary House of Lords
abolished; less than five years later, however, the republic was replaced by Oliver
Cromwell’s Protectorate, and in 1660 the English people finally brought back their exiled
king, Charles II, restoring the pre-1649 constitution. Few states in early modern Europe
experienced such a large-scale political turmoil within just a decade. The British Isles has
therefore long been regarded as the most illustrative period of the general crisis of the
seventeenth century from both historical and historiographical perspectives. The political

1

J. H. Elliott, “The General Crisis in Retrospect: A Debate without End,” Early Modern
Europe: From Crisis to Stability, ed. Philip Benedict and Myron P. Gutmann (Newark,
2005), 46. In quotes from seventeenth-century sources in the present dissertation,
spelling, punctuation and capitalization have been modernized except in titles and where
the verbiage deserves to remain intact.
1

developments of the 1640s in the archipelago culminated in the constitutional revolution
of 1649 – the judicial execution of the Stuart king by the purged House of Commons.
The unprecedented nature of these tumultuous decades in the mid-century was
accompanied by the rise of millenarianism and utopianism. Efforts to envision the ideal
society emerged in the literary and political milieu of the time, promoting and reinforcing
the belief that the building of an ideal earthly community was at hand, with things falling
apart in a world turned upside down.2 This ideological trend was also true of other
contemporary European states: over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
countless efforts to envision the republic appeared among educated Europeans versed in
writings about ancient Rome and its republican experience. In civil war and Interregnum
England, for example, the writings of Samuel Hartlib and his intellectual colleagues
demonstrate that millenarian impulse and dissatisfaction with the current forms of
institutions spurred an intellectual endeavor for reforming society at all levels and
creating a better one via the work of Parliament. The democratic movement of the
Levellers suggests that during this period reformist thinking went hand in hand with
political debate, serving as a stimulus for broader social changes. Apocalyptic beliefs
were primarily aired by the Fifth Monarchists over the course of the 1650s, advancing the
rumor that the Second Coming was within reach, but in a more rational sector of society

2

J. C. Davis, Utopia and the Ideal Society: A Study of English Utopian Writing, 15161700 (Cambridge, 1981), chs. 7 and 8; David Norbrook, Writing the English Republic:
Poetry, Rhetoric and Politics, 1627-1660 (Cambridge, 1999), 19; Chloë Houston, The
Renaissance Utopia: Dialogue, Travel and the Ideal Society (Farnham, 2014), 119-21.
For a succinct yet very helpful overview of the literature on the interaction of
seventeenth-century English literature and utopian politics, see Robert Applebaum,
Literature and Utopian Politics in Seventeenth-century England (Cambridge, 2002), 5-6.
2

such religious fervor was translated by reform-minded individuals into more pragmatic
enthusiasm for improving society through human actions. It is no accident, then, that such
reformers as Hartlib and John Dury saw the Long Parliament in the 1640s as a special
means to fulfill what was required to make concrete improvements in England.3
As the rise of utopianism went in tandem with that of millenarianism in midseventeenth century England, the generic distinctiveness of utopian literature became
increasingly a matter of unnecessary distraction rather than a focus of intellectual
inquiries. Because the advent of the ideal society was imminent, such conventional
literary devices as dialogue, journey, discovery and encounter, all of which had been
established as essential components of utopian writings by Thomas More’s Utopia in the
early sixteenth century, were abandoned, giving way to a more direct form of narrative
crafted to be apt for the purpose of manifesting the author’s political aims.4 James
Harrington’s Commonwealth of Oceana (1656) illustrates this important watershed in the
development of English utopian literature, vividly demonstrating how the generic feature
of the work is “a framework for political manifesto.”5 This awareness of the political
nature of Oceana as a utopian writing helps better to grasp why it is important to explore
how Harrington portrayed an idealized society and what changes he hoped to
institutionalize when he chose to present his work.

3

Houston, 125-30.
For this important point on a distinction between sixteenth-century and mid-seventeenth
century utopian writings, see Houston, 143-45;
5
Houston, 144.
3
4

Oceana attempts what More previously did in Utopia. More’s time was an era in
which powerful monarchies ruled over European politics.6 His early writings before
Utopia demonstrate that he subscribed to the humanist tradition ascribing the ongoing
eruptions of extensive warfare in contemporary Europe to the untrammeled power of
monarchs.7 While More participated in English politics as a member of parliament, by the
time he served in it, its power of check failed effectively to counter the crushing power of
the monarch equipped with an efficient bureaucracy, and this was also true of other major
states in Europe. When More presented a kingless state as an ideal commonwealth in his
Utopia, clearly it was an exercise in counter-factuality, because the idea was by no means
a realistic proposition in any of European states of the time. This radicalism of Utopia is
reiterated in Harrington’s Oceana; however, unlike More’s time in which republicanism
had been thinkable only theoretically in England, Harrington’s was a time when England
had already experienced a republican government, if too briefly, while standing on the
brink of reviving single-person rule depending on the will of the Lord Protector Oliver
Cromwell. If More was not only aware but also deeply critical of the unrestrained power
of European monarchies, Harrington was in a position to weigh the possibility for their
6

Lawrence Wilde, Thomas More’s Utopia: Arguing for Social Justice (London and New
York, 2017), 32.
7
Examination of More’s Latin epigrams, written shortly before he embarked on writing
Utopia, substantiates this view, showing ample evidence of his critical stance towards a
monarchical government always on the brink of degenerating into a tyranny. See, for
example, epigram 243: Regibus e multis regnum cui sufficit unum, / Vix Rex unus erit,
sit amen unus erit. / Regibus e multis regnum bene qui regat unum, / Vix tamen unus erit,
si tamen unus erit. (Among many kings there will be scarcely one, if there is really one,
who is satisfied to have one kingdom. And yet among many kings there will be scarcely
one, if there is really one, who rules a single kingdom well.) Clarence H. Miller, et al,
eds., The Complete Works of St. Thomas More [CWTM], 15 vols. (New Haven and
London, 1963-1997), 3.2: 257.
4

replacement by a full-fledged form of republican government. If More served on the
king’s Council before he was executed by Henry VIII, Harrington was an attendant and
devotee of Charles I before the king was executed by his parliament. Oceana is to be read
as a seventeenth-century English Utopia, but it raises several questions: to what extent
did Harrington share More’s enthusiasm for republican rule? How does Oceana
substantiate Harrington’s republicanism? And most importantly, how should one make
sense of the distinctiveness of Harrington’s utopia in its own historical milieu?
While Harrington lived and wrote when republican rule was feasible, it was
evident that the ideology occupied a minority status in England, just as it had been in
More’s time. The vast majority of the population in the British Isles was not sympathetic
with republican ideology. Shortly after the king’s execution, Scots Covenanters
reinforced the legitimacy of the Stuart monarchy by declaring his heir, Charles II, king of
Great Britain, rather than merely king of Scotland. The inauguration of the protectoral
regime in December 1653 itself was another vivid testimony to the extent to which even
the English were not yet ready to embrace the polity completely purged of monarchical
elements. The fact that Cromwell’s parliaments offered him the kingship through The
Humble Petition and Advice in 1657 is also an illustration of the unpopularity of
republicanism among the English political nation. In the mid-century British Isles, the
place of the king was not an undesirable spot to erase promptly in the body politic after
its person had been removed in 1649, but rather a curious institutional absence to refill
with a more desirable alternative as swiftly as possible. This dominant mood in
Interregnum England unfavorable to republican thinking makes the existence of a small
5

cohort of radical individuals interesting objects of historical research. Faced with the
swift replacement of the Stuart monarchy by the English Republic in 1649, for example,
Andrew Marvell, the then unknown, budding republican poet, endorsed that transition by
stating in An Horatian Ode upon Cromwell’s Return from Ireland (1650), that “Nature
that hates emptiness, / Allows of penetration less.”8 In The Tenure of Kings and
Magistrates (1649), John Milton formulated a liberal republican political theory by
positing the notion of “the Law set above the Magistrate,” justifying the purged House of
Commons’ execution of Charles I.9 Thomas Hobbes and Marchamont Nedham took part
in the national political debate in the aftermath of the regicide in their own distinctive
ways, calling for prompt submission to the republic as “the Power that be … not only for
wrath but for conscience’ sake.”10
What current historiography aptly calls the “English republican paradox, of
practical failure and ideological success” may best explain the nature of the situation in
which Harrington and his contemporary republicans would have found themselves.11
They recognized that the time had come to harken back to an era free from those “tyrants

8

ll. 41-42. All further citations from Marvell’s poetry are from Nigel Smith, ed., The
Poems of Andrew Marvell, rev. ed. (Harlow, 2007).
9
Don M. Wolfe, et al., eds. Complete Poems and Major Prose [CPW], 8 vols. (New
Haven, 1953-82), 3:199-200. For this point, see also John Rogers, The Matter of
Revolution: Science, Poetry, and Politics in the Age of Milton (Ithaca and London, 1996),
163-64.
10
Rom. 13:1 and 13:5 [AV]; for a classic study of the rise of de factoism during the years
1649-51, see J. M. Wallace, The Loyalism of Andrew Marvell; Quentin Skinner, Visions
of Politics: Volumn III, Hobbes and Civil Science (Cambridge, 2002), chs. 10 and 11.
11
Jonathan Scott, “The Rapture of Motion: James Harrington’s Republicanism,” Political
Discourse in Early Modern Britain, ed. Nicholas Phillipson and Quentin Skinner
(Cambridge, 1993), 142.
6

[who had] sheltered themselves behind the blind superstition of the mob.”12 In the midcentury, John Milton and Marchamont Nedham stood at the forefront of promoting
republican ideology in the public domain. The chronological range of source materials
they drew on extended from antiquity to early modern: not only were they steeped in
such Greek and Roman writers as Plato, Aristotle, Livy, Tacitus and Polybius, but their
writings were also deeply grounded in the work of Grotius, Guicciardini and
Machiavelli.13 In the English Republic, Milton and Nedham had been employed in the
Council of State as spokespersons of the Rump Parliament; even after the fall of
republican England by Cromwell’s military usurpation of parliamentary authority in late
1653, their pens continued to move vigorously. While Nedham’s Mercurius Politicus was
intended for a domestic audience to defend the republican cause, in the earliest inception
of the Republic Milton’s role as Secretary for Foreign Tongues was essential to reach out
to an international audience in Europe then aghast at the revolution of 1649 in England.14
After having been hired by the Council of State, he wrote an impressive array of
pamphlets in support of the new regime: Observations upon the Articles of Peace (March
1649), Eikonoklastes (October 1649), Pro Populo Anglicano Defensio (December
1649).15 From its very outset, English republicanism in the Interregnum era had
implications for Europe: because the birth of the English Republic posed the question of

12

Quoted in Jonathan Scott, “The Rapture of Motion,” 142; the citation is from Milton’s
Defensio Secunda. CPW, 4.1: 551.
13
Jonathan Scott, “The Rapture of Motion,” 144.
14
Jonathan Scott, “The Rapture of Motion,” 145; for a more detailed account of this, see
Robert Thomas Fallon, Milton in Government (University Park, 1993), 1-22.
15
Jason Peacey, Politicians and Pamphleteers: Propaganda during the English Civil
Wars and Interregnum (Aldershot, 2004), 193-95; Fallon, 25.
7

legitimacy for major crowned heads of Europe, for revolutionary leaders of the Republic,
rebuilding diplomatic relations with continental powers in the aftermath of the regicide
and asserting the legitimacy of the new Republic as a sovereign nation on the European
stage were of paramount importance.
When Harrington set forth Oceana in 1656, he, too, was aware that his work had
implications not only for England but also for Europe more broadly. The work is
primarily a political manifesto written in the form of fiction, centering around the
framework of three disparate islands, Oceana, Marpesia and Panopea, standing for
England, Scotland and Ireland respectively.16 But the range of practical suggestions
Oceana put forward demonstrates that Harrington gave serious consideration to the fate
and course of the English nation not just on the British archipelagic front but also on the
European stage more broadly. The inauguration of the Protectorate in December 1653
may have prompted the occasion for turning one’s eyes to a broader international terrain,
as Cromwell’s rule heralded a period of English ascendancy in Europe. Not only did his
regime lay the groundwork for a United Commonwealth of Great Britain consisting of
England, Scotland, and Ireland, reinforcing England’s geopolitical supremacy in the
British Isles, but also Cromwell himself garnered wide acclaim from major European
powers by rebuilding the English military into a formidable force. His hostility to

16

For a very insightful discussion of the nomenclature of these fictitious names, see Eric
Nelson, The Greek Tradition in Republican Thought (Cambridge, 2004), 103-105 and
passim. Since Nelson has already provided a superb account of Harrington’s
nomenclatural rationale, the present dissertation will not reiterate such an account; it will
show instead how and why Harrington’s narrative suffices to impart the nature of each
fictitious character and region to his readers, regardless of their pre-knowledge of the
origin of the name per se.
8

Catholicism led him to envision a Protestant alliance against Catholic powers in Europe,
though the intensification of divisions among Protestant powers – especially between the
kingdom of Sweden and the United Provinces – became a hindrance to fulfilling
Cromwell’s vision of pan-European Protestant union.17 Even his Western Design, the
imperialist project to defeat the Catholic Spain and secure a maritime base in the New
World to ensure England’s commercial superiority across the Atlantic, also proved
abortive, causing disastrous consequences for his regime both financially and
reputationally. By the mid-1650s, England faced a stalemate both at home and abroad,
and at the time Harrington decided to dedicate Oceana to Cromwell in 1656, he was
advising the Protector about how to rebuild the nation in order to revive the plan to
surpass other continental European powers. For Harrington, the solution was a simple and
quite straightforward one, just as it had been for More a century earlier: England had to
be a republic. Yet the way Harrington conceptualized the republic was distinctive and
pertained to the immediate historical milieu in which he was placed.
Who were Harrington’s intended readers, and how was his work received by
contemporaries? In answering these questions, bearing in mind the minority status of
Harrington and his republican contemporaries can give clues. The front page of Oceana
shows that Harrington dedicated it to Cromwell; this reveals that Harrington expected
Cromwell to read it with hopes that the statesman might play a pivotal role to execute its
proposals in the real world. Yet it was not only Harrington who wrote in the mid-1650s in
anticipation of Cromwell’s attention: those who used their pens to advance

17

Fallon, 138.
9

republicanism, such as Milton, Nedham and Marvell, wrote with the intention to appeal
to Cromwell in one form or another. This, of course, does not mean that their literary
labor was nothing more than an act of currying favor with the man in power; it rather
means that within the distinctive milieu of the mid-1650s they formed a specific kind of
what Stanley Fish called “interpretive community” founded upon their shared
expectations of Cromwell as a political expedient to be able to realize their political
ideals.18 The alignment of utopian mentality and millenarian belief in the mid-century
made possible and facilitated the formation of this distinctive interpretive community
committed to republican ideology.
The concept of interpretive community is indispensable to understanding the
nature of Harrington’s intended audience and contemporary republican writers. Close
examination of Milton’s writings, for example, reveals why it makes little sense to
attempt to track down his audience in the real world: according to his diagnosis of
English law and history, he was convinced that there existed no models of republic in the
national tradition.19 His tremendous productivity as a prose writer over the course of
1640-60 is, quite ironically, vivid testimony to what he saw as the absence of the
revolutionary reader in England. His audience, in short, could not but be imagined when

18

Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class?: The Authority of Interpretive
Communities (Cambridge, Mass., 1980); while from a different angle and largely
focusing on Milton’s writings, see for compelling applications of the notion, see Sharon
Achinstein, Milton and the Revolutionary Reader (Princeton, NJ., 1994), 14-22 and ch. 4.
See also Kevin Sharpe, Reading Revolutions: The Politics of Reading in Early Modern
England (New Haven and London, 2000), 59
19
Quoted in Sharpe, Reading Revolutions, 291; Blair Worden, “Milton’s Republicanism
and the Tyranny of Heaven,” Machiavelli and Republicanism, ed. Gisela Bock, et al.
(Cambridge, 1990), 231.
10

he wrote; in order to promote republican ideology in the mid-1650s, he had no choice but
to either create the revolutionary reader ex nihilo or refashion the existing reader into a
revolutionary one.20 This distinctive situation helps to explain why he laid special
emphasis on the role of civic education; moreover, this awareness of the absence of
proper readership in the mid-century also helps to account for why that small number of
seventeenth-century English republicans were preoccupied with Cromwell alone as their
common addressee when they wrote. In Marvell’s First Anniversary and Milton’s
Defensio Secunda, it is “Cromwell alone” who is depicted to “speed / and post o’er land
and ocean / without rest” for a godly cause when the rest of the English people are
described to do nothing but “delaying, what th’elected hastes.”21 It is on him that the
nation’s fate hinged, and it is through his initiative and determination to prioritize public
interests over private ones that England could transform itself into a truly godly nation.
The language of republicanism in Interregnum England – or more specifically in
Cromwellian England – was thus that of civic republicanism. It cared most about the
virtue of statesmen, and it insisted on the importance of inculcating people at all levels of
society with the spirit of civic engagement, active life, and virtuous citizenship, none of
which would be trained and promoted under monarchical rule. At the most critical
moment in the history of England, Cromwell could be either a key driver of the
republican movement or a main hindrance to it: in either case, in the mid-1650s he was
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yet on probation. The act of writing and reading under his rule cannot be adequately
understood without taking into account this central importance of his personal
determination to serve as driver, not hindrance. For those devout republicans of the most
tumultuous period in English history, addressing Cromwell in their treatises and
pamphlets was akin to pointing towards a common point of reference for the purpose of
creating and reinforcing their shared identity as an ideological minority in seventeenthcentury England against the vast majority of unrevolutionary readers unfamiliar with the
idea of republic.
While unlike More, Harrington was fortunate to write about a republic after
having witnessed its brief rise and fall in England, this does not necessarily mean that he
was also lucky enough to anticipate a sufficiently large pool of revolutionary readers
ready to appreciate what he wrote wholeheartedly. Just as Milton observed in the 1640s
that there had been no models of republic and felt compelled to commit himself to
creating his own readership while writing his republican prose, Harrington found himself
burdened with a similar task while he was undergoing a moral crisis in the aftermath of
the revolution of 1649. Evidence shows that in 1654 Harrington was approached by
Cromwell’s army offers who requested him to inform the Lord Protector “what a
commonwealth was, and [if] there was such a thing,” noting that he was the only person
qualified for the job.22 This is succinct testimony to the extent to which the English
political nation of the Interregnum was not familiar with the idea of republic. Clearly
writing about republicanism in the mid-century England was a lonely task – a task
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tantamount to the one bestowed on a prophet in the wilderness. Those charged with such
a responsibility were forced to imagine their readers by writing themselves into an
interpretive community in which and through which their ideas could be understood,
bolstered and transmitted. If seventeenth-century English republicans remained
ideological dissidents in Interregnum England, this minority position forced them to pay
their attention not to unnamed, large numbers of readers in contemporary England but
rather exclusively to the one individual at the helm of the revolutionary government. By
creating such a unique discursive trend to appeal to “Cromwell alone” in their writings,
seventeenth-century English republicans were participating in the formation of a
distinctive interpretive community in which their ideas, arguments and writing strategies
were shared and developed.
In its most immediate context, the year 1656 in which Oceana saw the light of
day, a closer look at Nedham’s career can help to throw important light on the nature of
this particular interpretive community of which Harrington constituted crucial part.
Unlike Milton, Marvell, and Harrington, all of whom by 1656 were detached observers of
national affairs, Nedham was a hired journalist receiving his pay directly from the
Protectorate government. Scholars have long been divided over how to interpret the
nature of his Excellencie of a Free-State (1656). Some have argued that it appeared as a
challenge to the Protectorate, while others have maintained that it was an attempt to
promote Cromwell’s authority.23 The problem with this interpretive confusion is derived
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from the fact that The Excellencie was, in fact, a collection of weekly editorials published
in Mercurius Politicus during the Commonwealth period; the reappearance of these
materials under Cromwellian rule was by all means a political decision, but it has
generally been alleged that the overtly republican arguments of The Excellencie were
redeployed by Nedham in 1656 to back Cromwell’s dominion. If more aptly
contextualized, however, the main thrust of The Excellencie is closer to that of Milton’s
Defensio Secunda, except that the former does not explicitly take Cromwell as its
addressee. By the time it appeared, Cromwell was increasingly condemned by
republicans as one who betrayed their cause, and The Excellencie’s drift was to reinforce
this criticism rather than to counter it. While Nedham’s protectoral editorials were clearly
in support of his paymasters, The Excellencie contained a thinly disguised criticism of the
characters and measures of the new governors of England.24
Such conflicting positions observable in the 1656 writings of Nedham are just one
small testament to the difficulty of deciphering the mindsets of individual writers in the
earlier years of the Protectorate and the ways they were understood by each other as well
as by their contemporaries. A quick look at Nedham’s position in 1657, a year after his
published The Excellencie, for example, substantiates this interpretive difficulty: in the
spring of 1657, he wrote a series of mockeries in allusion to Harrington’s Oceana,
attacking its commitment to a republican government when it had already proved
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abortive.25 By this time, Nedham was preparing to realign himself with those seeking to
restore monarchical rule in England, what he called “the old bottom and foundation.”26
Within just less than one year, an erstwhile advocate of republican ideology had become
a public supporter of monarchism.27 How should one account for Nedham’s public
identity as a spokesperson of the Protectorate government in the light of the changing
tenor of his writings over such a brief period of 1656-7? The coexistence in Nedham’s
writings of an outward enthusiasm for and a hidden disdain for Cromwell demonstrates
that even at the midst of Cromwell’s dominion, the language of republicanism was
neither properly understood nor adequately utilized by even those who resorted to it to
participate in the political debate of the time. What was at stake was that even though the
language and discursive norms pertaining to republican ideology were available, what it
really meant to live under republican rule was barely understood. When Oceana appeared
in the same year, for example, Cromwell reportedly felt offended by its arguments as he
took it to be a direct attack on his authority.28 Had he read Oceana with greater care and
grasped its message more fully, however, he would not have taken the work as an attack
on his authority. As Milton correctly observed, insofar as seventeenth-century English
people were concerned, it was no exaggeration to say that despite its apparent popularity
in the discursive realm of the time, the idea of republic was by no means a familiar
subject.
25
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An awareness of Cromwell’s immediate response to Oceana allows a more indepth look at the nature of the interpretive community which Harrington and
contemporary English republicans commonly addressed when they wrote. Because it did
not exist as a tangible presence, they had no choice but to address it as if it existed for the
purpose of creating the revolutionary reader. As Cromwell’s visceral reactions to Oceana
demonstrate, by the time it appeared in the public arena, what Harrington really meant to
say in it did not find its ideal audience. Nedham’s 1657 treatment of Harrington’s Oceana
also reveals that it was, in fact, read wrongly even by one of the most astute observers of
the time: in a series of editorials in Mercurius Politicus, Nedham called attention to a
parallel between Oceana and Utopia, those two idealists’ depictions of constitutional
architecture, arguing for the need to look at Cromwell’s dominion from a pragmatic
viewpoint.29 A detailed examination of Oceana, however, will reveal that Nedham’s
stance of 1657 was not incompatible with what Harrington had maintained in Oceana.
Nedham may have been correct in drawing an analogy between Harrington and More.
For Harrington, however, building republican rule in England was not an attempt to
diminish Cromwell’s authority, as Cromwell and Nedham would have it, but rather a
project to find a way to reinforce and take advantage of that particular authority at the
very moment when it was at its height. Unlike Milton, Marvell or Nedham, who
remained prolific writers across the revolutionary winter of 1648 and 1649, Harrington
provides an interesting case in that his first written work appeared long after the
constitutional revolution of 1649. All those three writers expressed their views in one
29
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form or another immediately after the event; it therefore is not difficult to trace the
contours of their changing or enduring positions over the course of the first half of the
Interregnum. In Harrington’s case, however, because except for Aubrey’s report
indicating his earlier devotion to Charles I, there remains virtually no evidence that may
throw light on how his allegiance changed in the aftermath of the king’s death. Yet his
public silence was loud, and when it broke in 1656, he had a great deal to say about his
reshaping of allegiances. A closer look at the ways in which Oceana was received in its
most immediate context reveals that simply tracing the contour of its reception histories
can do great injustice to its author’s reformulated ideology.
The literature on the history of reading has long paid special attention to the
difficulty of ascertaining stable, fixed meanings of written work in the early modern
world.30 Because printed materials are bound to generate “plural and mobile meanings”
in the process of “the negotiations that takes place between a proposal and a reception,” it
is never easy not only for later researchers of the works but also for contemporary readers
to shape any universal consensus about what they have been given.31 Even though the
author may write and publish particular works with a certain set of intentions, in their
reception those intentions are less likely to be conveyed in their purest forms to the
readers, whether popular or elite; the readers tend to see in their chosen texts what they
want to see and most likely decide their meanings and main arguments hastily, “without
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regard for the intentions that governed their production or distribution.”32 A close look at
the reception history of Harrington’s Oceana can add one important proposition to this
received version: in such a distinctive historical context shaped by millenarian haste and
urgency as the mid-century British Isles, the authors’ intentions would get lost not only in
the most immediate reception of their works but also in the minds of the authors
themselves. Focusing exclusively on the contemporary reception of Oceana can result in
a failure to see clearly the importance and value of Harrington’s thinking within the
larger historical framework of the British Isles.
Deciphering his thinking in Oceana is therefore an important study in its own
right, but has not been attempted in current historiography. This project cannot
adequately be fulfilled by an exclusive investigation of the reception history of the work
in a long-term perspective, as Caroline Robbins has most eloquently and meticulously
done in her classic study on the origin, development and transmission of English
republican thought; rather, it must be done by a close analysis of the work’s most
immediate historical context, with which its author was most concerned and preoccupied,
though in a way that was not fully known to him.33 As the reactions of Nedham and
Cromwell tellingly illustrate, Harrington’s message was misunderstood or not fully
grasped by his contemporaries, to such an extent that even the author himself did not
realize or, to be more fair, missed the opportunity to clarify later on what had really been
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at stake in his intellectual project and why it had mattered to him at its earliest inception.
Shortly after the publication of Oceana, he was compelled to spend most of his time
countering his adversaries and carpers, most of whom did not correctly assess his central
agenda when he put forward his first work in 1656.
On the other hand, Harrington’s message will most likely be misunderstood
insofar as his work is treated as a work that transcends its immediate historical context, as
Pocock has attempted most famously in his Machiavellian Moment.34 Despite the breadth
and scope of its magisterial account and the research that went into it, insofar as its
treatment of Oceana is concerned, The Machiavellian Moment fails to identify the most
relevant historical context to make sense of the work’s distinctiveness. While
reconstructing the discursive milieu in which Harrington’s ideas took shape by looking at
the language available to him and attempting to situate it within a longer-term framework
of historical narrative, Pocock does not pay attention to the most crucial fact that what
Harrington wrestled with through his intellectual project was not the larger scope of
republican narrative that post-Enlightenment Europeans might wish to relate for posterity
but the nation’s ideological legacy as it had been bequeathed to him and his
contemporaries as a set of moral problems since the constitutional revolution of 1649.
Oceana’s distinctiveness lies in the fact that the work provides an excellent jumping-off
point from which to grasp the importance of this national past in the diagnosis of the
nation’s problem and his conception of how to remedy it.
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The idea of building a republic in Interregnum England began as an ideological
project. Because the revolution of 1649 was made possible by the military coup executed
by Colonel Thomas Pride in the winter of 1648, from the very onset seventeenth-century
English republicanism was burdened with questions about legitimacy. If the life of the
revolutionary government began with the army’s usurpation of parliamentary authority,
how should one endorse what came about as a result of this conquest by the sword? More
importantly, in civil war England the language of anti-Royalism was not that of
republicanism; rather, as was manifest in a document signed by Scots Covenanters and
English parliamentarians – the Solemn League and Covenant – the language used by
those seeking constitutional reform was rather close to that of constitutional royalism in
search of the advancement and reinforcement of British Protestantism. The initial idea
was by no means to abolish the existing Stuart monarchy, but to reform it along
presbyterian lines and reaffirm the mission of protestant Britain as the vanguard of true
Christian reform of Europe.35 Had it not been for the constitutional revolution of 1649,
the English Long Parliament would have persisted in its adherence to the central idea of
the Solemn League, strengthening the confessionalization of the British Isles while
holding the powers of the Stuart monarchy in balance with those of Parliament. The
corollaries of this ideological imperative would have been the settlement of England’s
covenanted relations with Scotland in pursuit of the building of presbyterianized Britain,
and maintaining the British composite monarchy begun in 1603 with James VI of
Scotland coming to the English throne. An awareness of this long-term ideological
35
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context helps to bring to light which segment of the nation’s past Harrington was
grappling with when he was envisaging a utopian commonwealth amidst the
revolutionary decade of Interregnum England. Against those seeking to advance Britain’s
shared regal, political and ecclesiastical destiny by preserving the monarchical form of
government, Harrington argued for the uncovenanting of the British Isles, searching for a
way to reconcile republican ideology with Anglo-Britannic imperialism within the
changed circumstance of the United Commonwealth.
An awareness of this history helps to make sense of the importance of Oceana in
deciphering Harrington’s thinking in the mid-century. As an intellectual heir to More,
Harrington presented to his contemporaries his own version of utopia in the work, but
what was distinctive about Harrington’s utopia was its departure from the nation’s
covenanting heritage. Oceana’s stated aim of establishing republican rule in the British
Isles went hand in hand with its unstated aim of uncovenanting the seventeenth-century
English utopia. Without grasping this unstated purpose of Harrington’s intellectual
project, it is not possible correctly to assess the type of utopia he conceptualized in
Oceana and to understand what he really meant when he asserted at the beginning of the
work that the commonwealth of Oceana should be “a commonwealth for increase” while
the other two islands of Marpesia and Panopea could not but be “commonwealths for
preservation.”36 A full understanding of the meaning of such concepts can be attained
only through contextualizing Oceana adequately, and it is to this aim that this work is
dedicated. It seeks to explore in the first place what most preoccupied Harrington when
36
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he was at work on Oceana; a closer look at what the printed text of the work might say
about its publication history will help to identify the most immediate historical context
that motivated him to write and dedicate the end product to Cromwell. While the received
version has failed to recognize the importance of the period’s distinctive problem with
which Harrington grappled, careful examination of the work’s authorial statements in the
light of the political arena from which they emerged will demonstrate that for Harrington
the completion of England’s incorporation of Scotland as a conquered province was the
most pressing issue to be dealt with by the Cromwellian regime.
Beginning the study with such an illumination of what may aptly be called a
Scottish problem will contribute to shedding new light on some hitherto unexplored
aspects of Oceana and its historical significance within the setting of the United
Commonwealth. Oceana cries out for a new reading that uncovers the ways in which
Harrington conceptualized how to remake Anglo-Scottish relations for the purpose of not
just reinforcing but also perpetuating the English ascendancy in a new historical milieu. It
is around this axis of Harrington’s inquiries into Anglo-Scottish moments that this work
will revolve. Despite the abolition of heritable jurisdictions and all forms of vassalage in
Scotland, the presence of over-mighty aristocrats was an obstacle to England’s fullfledged incorporation of Scotland as a province. The Protectorate government’s response
was not intensifying but slackening its grip over their independent power. In Oceana,
Harrington presents a highly feudalized version of Scotland, criticizing this Cromwellian
laxity about the landed aristocracy of Scotland while advancing the view that getting
Scotland out of that backwardness would never be possible without the intervention of
22

England. The discursive distinctiveness of Oceana lies in the fact that in the work
Harrington interweaves this contemporary agenda with England’s historically dictated
burden resulting from her dynastic union with Scotland in 1603.
Cromwell’s lenient treatment of Scots presbyterianism – what Harrington calls the
spiritual aristocracy in Oceana – constitutes the other aspect of the Scottish problem.
Despite the building of a national church based on a minimalist Protestant orthodoxy and
the amelioration of the standards of the ministry, Cromwell’s toleration of presbyterians
either as upholders of godly rule in the English local ministry or elected members of
Parliament in support of the Solemn League could be a Trojan horse for the nation
seeking a free commonwealth. A close examination of Harrington’s criticisms of these
two types of Scots aristocracy will demonstrate that Oceana was intended to take part in
the national politico-religious debate about how to remake the British Isles after a shared
dynastic tie between England and Scotland was severed with the head of Charles I in
1649.
An exploration of the extent to which Harrington was alert to a Scottish moment
in English history can also be found in his discussions in Oceana of the agrarian law, his
proposal for limiting the inheritance of landed property at no more than £ 2,000 per
annum. Work done by English socio-economic historians will enable better
understanding the meaning of the law, but their insufficient treatment of the
distinctiveness of Scottish socio-economic history have escaped notice in earlier work.
As for Scotland, Harrington’s agrarian law sets the limit of property ownership at £ 500
per annum. Was this measure a result of his failure to recognize the dynamic nature of the
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Scottish economy? Was it a consequence of his overestimation of the power of the
aristocracy in Scotland? Examination of the agrarian law in context will shed new light
on these unexplored questions, providing a unique opportunity to evaluate how
Harrington’s thinking was deeply rooted in his Anglo-centric stance towards the Scots
commonalty.
Considerations of the economies of England and Scotland with emphasis on the
agrarian law will also provide an opportunity to explore Harrington’s views on
commercial imperialism. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries England was
participating in contemporary European pursuits of imperialist expansion, with maritime
inroads on the other side of the Atlantic. Cromwell’s foreign policy goal was expanding
England’s commercial dominion on a global scale, countering the Spanish dominion in
the New World and strengthening English ascendancy in disfavor of the United Provinces
in Europe. Harrington’s treatment of republic and empire in Oceana, however, took place
in a discursive milieu distinct from one favorable to global maritime expansion and
commercial prosperity. Detailed examination of Oceana with a new focus on the AngloScottish agenda with which Harrington was most preoccupied at mid-century will
demonstrate that unlike Cromwell’s trans-Atlantic vision of commercial empire,
Harrington’s proposed utopia was circumscribed to the British archipelago. The work’s
peculiar treatment of Ireland will also come into the story as an illustration of the extent
to which Harrington distanced himself from contemporary glorifications of overseas
trans-Atlantic commerce and trade.
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The most idiosyncratic aspect of Harrington’s proposal lies in his belief that
England might be able to outdo its continental rivals by isolating itself from connections
with them. At a time when all major European powers were relentlessly competing with
one another to seek overseas colonies and foreign markets across the globe, Harrington
implored Cromwell to opt out of such a globally colonizing trend. Was it merely an
example of British insularity or parochialism? Oceana indicates that the story is not that
simple, and when Harrington wrote his work during the mid-century, he believed that the
story had yet to be told. This work will attempt to narrate that untold story on his behalf.
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CHAPTER 1: Confronting a Scottish Problem

The historiography to date has taken it for granted that Oceana appeared as a
republican critique of the Cromwellian Protectorate’s arbitrary and imperialist tendencies.
Existing scholarship pioneered by Pocock and Worden has maintained that it was
Harrington’s “first, longest, and most ambitious work,” appearing in the same year as
Nedham’s Excellencie and Sir Henry Vane’s Healing Question, and that all three works
emerged as criticisms of the regime that was realigning itself with the army in disfavor of
the “good old cause.”37 If, before the revolution of 1649, English republicanism was “a
language, not a program,” as the received version would have it, Oceana played a
paramount role in transforming the language of republicanism into a program – one
according to which the replacement of a hereditary monarchy by a popular government in
England was viewed not as a contingent event resulting from the revolution of 1649 but
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as a natural consequence of empowering a “people” newly unshackled from the yoke of
barons and their king.38
It has also been argued that Oceana played a pivotal role in 1656 as a critical
commentary on the Protectorate’s “Western Design,” the incipient form of the
expansionist policy adopted by the Protectorate. The appearance of the work in 1656 does
need to be viewed in this international context, which loomed large especially as the
English were defeated by Spanish troops at the island of Hispaniola in the West Indies in
the spring of 1655, preceding the English capture of Jamaica. As the earliest critic of
Cromwell’s imperialist foreign policy goals, Harrington came to occupy an important
place within the oppositional bloc of the later Protectorate, although his arguments were
“damp squibs in 1656.”39
Whether stressing a domestic agenda or the foreign policy of the regime, both
approaches assume that Oceana was a challenge to the Protectorate government;
however, neither of the approaches seems adequately to throw light on the distinctiveness
of Oceana as a fictional depiction of England, Scotland and Ireland. This neglect of the
British archipelagic context in which Oceana’s narrative is framed has resulted in a
38
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somewhat convenient interpretive conflation of Oceana and Harrington’s subsequent
writings, fostering an anachronistic myth that Harrington was a republican theorist all
throughout his life.40 While this interpretation may reflect mostly eighteenth-century
Whiggish enthusiasms for Harrington’s ideas as those which exerted a shaping influence
on what came to be termed the Atlantic republican tradition, it fails to explain how and
why Harrington the attendant and devotee of Charles I in the late 1640s, after more than
half a decade of public silence, appeared, paradoxically, as a theorist of the republic in
the autumn of 1656. This question, in turn, entails the question of what makes Oceana
distinguishable from the rest of Harrington’s works and why the timing of its publication
matters.41
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Examination of the work as a carefully constructed narrative can shed new light
on Oceana as a treatise of seventeenth-century English utopianism seeking to take part in
a national debate about how to remake the British Isles after a shared dynastic tie
between England and Scotland was severed with the head of Charles I in 1649. In his
memoirs, John Aubrey reports that in 1647 Harrington was appointed gentleman of
Charles I’s bedchamber and “passionately loved his Majesty, and was on the scaffold
with the King when he was beheaded.” Since then Harrington had spoken about the late
king, “with the greatest zeal and passion imaginable,” and his death gave Harrington “so
great grief, that he contracted a disease by it, and never anything did go so near to him.”42
By the time he was at work on Oceana, Harrington was in fact undergoing a
moral crisis – a crisis resulting from the memory of his earlier allegiance to Charles I.
The type of moral dilemma he confronted in the mid-century, however, was not simply
concerned with how to sort out his previous personal devotion to the king. It was
fundamentally and more broadly involved in how to effectively break with the Stuart
dynasty’s imperial project and create an Anglo-Britannic model to replace it. Since
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Charles Stuart was increasingly being excoriated and demonized in the English cultural
imagination in the late 1640s, being a republican in Interregnum England meant a
complete denial of the legitimacy of the Scottish dynasty and England’s connection with
it. In fact, Oceana should be read not simply as a work of constitutional architecture, but
also as a testament to the reshaping of its author’s allegiance. And Harrington’s
development as a republican thinker over the course of the first half of the 1650s cannot
be comprehended without taking into consideration Scottish policies during the
Commonwealth and Protectorate eras and the ways in which the discourse of Oceana
responds to the changing contours of Anglo-Scottish relations.
In order better to understand Interregnum governments’ Scottish policies and their
influence on Harrington’s thinking, it is necessary to account for how and why the idea of
Britain is essential to an interpretation of Oceana and what historical precedents relating
to the Cromwellian creation of the United Commonwealth of Great Britain in 1653
mattered to Harrington when he wrote. What may be termed a Scottish problem facing
him in the mid-1650s cannot be unpacked adequately unless a larger ideological contour
of Anglo-Scottish encounters in the early modern era is taken into consideration.
What was extraordinary about seventeenth-century England’s political culture is
that it was a state with no written constitution. England’s confrontation with Scotland in
the early modern period gave rise to a series of occasions at which the latter pressured the
former to subscribe a series of written constitutions in search of a permanent union of the
two kingdoms and a creation of covenanted Britain and Ireland in the British archipelago.
The National Covenant, first signed by Scottish nobles at Greyfriars kirk on 28 February
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1638, was essentially a national bond in defiance of Charles I’s imposition of Englishstyle church government and liturgy on the Scottish Kirk, but on the Scots’ part, the
Covenant mattered above all as their first, publicized attempt to make clear that the will
of those two Anglicized Stuarts was contrary to that of the Almighty.43 While the
Covenanters underscored Scotland’s loyalty to the king by stating that they had “no
intention or desire to attempt anything that [might] turn to the dishonor of God or the
diminution of the King’s greatness and authority,” they laid down clearly that any attempt
to put in jeopardy Scotland’s national identity – such as anglicizing Scotland by
endorsing Charles I’s and William Laud’s penchant for ceremonialism and episcopacy –
would not be tolerated.44 What that meant for the Scots was that the king of Britain must
be a godly king providing godly government; from their perspective, it was only through
maintaining a confederal relationship between the two Protestant kingdoms as England
and Scotland that the godliness of the British Isles could be guaranteed and maintained.
In a treaty between England and Scotland in 1641, for example, both parties
agreed to reinforce this federal union between the two kingdoms. The Scottish
commissioners stood firm against any attempt to acknowledge the Scots’ dependency
upon the English or make the latter “judges” to the former or their “laws, or anything that
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[might] import the smallest prejudice to [their] liberties.”45 This commitment to union
was reiterated in the Solemn League and Covenant adopted by the Long Parliament of
England and the Scottish parliament in 1643, and subsequently in the Engagement
between Charles I and the Scottish parliament in 1648. Even as late as early 1648, neither
of the two kingdoms envisaged a kingless state; a pursuit of “true religion and liberties of
the kingdoms” was by no means incompatible with a loyalty to “the King’s Majesty’s
person and authority.”46 While the implementation of presbyterian uniformity in the
British Isles was the cornerstone of these documents, the creation of a new constitutional
relationship between England and Scotland also mattered to the Scots.47 In this vision of
a confederated and covenanted union, Scotland was entitled to self-government under a
united monarchy.
Cromwell’s elevation to power in the late 1640s and the subsequent radicalization
of English politics culminating in the execution of Charles I, however, dashed such hopes
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of the Scottish Covenanters committed to securing confederated monarchy in the British
multiple realms. The English Republic that came into being as a result of the revolution
of 1649 was essentially a repudiation of the Covenanters’ federalism; instead of annexing
Scotland Cromwell promoted the idea of incorporating Scotland as a dependent province
within the English imperial world.48 In “A Declaration of the Commonwealth of England,
concerning the settlement in Scotland” of 1651, it was evident that the English
government intended to unite Scotland by incorporation.49 The Rump Parliament did not
acknowledge the Scots’ demand to maintain their own government and parliament
separately in Edinburgh, and decreed instead that they would be governed under “the free
state and commonwealth of England, as now settled without king or house of lords.”50
The pre-regicidal ideals of covenanted Stuart monarchy and confederal unionism had
been abandoned. Then in 1653, the Instrument of Government, a written constitution of
the Cromwellian Protectorate, postulated that Ireland and Scotland had been incorporated
into an English state, declaring the inauguration of the United Commonwealth.51 In April
1654, the union of Scotland with England received parliamentary sanction under an
ordinance of the Protectorate.52 The crux of it was a rejection of the Scots’ right to enjoy
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constitutional sovereignty consisting in a retention of their own king and Parliament. By
the spring of 1654, the Anglo-Britannic incorporation of Scotland had been completed –
at least constitutionally, and it was around this time that Harrington claims to have begun
writing Oceana. An awareness of this immediate historical context can help identify an
effective way to sort out a historiographical problem that remains unsolved in current
Harrington studies and is key to understanding what mattered to Harrington when he
wrote Oceana and why he wrote it after all.
The task of defining the nature of Oceana is inextricably yoked with the question
of when it was first conceived and written. The issue of dating the text correctly has long
been a puzzle for historians, and the culprits for this confusion are Harrington’s two
conflicting depictions of the status of Scotland in Oceana.53 The received version has
long had it that Harrington began writing during the rule of the Rump Parliament when
the Cromwellian interlude occurred (1649-1651) and finished work during the earlier
years of the Protectorate (1654-1656): at one point in the text, Scotland is introduced as a
kingdom in which the yoke of the nobility has already been “broken” by England,
whereas at several others, the “people” in Scotland have yet to be liberated from that
yoke. Harrington’s account of the unliberated status of the Scottish commonalty was
most likely left unrevised from a time before the Rump Parliament’s imposition of union
on Scotland in 1652.54 As Harrington confesses in his preface to Oceana, the “Epistle to
the Reader,” the composition and publication of Oceana was “a chaotic process,” so it is
little surprise that some intertextual discrepancy remains in the end product. The
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weakness of this view, however, lies in its willful neglect of Harrington’s own statement
of when he began work on Oceana. The Epistle to the Reader demonstrates that
Harrington had “not been yet two years about” Oceana; moreover, his later responses to
Restoration inquisitors indicate that he began writing in 1654 upon request from
Cromwell’s army officers to explain “what a commonwealth was, and [if] there was such
a thing.”55
If, as Harrington indicates on a number of occasions, the life of Oceana began in
1654 and not earlier, how would one make sense of the coexistence of those two
conflicting accounts of the status of the Scottish people? Was it simply an error which
remained unedited because of the author’s or the printer’s negligence? If so, would those
accounts of the suppressed condition of the Scottish commonalty be considered evidence
of Harrington’s reflections on the debates over Anglo-Scottish union pertaining to the
period of the English Republic, not to the period of the Cromwellian Protectorate? Or
would there be a more compelling way of explaining that inter-textual discrepancy and
thereby confirming Harrington’s authorial statements that Oceana began life in 1654, not
earlier?
Evidence casting doubt on the argument of the later date appears in Oceana’s
“Introduction.”
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Marpesia, being the northern part of the same island, is the dry nurse of a
populous and hardy people, but where the staddles have been formerly too thick;
whence their courage answered not unto their hardiness, except in the nobility,
who governed the country much after the manner of Poland, save that the king
was not elective, till the people received their liberty, the yoke of the nobility
being broken by the commonwealth of Oceana; which in grateful return is thereby
provided with an inexhaustible magazine of auxiliaries.56

While the clause “till the people received their liberty” could mean that the liberation of
the Scottish commonalty had been completed, it remains unclear why in the following
clause Harrington depicts the breakup of “the yoke of the nobility” in the present
progressive, not the present perfect. Had the passage been rendered “having been
broken,” instead of “being broken,” the meaning would have been far clearer; however,
as written, the clauses defy clear-cut, single interpretation. It appears that Harrington
describes the breakup of the Scottish nobility as an ongoing process, not as a fait
accompli, while recognizing that the state referred to as the abstract concept of “liberty”
has been given as a result of the English occupation of the Scottish territory in 1652.
Another piece of evidence worth noting can be found in the Epistle to the Reader, where
Harrington concedes that the present version is “a rough draft,” as he has “not been yet
two years about it, nor even saw all or half [his] papers together.57 Yet this depiction of
the printing process as a “chaotic” one is qualified by Harrington’s other statements
indicating his post-publication efforts to amend the rough state of the first printed
version, such as identifying textual errors and listing them for the sake of the readers.
Hence all existing versions of Oceana have three pages of errata between the Epistle to
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the Reader and the Introduction; at the end of the Epistle to the Reader Harrington
recommends that before beginning to read the main text the readers take time to read the
attached errata with great care.58 If they do so, he writes, “I dare promise you that if I
have not made you a good flight, I have sprung you the best quarry; for though the
discourses be full of crudities, the model has had perfect concoction.”59
Clearly the existence of “crudities” in the printed version can burden the readers
with the task of going back and forth to refer to the list of errata as they proceed with
their reading of the work. Yet Harrington’s concern in the Epistle to the Reader lies not
simply in apologizing for the presence of errors but in emphasizing that what he refers to
as “the model” is a “perfect concoction” nonetheless. The “model” refers to the third
chapter of Oceana, entitled “the Model of the Commonwealth of Oceana,” which is the
longest and most studied section of the work.60 The “discourses” may refer either to the
rest of the work or the entirety; whatever the case, because the attached errata inform
where the “crudities” are to be found in the main text, it is clear that their presence,
burdensome as it may be on the readers’ part, is not so profound as to become a
58
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hindrance to their understanding. Belittling the final version of Oceana as little more than
a crude aggregate of various fragments written at different times does great injustice to its
integrity. The work presented what Harrington meant to say when he set it forth in the
autumn of 1656, and there is no reason why the authenticity of its depictions of the
Scottish commonalty needs to be called into question.
How, then, should Harrington’s first account of Marpesia in the Introduction be
understood? Why did he render the condition of the Marpesian people with such an
ambiguity as might yield two completely different interpretations – namely, either that
they have already been freed of the feudal yoke or that they are currently being liberated
from that chain? One way of solving this problem is to embed the first account within the
narrative of the Introduction and read it afresh as part of that section, not separately from
it, because in it Harrington lays out his plans for the structuring of the work and reveals
his authorial ambition. The Introduction merits greater attention in its own right, as does
the Epistle to the Reader. First, given the breadth and scope of its account – depicting the
characteristics of the three islands and detailing the organization of the work, it is evident
that the composition of the Introduction came after all other parts of the work had been
completed; even if this was not the case, there is no doubt it is placed at the beginning
with the clear purpose of dictating the ways the readers are expected to read the entire
work. The liberation of the Scottish commonalty is an ideal, which corresponds to the
idea of the Rump’s imposition of union in 1652, regardless of whether it was achieved
fully or only partially at the time Harrington wrote about it. It therefore is little wonder
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that in the ensuing discourse Harrington must have felt compelled to elaborate the extent
to which the people of Scotland were de facto free of their feudal yoke.
After Cromwell defeated the Scottish army at Worcester in September 1651, the
English Parliament began work to annex Scotland as a conquered province, and a
committee was organized to prepare a draft of an act “for asserting the Right of this
commonwealth to so much of Scotland as is now under the Power of the Forces of this
Commonwealth.”61 Yet by October 1651 the idea of annexation was discarded in favor of
that of incorporation, which meant a more moderate form of union, largely due to
Cromwell’s personal intervention. Even though he was vexed by the Scots who had
reasserted the legitimacy of the House of Stuart by having its heir within their border
shortly after the regicide of January 1649, the memory of the pre-regicidal past in which
the Covenanter Scots had shared a British ecclesiastical, military and political cause with
their English brethren remained vivid not only for Cromwell but also for the majority of
the members of the Rump. Cromwell never abandoned his respect for the Scots’ essential
godliness.62 Even after the defeat of the Scottish army at Worcester, however, it took
another twelve months for Cromwell’s army to complete the conquest of the northern
kingdom. By the autumn of 1652 the Rump’s imposition of union on Scotland could be
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considered complete.63 The Instrument of Government that declared the inauguration of
the United Commonwealth of Great Britain clarified the constitutional status of Ireland
and Scotland as England’s dependent provinces.64 Yet this does not necessarily mean that
a wholesale restructuring of Scottish society ensued. While the territorial conquest of
Scotland was accompanied by a series of legal reforms outlawing all forms of vassalage
and heritable jurisdictions, with protections from confiscation and sequestration offered
to “those below the top ranks of Scottish society” consisting largely of the majority of
smallholders, the actual enforcement of English policies on the locality did not present a
completely rosy picture: as late as the end of 1654 active resistance to the English
government persisted, as in the case of Glencairn’s rising in the Highlands.65 These
circumstances led the English governors in Scotland to recognize the incompatibility of
their capacity to govern the conquered territory effectively and the vested interest of the
Scottish landed elite who did not want to abandon their local power and traditional
privileges.66
These historical realities provide the context in which Harrington has Lord
Archon, the fictionalized Cromwell, in the Model make a plea to the Oceanic parliament
for the emancipation of the Marpesian commonalty from their feudal lords:
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I shall conclude with a few words to some parts of the order which my lord has
omitted. As first to the consequences of the agrarian to be settled in Marpesia,
which irreparably breaks the aristocracy of that nation: being of such a nature as,
standing, it is not possible that you should govern. For while the people of that
country are little better than the cattle of the nobility, you must not wonder if,
according as these can make their markets with foreign princes, you find those to
be driven upon your grounds. And if you be so tender, now you have it in your
power, as not to hold an hand upon them that may prevent the slaughter that must
otherwise ensue in like cases, the blood will lie at your door. But in holding such
an hand upon them, you may settle the agrarian; and in settling the agrarian, you
give the people not only liberty, but lands; which makes your protection necessary
to their security, and their contribution due unto your protection, as to their own
safety.67

A demand for settling what Lord Archon calls “the agrarian” demonstrates the extent to
which Harrington emphasizes the implementation of a new agrarian law in Scotland. The
idea is the execution of reformed land ownership limiting the inheritance of property at £
2,000 per annum in Oceana and Panopea and £ 500 per annum in Marpesia. Setting a
lower amount of money for Marpesia is intended to “irreparably break the aristocracy of
that nation,” and this insistence on the utter dissolution of the aristocracy in the northern
country is vivid testimony to Harrington’s preoccupation with what he would have
conceived as the Scottish problem when he was writing Oceana. While the ordinance for
union passed the first Protectoral Parliament in April 1654, it was not until April 1657
that the union was confirmed by statute.68 By 1654, then, Harrington had good reason to
observe that the actual enforcement of the Anglo-Britannic union on Scotland remained
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to be done. His solution to the Scottish problem in 1654 is to settle “the agrarian law” in
Scotland in order to “give the people [in Scotland] not only liberty, but lands.”69
A closer look at the Model, however, demonstrates that the settlement of the
agrarian law in Marpesia is to be completed not by the people of Marpesia themselves but
by the Oceanic parliament, the legislative body of the commonwealth of Oceana. Lord
Archon implores the members to make proper use of their “means” to break the
aristocracy in Marpesia:

Nor can the aristocracy there be dissolved but by your means, in relation
whereunto you are provided with your provincial orb which, being proportioned
unto the measure of the nation that you have vindicated or conquered, will easily
hold it; for there is not a people in the world more difficult to be held than the
Marpesians, which, though by themselves it be given unto their own nature, is
truly to be attributed unto that of their country.70

The “provincial orb” alludes to the administrative organ of the English governors present
in Scotland after the territorial conquest had been completed. Harrington elaborates on
the notion in the “Epitome of the Whole Commonwealth,” an abridged summary of the
political architecture of Oceana, appended to the work.71 In Oceana, the orb’s
constitutional status is subordinate to the English Council of State, as “four knights”
charged with the task of governing one of the three regions of Marpesia “are elected in
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the senate to be the first region of the provincial orb of Marpesia.”72 They are “triennial
magistrates” sitting in the “provincial council” comprising twelve knights.73 Because the
senate is an equivalent for the upper house of the Oceanic parliament, the idea is that the
“twelve knights” must be under the direct control of the central government of England.74
If there arises any occasion “of farther power or instruction than they yet have,” it is laid
down that the issue be “transmitted into the council of state, with which the provincial is
to hold intelligence.”75 Given that it was in September 1655 that a council was set up in
Scotland to take charge of its civil government, the type of provincial government
delineated in this passage corresponds to contemporary historical realities.
The year 1655 is of special relevance to the treatments of Scotland in the Model.
It was in 1655 and 1656 that the type of government in England and Scotland underwent
a crucial change. If in Scotland Glencairn’s rising spurred the English governors to
72
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rethink their approaches to the Scottish nobility and gentry, in England the increase of
active royalist resistance to the Protectorate compelled Cromwell to introduce tighter
military rule there as well, based on the Major-Generals.76 From the perspective of the
English governors in Scotland, their earlier efforts to undermine the power of the nobility
and gentry in favor of the commonalty had proved abortive. Cromwell realized that
without considering the politico-economic interests of the former groups, governing
Scotland effectively as a conquered province was not to be smooth sailing. Harrington’s
demands for the liberation of the Scottish people must be viewed as a challenge to the
Protectorate government’s increasingly conciliatory approaches to Scottish land owners.
In his address to the Oceanic parliament, Lord Archon insists that “except the aristocracy
in Marpesia be dissolved, neither can that people have their liberty there, nor you govern
at home”.77 For Harrington, the English government’s changing attitudes towards the
Scottish aristocracy is problematic, because the dissolution of the aristocracy is not
merely a Scottish problem; rather it is inextricably bound up with the political settlement
of England as well. Thus, Oceana makes it clear that the liberation of the Scottish
76
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commonalty and the full attainment of the liberty of the English people are understood as
two intricately related tasks, neither of which is said to have been achieved in the mid1650s.
An awareness of the centrality of the Scottish problem in the making of Oceana
helps to refute the standard view that the work began life as a criticism of the Rump and
became a challenge to the Protectorate. By the mid-century Harrington was convinced
that the regime’s Scottish policy was to blame as it was becoming more and more
conciliatory amidst violent uprisings at home and abroad. In Aphorisms Political
published in 1659, Harrington states that “the best way of holding a nation, different or
not different in laws, is the Roman, that is, by way of province.”78 The Protectorate’s
incorporative process lacked formal parliamentary warrant other than for two years
between April 1657 and March 1659; in late April 1659 Richard Cromwell’s Parliament
was dissolved as a result of the military coup and the Protectorate collapsed. It is startling
that even as late as 1659 Harrington did not yet abandon his imperialistic approach to
Scotland. In that treatise of that year, he provides a succinct commentary on the whole
gamut of incorporating measures taken over the course of the 1650s – by the Rump,
Barebones Parliament, the Instrument Government, and the Humble Petition and Advice:

The new, unpracticed, and heretofore unheard-of union (as it is vulgarly spoken)
with Scotland, by uniting deputies of divers nations, not in a council apart, or by
way of states general, as in the United Provinces, but in the standing councils of
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some one commonwealth in the league, is destructive to liberty both in England
and Scotland.79

Harrington thus evaluates the earlier Protectorate’s attempt to allow Ireland and Scotland
to be represented in the Westminster Parliament by thirty M.P.s each under the terms of
the Instrument of Government as a failure to perpetuate the conquest of Scotland and
thereby subjugate it to the status of England’s province.80 In his view, this top-down
enforcement of union effected by the Protectorate government was to blame, because in
light of his main arguments in Oceana, the framing of a commonwealth is predicated
upon the settlement of the agrarian law, which will in turn entail the establishment of a
popular government. In Aphorisms Political, Harrington points out that “till a
commonwealth be first framed, how such a commonwealth should make an effectual
union with another nation, is not possible to be seen.”81 In his scheme laid out in 1656,
the full implementation of union was understood as a logical corollary of the
emancipation of the Scottish people from their aristocratic yoke, and not vice versa.
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Cromwell’s government, in Harrington’s reckoning, sought to reverse that sequence by
slowing down its efforts to destroy the aristocracy in Scotland.
This new reading of Oceana within the context of the united British
commonwealth helps to add a seldom-recognized dimension to the ways in which
Harrington is regarded as a pioneering critic of British imperialism. Clearly Aphorisms
Political sums up his view of the most desirable type of union: “the commonwealth,
uniting other commonwealths, retains unto herself the leading of the whole league,
leaving unto each of the rest her own laws and her own liberty.”82 This dictum, however,
ought not to be understood apart from the distinctive historical milieu with which
Harrington had been preoccupied since 1654. Looking at Oceana as an anti-Cromwellian
text upon the grounds that it criticized the imperial vision of Cromwell’s Western Design
cannot be an adequate way of making sense of what Harrington was really thinking in the
mid-century.83 When Harrington promotes the ideal of “a commonwealth for increase” at
the beginning of Oceana, his underlying assumption is that it is only Oceana that
deserves that title, whereas Marpesia and Panopea cannot but be commonwealths for
preservation.84 In his scheme of 1656, the commonwealth for increase refers to a republic
capable of not just implementing the agrarian law at home but enforcing it abroad, and
the most immediate target of that enforcement was Scotland. The notion that a provincial
82
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commonwealth incorporated by a central one is allowed to govern herself according to
“her own laws and her own liberty” cannot therefore be comprehended properly unless
Oceana’s colonialist treatment of Scotland is taken into consideration. At the time
Oceana saw the light of day, Cromwellian England fell short of Harrington’s
expectations, as it decided to compromise with the landed elite of Scotland, delaying the
process of giving liberty to the commonalty of that northern country.
What preoccupied Harrington when he wrote Oceana was how to complete
England’s full-fledged provincialization of Scotland, and it is his Anglo-Britannic
commitment that helps to clarify Oceana’s intention as advice to Cromwell, not merely a
challenge to his regime. Since in Harrington’s scheme Scotland passively awaits
England’s intervention to break its aristocracy, Cromwell had a critical role to play in
1656; it was not his downfall but his success that Harrington cared about in Oceana. A
close examination of Oceana as a literary text demonstrates that Harrington interweaves
this contemporary agenda with England’s historically dictated burden resulting from her
dynastic union with Scotland in 1603. Grasping this historical consciousness with which
Harrington was most concerned in the mid-century helps better to understand the nature
of Oceana. In the Introduction, he provides a revealing historical synopsis and agenda for
the future.

These countries, having been anciently distinct and hostile kingdoms, came by
Morpheus the Marpesian, who succeeded by hereditary right unto the crown of
Oceana, not only to be joined under one head, but to be cast, as it were by a
charm, into that profound sleep which, broken at the length by the trumpet of civil
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war, has produced those effects that have given the occasion unto the ensuing
discourse, divided into four parts:
1. The Preliminaries, showing the principles of government.
2. The Council of Legislators, showing the art of making a commonwealth.
3. The Model of the Commonwealth of Oceana, showing the effect of such art.
4. The Corollary, showing some consequences of such a government.85

The fact that Harrington concludes the Introduction by drawing attention to the most
recent, shared history of England and Scotland right at the beginning of Oceana has
received scant attention from its commentators, but this not only foreshadows the drift of
the entire work but also lays down the ways in which readers should understand the
textual universe of Oceana. By dubbing James VI and I Morpheus, the god of sleep,
Harrington dramatically foregrounds the Scottish problem as the culprit for England’s
trouble in 1656. Indicating the nationality of the king plays a critical role in calling
attention to his otherness in England, while likening him to the god of sleep helps to
make sense of the nature of his reign. Thus, from its very outset the narrative of Oceana
sets out to guide its readers to consider the meaning of the regal union – a decision to
admit the Stuart line or race, “that cursed family,” to the English throne in clear violation
of the biblical advice warning against the bestowal of the Crown on a foreigner or
“stranger.”86
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Harrington’s assessment of the House of Stuart at the end of the Introduction
provides a linkage to his later allusion to Scotland’s stagnant history, as he elaborates in
the Model. The rule of the two Marpesian kings hurled the three islands into a “profound
sleep,” a reminder of the Model’s representation of the history of Scotland as entrapped
in a state of inaction. That the outbreak of civil war takes on a triumphalist note in
Harrington’s account is testimony to what he sees as the dynamism of English history, as
well as a tacit reminder of a lack of a Scottish equivalent of the English civil war in the
1640s.87 In his view, when James VI, king of Scotland, also became James I of England
and Ireland and the principality of Wales in 1603, Scotland’s backwardness began to
have an impact on England, and during the reign of his son, Charles I, England reached
the nadir of her stagnation. Whether or not a certain nation had a civil war becomes a
litmus test for gauging that nation’s capacity to generate a socio-political breakthrough on
its own, “cast[ing] the kingdom old / into another mold,” as Harrington’s friend Andrew
Marvell would put it in the early 1650s.88 Thus, Oceana begins its narrative by clearly
defining the ambit of the past under whose direct influence its “ensuing discourse” is to
take shape. This designation of the past as it pertains to the present reflects Harrington’s
evaluation of the Stuart regimes as a contingent, undesirable memory of interruption.
Through Oceana, Harrington seeks to engage a national debate about how to remake the
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British Isles after the rule of the Stuarts came to an end with the beheading of Charles I in
1649.
Recognizing that Oceana was grounded in Harrington’s distinctive assessment of
England’s national history helps to understand why he wrote what he wrote in the midcentury. A closer examination of the work’s historical sections in the “Second
Preliminaries” demonstrates that Harrington was most committed to breaking with Tudor
and Stuart England in favor of Cromwellian England as it was in 1656. The received
version has too often and too easily assumed that Harrington’s historical accounts were
disguised celebrations of either Elizabethan or Caroline England in clear defiance of the
Cromwellian Protectorate; interestingly, all these views tend to draw on the historical
sections of the Second Preliminaries, where Harrington chronicles the process by which
the English nobility was gradually weakened from the reign of Henry VII to that of
Elizabeth I, culminating in the collapse of government in the reign of Charles I. In
Harrington’s account Elizabethan England marks a pivotal period in which the growth of
the people came to fruition; he presents Elizabeth I as a monarch who “brought with the
declining estate of the nobility so vast a prey unto the industry of the people, that the
balance of the commonwealth was too apparently in the popular party.”89 This
assessment of the Elizabethan reign has bolstered the argument that Harrington regarded
the Elizabethan government as virtually a monarchical republic.90 According to this
interpretation, Harrington was on friendly terms with royalist literary circles during the
first half of the 1650s, and in 1655, a year before Oceana was published, he contributed
89
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two pastoral dialogues to Henry Lawes’ royalist piece, entitled The Second Booke of
Ayrers, and Dialogues.91 Noting that in these pieces Harrington conformed to the poetic
fashion of his time in which the Elizabethan age was idealized as a republic as opposed to
the Cromwellian Protectorate, the received interpretation argues that Harrington’s
decision to opt for the form of romance, that favorite genre of the royalists, reflects his
nostalgia for the bygone era, as well as his dislike of Cromwellian England. Yet
Harrington’s evaluation of the Elizabethan regime’s contribution to English history is by
no means an unqualified one, as he notes that “the wise council of Queen Parthenia”
neglected to see clearly the growth of the popular party.” Oceana’s aim is therefore not to
idealize but rather to demystify the reign of the last Tudor monarch,

who, converting her reign through the perpetual love tricks that passed between
her and her people into a kind of romance, wholly neglected the nobility. And by
these degrees came the house of commons to raise that head, which since hath
been so high and formidable unto their princes that they have looked pale upon
those assemblies. Nor was there anything now wanting unto the destruction of the
thrones but that the people, not apt to see their own strength, should be put to feel
it.92

Harrington’s depiction of Queen Elizabeth demonstrates that he was intent on distancing
himself from idealizing her government. In his view Elizabeth did nothing intentionally
to spur the growth of the “people” in disfavor of the nobility; rather, the rise of the people
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and the decline of the nobility are portrayed as consequential phases of a natural history
which is unfolding regardless of human intention or human agency. This progress of
England’s history, in Harrington’s reckoning, was irreversible and unstoppable, so much
so that it made little sense for him to celebrate the Elizabethan regime as the time when a
republican ideal had already been achieved.
The Second Preliminaries’ treatment of Caroline England provides a different
angle from which to observe Harrington’s distinctive historiographical posture. It is
worth noting that his account progresses from the reign of Elizabeth to that of Charles I,
with no discussion of that of James VI and I: one possible explanation is that James VI
and I, Morpheus the Marpesian, has received a special mention in the Introduction as one
who brought the three islands together with his accession to the English throne. Thus, the
historical section in the Second Preliminaries functions as a supplement to the
Introduction, testimony that Harrington was attentive to the structure of his narrative.
Moving straightaway from the reign of the last Tudor to that of the second Stuart,
Harrington suggests that it was during the latter that the people began to “feel” their own
“strength,” while

a prince, as stiff in disputes as the nerve of monarchy was grown slack, received
that unhappy encouragement from his clergy which became his utter ruin; while,
trusting more unto their logic than the rough philosophy of his parliament, it came
upon an irreparable breach; for the house of peers, which alone had stood in this
gap, now sinking down between the king and the commons, showed that Crassus
was dead and Isthmus broken. But a monarchy divested of her nobility has no
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refuge under heaven but an army. Wherefore the dissolution of this government
caused the war, not the war the dissolution of the government.93

This passage indicates that there exists no fictitious equivalent for Charles I, who is
referred to only as “a prince,” in contrast to his predecessors, both Tudor and Stuart, all
of whom are given their own fictitious names. For Harrington, to treat the late king
anonymously is a deliberate attempt to de-familiarize the most familiar memory of the
English readers of 1656, that is, the memory of the regicide, and thereby separate it and
its Scottish actor Charles I from the present of the English nation. This literary marker
can also be taken as a reflection of Harrington’s determination to differentiate himself
from a potential charge of ideological alignment with his contemporary royalists who
increasingly developed nostalgic views of the Caroline court, along with the cult of
Elizabeth.94 Yet the greater significance of this passage lies in his evaluation of the
Caroline period as the time when the predicament of a broken balance between commons
and nobility was most acutely felt and proved irreparable after all. Once empowered, the
people became capable of pitting themselves against princely rule itself. Thus, from the
commencement of the Caroline regime, Harrington stresses, the history of England
becomes a history of the English people, no longer a history of the nobility or of the
crown; as the people come to the forefront within the historical drama of a nation, the
crown and nobility retreat in disarray.
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Oceana’s historical sections in the Second Preliminaries, coupled with
Harrington’s authorial remarks about what gave birth to the discourse of Oceana, indicate
his historiographical posture – a posture that is remarkably forward-looking, intent on
breaking with England’s past entangled with the institution of monarchy. Yet viewed in
the larger framework of Oceana’s narrative, the author’s progressivism is a reflection of
the dynamic nature of English history, which forms a stark contrast to the stagnant nature
of Scottish history as Harrington understood it in the mid-century. Thus, Oceana is a
historiographical vindication of Anglo-Britannic incorporation of Scotland as a
conquered province. The emergence of the book in the autumn of 1656 is a direct
response to the Protectorate’s increasingly lenient treatment of the Scottish nobility and
lairds. The timing of the book’s appearance was by no means an unintended consequence
of circumstances beyond the author’s control, as the received version would have it: for
Harrington, the coming of a republican occasione in England went in tandem with that of
a historiographical occasione – prompted by his authorial intention to write a national
history of his own country. By the mid-century, this intention was identical to a deep
commitment to Cromwellian unionism, and manifested itself as a demand to complete the
conquest of Scotland properly and secure the English supremacy in the British Isles. An
awareness of this distinctive posture that Harrington exhibited through Oceana
demonstrates that he did not engage in the cults of the Elizabethan or Caroline eras in
defiance of the Protectorate regime; rather, in Harrington’s reckoning, Cromwell was a
political expedient, with an irreplaceable role to play as the one who had founded the
Commonwealth of England, Scotland and Ireland, as Oceana’s front page indicates.
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This expectation ought not to be construed as an assumption that by endorsing
Cromwell’s dominion Harrington was intent on restoring monarchical rule in England.
The “Corollary,” the last part of Oceana, shows that after Lord Archon dies it is not his
biological descendant but a well-established commonwealth that becomes an heir to him.
In Harrington’s view, this adherence to the ideal of republicanism as opposed to that of
hereditary monarchy is what makes the new settlement distinctive and even superior:

But the fruit of a man’s industry and frugality can never be like that of a
commonwealth, first because the greatness of the increase follows the greatness of
the stock or principal, and secondly because a frugal father is for the most part
succeeded by a lavish son, whereas a commonwealth is her own heir.95

If Oceana poses an interpretive challenge which Harrington’s other writings do not
present, it may be that the work was fundamentally time-bound in the immediately
present – neither earlier nor later. For Harrington, the progress of recent English history
and his development as a republican theorist were parallel processes oriented towards two
intricately related aims, both public and private. At a public level Oceana was both a call
for Cromwell to be aware of what a commonwealth was and a demand that England’s
commonwealth be established through the proper conquest of her neighboring “islands,”
most importantly Scotland. The year 1656 could not have been a better moment for
promoting such an argument. At a private level, that timing corresponded to the moment
at which Harrington’s earlier allegiance to Charles Stuart had been decisively abandoned,
and his conversion to republicanism was finally evident. If the appearance of Oceana in
95
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1656 is to be seen as a manifestation of “the divided self modelled by” Harrington, that
royalist-turned-republican of the mid-century, the text itself must be understood as
testimony to a resolution of the moral dilemma which must have haunted him since the
king’s execution – testimony, in short, to the completion of the reshaping of allegiance.96
What loomed large before Harrington during the period from 1654 to 1656 was a Scottish
problem, whose various aspects coalesced to confront Harrington in the autumn of 1656.
In order to grasp the nature of his first and most ambitious work properly, it is therefore
vital to explore those aspects in greater depth. Scots Presbyterianism – what he calls the
spiritual aristocracy in Oceana – first awaits close scrutiny.
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CHAPTER 2: Anything but Presbyterianism

One of the most difficult conundrums for commentators on Oceana is why
presbyterianism was ruthlessly maligned in the work even if in early modern Europe it
had generally been regarded as a polity more congenial to a republican government than
to a monarchical one. Presbyterianism distinguished itself from other polities by pursuing
the federation of individual congregations within the framework of the broader
established Church; instead of relying on the rule of magistrates or bishops it entrusted
the workings of itself to a graduated series of representative assemblies consisting of
classes and synods, provincial, national and universal, and within its membership the
rotation of offices was its working principle.97 Both in theory and in practice,
presbyterianism was religious republicanism, and if its populist forms of governance
were applied to the state it would serve to undermine or ultimately overturn the
monarchy.98 In early modern Britain, condemning presbyterianism was therefore
diametrically opposed to the language and spirit of republicanism, as that verbal
campaign had mostly been the hallmark of episcopal authorities in favor of the crown’s
supremacy over the Church of England. If Harrington was intent through Oceana on not
only confirming but also publicizing his republican credentials after more than half a
decade of public silence since the revolution of 1649, his treatment of presbyterianism
would surely have been of little help to such a polemical aim. How and why, then, did
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Harrington depict it as something that his utopian commonwealth ought not to tolerate for
any reason? What kind of discursive effect did his anti-presbyterianism seek to generate
in the religio-political climate of the mid-1650s?
The 1653 Instrument of Government, a written constitution for the Cromwellian
Protectorate, made notable strides in terms of what Cromwell saw as integral to a godly
reformation: religious freedom became a constitutional right enabling Protestant religious
minorities to take root and grow, although Cromwell’s tolerance did not extend to
blasphemy, heresy and atheism.99 Yet in Harrington’s reckoning what this tolerationist
approach of Cromwell’s government might entail was the rise of presbyterians in
Interregnum England; in a nation seeking a free commonwealth, this toleration of
presbyterians he saw as an attempt to turn back the clock to monarchy. In Oceana,
Harrington attempts a pre-emptive, discursive containment of this possibility by
connecting presbyterianism with the protestant culture of Scotland. Oceana’s treatment
of presbyterianism was intended not only to shape a cultural image of Scots ecclesiastical
life for an English readership but also to highlight its otherness in the popular imagination
of the English people.100
In Oceana Harrington specifically portrays presbyterianism as a religious culture
in which presbyters are not accountable to lay parishioners and monopolize ecclesiastical
power of ordination without being subordinated to a rotatory principle, calling this Scots
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ecclesiastical polity a “spiritual aristocracy.” In Harrington’s text, this cultural image of
otherness, untrue as it had been in early modern Scotland, was readily transferable to
English presbyterians who had generally been hostile to the building of a republic, as
were their Scots counterparts. In fact, they had always been ideological proponents of
hereditary monarchy, as the course of later Protectoral politics vividly illustrates, and
could even be happy with the idea of bringing the exiled Charles II back to the English
throne, unless Cromwell accept the crown in 1657. Oceana sheds new light on what it
meant to tolerate those ideological opponents of republican rule in the changed
circumstance of the United Commonwealth. A close examination of the work as a literary
text reveals how Harrington unpacked the inimical nature of presbyterianism through a
distinctive re-construction of ecclesiastical history.
A historical overview of the changing fate of English presbyterianism in the early
modern era can illumine the rationale behind Harrington’s anti-presbyterianism. In
Elizabethan and early Stuart England, presbyterians were ideological dissidents within
the framework of the established Church. Conformist thinkers in the mainstream accused
them of promoting popular sedition in the localities.101 In the last quarter of the sixteenth
century, charges of political subversion were frequently hurled at English presbyterians:
Archbishop Richard Bancroft, for example, condemned them as those who would enthuse
about the resistance theory of John Knox, George Buchanan and Theodore Beza, and
“seditiously endeavor to disturb the land” by advancing a populist form of church
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government.102 When James VI of Scotland came to the English throne in 1603, he was
adamant that presbyterianism was nothing but a populist form of church government in
defiance of the monarch’s ecclesiastical authority.103 For his son, Charles I,
presbyterianism was a polity smacking of “Calvin’s perfidy,” and had no affinity to
monarchical rule.104 Before the outbreak of civil war in England, presbyterianism was
generally considered not compatible with the institution of monarchy buttressed by
episcopacy.
Over the course of the 1640s and the first half of the Interregnum, however, a
series of tumultuous political upheavals fundamentally altered that perception of English
presbyterianism. By signing the Solemn League and Covenant in 1643 with Scottish
Covenanters, the English Long Parliament agreed to reform the Church along
presbyterian lines, and over the next few years, implemented in theory a presbyterian
system across the country: by the end of 1646 England was an officially presbyterian
kingdom.105 This top-down enforcement of ecclesiastical reform, however, met with
severe resistance in the English counties and the army, and it did not take long for hatred
of government by presbyteries to replace the nation’s older hatred of prelacy. As John
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Milton succinctly observed in 1646, “new presbyter is but old priest writ large.”106 While
in the same year the English presbyterian Thomas Edwards set forth in Gangraena a
diatribe against religious pluralism in favor of presbyterian uniformity, the rise of the
New Model Army committed to the cause of congregationalism in the late 1640s spurred
the growth of Protestant pluralism in England, together with abhorrence of
presbyterianism.107 Shortly after the execution of Charles I and the subsequent
establishment of an English republic, a proclamation appeared from Scotland declaring
the king’s heir, Charles II, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, instead of King of
Scotland, and the English were bewildered by this Scots assertion of the enduring
legitimacy of Stuart British imperium.108
From 1650 to 1652 Cromwell’s conquest of Scotland incorporated Scotland into
the English republic, though with reluctance on Cromwell’s part. He maintained that
unlike Ireland, Scotland was fundamentally a godly nation.109 Had Charles II been
proclaimed simply king of Scots rather than all Britain in February 1650, Cromwell
might have trodden a completely different path, since he would have had few reasons to
conclude that the English republic’s security was under threat, and that making a
preemptive strike at the army of the Covenanters at Dunbar would be the only way to
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ensure the English supremacy in the British archipelago.110 Clearly this was a historical
dilemma with which Cromwell was confronted after the regal union of England and
Scotland had broken off in 1649: as far as presbyterians, English and Scots alike, did not
abandon their allegiance to Stuart monarchy, Cromwell’s commitment to religious
toleration was bound to be problematic, since what that meant in the context of
Interregnum England was a toleration of not just such religious minorities as Baptists and
a handful of millenarian groups, but also those ideological devotees of Stuart British
monarchy. After the inauguration of the Protectorate in December 1653 Cromwell made
efforts to improve the standards of the ministry – a goal of English puritans since the
1560s – by creating the triers and ejectors, and by the later Protectoral years he was proud
of what they had helped to achieve in ecclesiastical reform.111 English presbyterians
constituted a significant portion of those upholders of godly rule in the localities, and
they were always ready and willing to stand for the core spirit of the Solemn League in
alliance with their coreligionists north of the Tweed. In Harrington’s diagnosis,
presbyterians had a strong but latent influence in Interregnum England as either
recognized orthodox puritan ministers or elected members of Parliament. What could
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potentially motivate them to forge an alliance together was that they had not endorsed the
constitutional revolution of 1649 but remained reticent throughout much of its aftermath.
Oceana reveals that Harrington opted for a distinctive treatment of ecclesiastical
history and a retelling of historical narratives that enabled him to identify presbyterians as
the enemy of republicanism. His representation of presbyterianism was not so much an
accurate presentation of how it was being practiced in the pew as a caricature that
furthered his political aims. Clearly Harrington’s version of presbyterianism did not take
into consideration the radicalism of Scots lay parishioners and the accountability of their
ministers and even elders to them. Research shows that in Scots ecclesiastical polity
ordinary lay people exerted considerable control over clergy, so much so that some
English observers in the 1630s described the church settlement of Scotland as “their
anarchy here established.”112 Dubbing presbyterianism a spiritual aristocracy in Oceana
enables its readers and most importantly its dedicatee Cromwell to shape a distinct
perception of Scots presbyterianism as far from republican ideals. This discursive
strategy was intended to yoke presbyterians with a distinctive identity. While this does
not correspond to the actuality of the ways they lived and practiced their polity at the
parochial level, once presbyterianism is called the spiritual aristocracy, it functions as a
label with which people can identify them. In Harrington’s ideal commonwealth, they
are, in effect, not practitioners of popular church government, as they were in early
modern Scotland, but cultural others.
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Harrington expresses his anti-presbyterianism primarily through his discussion of
how and why the commonwealth of Israel degenerated into an oligarchic polity governed
by the Jewish Sanhedrin, the highest court of justice and council in ancient Israel. Despite
contemporary charges of misinterpretation against Harrington in his exegesis, whether
scriptural, rabbinical, or Talmudic, his recourse to Hebraism in Oceana and other
writings was by no means negligible.113 In Oceana, he draws on the Old Testament to
construct a distinctive version of ecclesiastical history, helping contemporary readers to
view English history as a universal history for humanity. In his view Israelite history
described in the Old Testament is a reservoir of “ancient prudence,” which made possible
an ideal form of republican government in ancient Israel. Its antithesis in Oceana’s
historical narrative is “modern prudence,” which makes government work not for a
public good but for some private interests.114
In Oceana Harrington views the course of human history as a transition from
ancient prudence to modern prudence. Most western European states underwent this
process of degeneration, failing to prevent “some man, or some few men” from ruling
government “according unto his or their private interest.” In his reckoning, however, the
republic of Venice is singled out as a distinctive case that retains ancient prudence. This
special treatment of Venice at the beginning of the “Preliminaries” helps to clarify the
rationale behind Harrington’s depiction of presbyterianism as a “spiritual aristocracy.”
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Giannotti, the most excellent describer of the commonwealth of Venice, divides
the whole series of government into two times or periods. The one ending with
the liberty of Rome, which was the course or empire, as I may call it, of ancient
prudence, first discovered unto mankind by God himself in the fabric of the
commonwealth of Israel, and afterward picked out of his footsteps in nature and
unanimously followed by the Greeks and Romans. The other beginning with the
arms of Caesar which, extinguishing liberty, were the transition of ancient into
modern prudence, introduced by those inundations of Huns, Goths, Vandals,
Lombards, Saxons which, breaking the Roman Empire, deformed the whole face
of the world with those ill features of government which at this time are become
far worse in these western parts, except Venice which, escaping the hands of the
barbarians by virtue of her impregnable situation, has had her eye fixed upon
ancient prudence and is attained to a perfection even beyond her copy.115

At the outset of the “Preliminaries” comes Giannotti the Florentine historian, widely
known for his commitment to republicanism. Each of the first two parts of Oceana – the
Preliminaries and the “Second Part of the Preliminaries” – is devoted to elaborations of
those two stages in the progress of human history. Harrington’s chief aim is to integrate a
wide variety of historical examples into a coherent narrative of his own, at the end of
which will come an account of English history, followed by a depiction of the “Model of
the Commonwealth of Oceana.”116 Oceana, in short, serves as a new work of
periodization.
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For Harrington, dividing human history into two disparate stages helps to shed
light on a government ruled by and founded upon “private interest” rather than “common
right or interest.”117 This pessimistic observation ought to be accepted with some caution,
however, because while Harrington concedes that the age of ancient prudence is gone, he
still recognizes that recourse to, and use of, human prudence were endorsed by God when
Moses introduced a new system of “the courts consisting of twenty-three elders sitting in
the gates of every city” upon the advice of his father-in-law Jethro, priest of Midian.118
This biblical example, Harrington asserts, is “a sufficient warrant, even from God himself
who confirmed them, to make further use of human prudence wherever I find it bearing a
testimony unto itself, whether in heathen commonwealths or others.”119 In the
Harringtonian lexicon, “human prudence” is synonymous with “modern prudence,”
inadequate without resort to the ancient wisdom of the Hebrew commonwealth. In the
“Council of Legislators, showing the art of making a commonwealth” – the briefest part
of Oceana, preceding the Model – Harrington acknowledges the importance of human
prudence in the framing of a republic: “such was the art whereby my Lord Archon, taking
counsel of the commonwealth of Israel as of Moses, and of the rest of the commonwealth
as of Jethro, framed the model of the commonwealth of Oceana.”120 Thus ends the
Council of Legislators, and so too ends the preamble to his presentation of the
constitutional architecture of Oceana – a process begun with a close look at the history of
117
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the “commonwealth of Israel,” that embodiment of ancient prudence, and various other
commonwealths that emerged in the history of humanity. Within the larger framework of
Oceana, then, the Model comes as a culmination of Harrington’s exercise of his own
human prudence; in Oceana that human prudence is at work not only in the ancient past
but also in Lord Archon’s work to follow.
Oceana thus establishes a trans-temporal analogy between Moses and Lord
Archon, creating a fictional framework of the linear history of humanity beginning with
the commonwealth of Israel and culminating in the commonwealth of Oceana. Within
this fictional world unshackled from the constraint of time, Harrington’s assertion in the
Preliminaries that “the Christian religion grew up according unto the orders of the
commonwealth of Israel, and not against them” finds its meaning.121 Narrowly defined,
Oceana serves as a “blueprint for the English republic”; however, its commitment to
national historiography is a result of its broader commitment to the historiography of
humanity, and that commitment can be fulfilled only if the history of the commonwealth
of Israel is taken into account.122 Oceana’s treatment of ecclesiastical history is not a
deviation, but a sine qua non for the building of a popular government by human
prudence, for the work’s narrative sets up a continuum in which the universal history of
God’s people and that of England are inextricably connected. Once the days are gone in
which laws civil and laws ecclesiastical were one and the same – the age of ancient
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prudence “introduced that execrable custom, never known in the world before, of fighting
for religion and denying the magistrate to have any jurisdiction it.”123
The specious argument for Erastianism, along with criticism of the papacy – that
prime example of anti-Erastianism in the history of Christianity – provides a key to
understanding Harrington’s account of England’s recent history. For example, he portrays
the reign of Charles I as a period in which the king ceded much of his political power to
the clergy and was at variance with his parliament.124 In Harrington’s judgment the cause
of the English civil war can be explained as follows: “the dissolution of this government
caused the war, not the war the dissolution of this government.”125 The rise of priestcraft
Harrington observed in the Christian church manifests itself in the recent history of
England through Caroline clericalism: both instances bred the collapse of civil
government, and in Harrington’s thinking Scots presbyterianism was the most immediate
example of anti-Erastianism. In Oceana, Harrington thus opposes two different versions
of anti-Erastianism in England and Scotland; however, this does not necessarily mean
that his ecclesiological view was Erastian, as the received version would have it.126 In
Oceana it is the people who control and oversee the church, since the council of religion
in the commonwealth of Oceana is not a traditional type of governmental organ ruled by
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the king’s councilors. Instead, it is an executive unit that allows the people to take part in
its administration through the rotation of offices. Cromwell’s creation of triers and
ejectors was an important step towards this ideal, though the system proved to serve a
completely opposite end in the real world. Harrington’s anti-presbyterinaism in Oceana
ought not to be viewed as a call for resuscitating Erastianism in Cromwellian England;
rather, it was a radically different type of suggestion in pursuit of a new form of religious
life under republican rule.
It is within this analogical framework of historical narratives, ancient and modern,
that Harrington deals with ordination, election, and the rise of a select group of people,
called “presbyters,” in the history of the Hebrew commonwealth. The beginning of
presbyterianism is rendered in Harrington’s account not as a result of the exercise of
human prudence but as an instance of historical contingency. In order to reveal this
contingent nature of presbyterianism, Harrington calls attention to how in ecclesiastical
history the process of selecting presbyters from the congregation underwent a notable
transformation. He juxtaposes two different types of ecclesiastical ordination –
chirotonia, the holding up of hands, and chirothesia, the laying on of hands, and shows
how a transition from the former to the latter had to do with a descent from an initially
democratic form of church government to an aristocratic form of ecclesiastical polity. In
the commonwealth of Israel, ecclesiastical ordination was basically the same process as
election of civil magistrates, but when this custom became a privilege of presbyters, the
argument of anti-Erastianism began to have a negative impact on the history of humanity.
In Oceana Harrington maintains that the descent from chirotonia to chirothesia took
70

place “without any divine precept for it,” and by the introduction of the ordination by
“imposition of hands,”

a commonwealth of as popular institution as can be found became, as it is
accounted by Josephus, aristocratical. From this ordination derives that which was
introduced by the Apostles into the Christian church, for which cause I think it is
that the presbyterians would have the government of the church to be
aristocratical; albeit the Apostles, to the end, as I conceive, that they might give
no occasion unto such a mistake, but show that they intended the government of
the church to be popular, ordained elders (as has been shown) by the holding up
of hands (or free suffrage of the people) in every congregation or ecclesia. For
that is the word in the original, being borrowed from the civil congregations of the
people in Athens and Lacedaemon, which were so called. And the word for
‘holding up of hands’ in the text is also the very same which signified the suffrage
of the people in Athens.127

Harrington links the transition from chirotonia to chirothesia with the beginning of jure
divino presbyterianism in ecclesiastical history. In his view, such a transition was not
scripturally warrantable, and any attempt to defend jure divino presbyterianism would be
defeated.
Historicizing the origin of presbyterianism, a crucial tactic that Harrington adopts
in order to rebut its jure divino arguments, throws important new light on what he saw as
the aristocratic nature of presbyterian church government. His democratic conceptions of
church government in Oceana met with severe criticism from many, including Henry
Ferne, Archdeacon of Leicester, the first critic of Oceana.128 While he was not the only
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adversary of Harrington, Ferne deserves special attention because it was the controversy
Harrington had engaged in with Ferne in the autumn of 1656 that “brought religious
matters nearer to center stage in Harrington’s writings after Oceana.”129 According to
Ferne, the biggest mistake Harrington made in his scriptural exegesis lies in his
misconception of the Hebrew constitution: while he presented it as one based on a
democratic government in pristine condition, it was, in fact, a theocratic state in which
laws were given via Moses by God to “princes and heads of the tribes” without any
debate or contradiction. Ferne concludes that Harrington’s understanding of the Hebrew
constitution is not correct, as it projects onto that ancient, theocratic state his own desire
for empowering the people – not an anointed ruler – to resolve and choose laws.130 What
provokes Ferne most is Harrington’s exegesis on Exodus 19, as it makes God look like a
republican, Moses like such legislators as Solon, Romulus or Lycurgus in pagan
antiquity, and the commonwealth of Israel like a jure divino republic in which the people
were capable of wielding their power to enter into a covenant with God and even reject
God’s command if they found it not satisfactory.131 In Harrington’s reckoning, when

adversary Harrington had to deal with after the publication of Oceana. After Pian Piano
in response to Ferne, Harrington wrote on behalf of Hobbes Book II of The Prerogative
of Popular Government (1658) in response to Henry Hammond, Church of England
clergyman, and Lazarus Seaman, presbyterian master of Peterhouse, Cambridge. In the
following year Harrington wrote The Art of Lawgiving (1659), where he elaborated on the
ecclesiastical structure of the commonwealth of Israel.
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Moses brought God’s words to the people of Israel and they unanimously endorsed them,
they made God their king; however, Ferne avers that it is not the Israelites who chose
God, but God who chose them “out of all nations to be a peculiar people,” having brought
“them out of the land of Egypt.”132 Ferne concludes that Harrington’s scriptural exegesis
is fundamentally flawed: in Israelite history, there was obviously no such thing as a
republic.133
In response to Ferne’s attack, Harrington wrote Pian Piano (1657) to elaborate on
his distinctive view of church government. In it, he argues that the term ecclesia was
adopted both by the chief of all the tribes of Israel and by Greek and Athenian writers to
refer to their religious congregations, and the implication of such a word choice was that
“they intended the church to be democratical.”134 Just as civil magistrates were elected by
the Apostles, their elders were elected by ballot or by the suffrage of the people – not by
the imposition of hands. By the same token, since God’s words were not imposed on his
people but “proposed by himself or his servant Moses, and resolved by the people,” God
was “the king in Israel by covenant” and the people of Israel were active participants in
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shaping and endorsing the polity.135 What is distinctive about Harrington’s account,
however, is that in addition to his elaboration on the apostolic church’s practice of
ordination, he goes one step further to call attention to a particular moment in the history
of ancient Israel.136 This narrative strategy adopted in Oceana seems to have escaped
Ferne, but a closer look at it reveals that Harrington constructs his distinctive version of
ecclesiastical history in Oceana to substantiate his anti-presbyterianism. In Pian Piano
Harrington goes into greater detail about this subject, unpacking the nature of
presbyterianism.

Ordination in the commonwealth of Israel, being primarily nothing else but
election of magistrates, was performed by the suffrage of the peoples, or (as is
shown by the Talmudists upon Numbers, 11, in Eldad and Medad) by the ballot.
Nor was it otherwise till the Sanhedrim got a whim of their own, without any
precept of God, to ordain their successors by the chirothesia or imposition of
hands, and the parties being so ordained, called presbyters, became capable of
being elected into the judicatories; whereby, cheating the people of the right of
electing their magistrates, the Sanhedrin instituted the first presbyterian
government. Nevertheless this form, as to the imposition of hands, was not always
held so necessary among the Jews but if the party were absent it might be done by
letter, and sometimes, though he were present, it was done by verse or charm
only.137

In this account presbyterianism is defined as both a creation of, and an heir to, the Jewish
Sanhedrin, which marked the beginning of the spiritual aristocracy in ecclesiastical
history. Yet the gist of Ferne’s criticism is that Harrington infers the legitimacy of
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“democratical government of the church” from the “notion or origination of ecclesia,”
and then the legitimacy of “gathering churches.”138 In response to this charge, Harrington
refers to Acts 14:23, calling into question the correctness of its English translation, which
rendered the original Greek line as “when they had ordained them elders in every
church,” when its correct translation ought to have been “and when they had ordained
elders by the holding up of hands in every congregation.” Harrington finally contends: “if
this place be restored, ordination is restored unto the people; and so, divines losing it,
there is an end of priestcraft, as by telling the story of thin invention (though in brief) will
better appear.”139 In making this point, Harrington most likely referred to the Geneva
Bible while attacking the Authorized Version, given that the former preserves the original
Greek line with the term chirotonia, rendering it “when they had ordained them elders by
election in every church.”140
In Calvin’s commentaries on Acts 14, he states that when Paul and Barnabas
appointed presbyters, they did not act alone, but rather allowed it to take place through a
free election, “by the votes of all.”141 When pointing this out, Calvin notes that depending
on specific contexts, the Greek word chirotonia might mean both the solemn rite of
ordination executed through the imposition of hands and the holding up of hands “usually
done in the assemblies of the people.”142 Since Calvin’s Geneva was a model for the
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Scottish kirk, a closer look at what actually happened at the parochial level in early
modern Scotland can be illustrative: since the Second Book of Discipline restored the
imposition of hands in 1578, a highly ceremonial induction of ministers continued to be
used along with the “public approbation of the people.”143 Unlike Harrington’s simplified
version, actual Scots presbyterianism operated in a way that retained both practices of
chirothesia and chirotonia. When it comes to the election of elders, the Second Book of
Discipline annulled the requirement of annual election approved in the First Book,
making the office of eldership “a lifelong appointment” close to a semi-clerical status.144
Yet unlike Harrington’s version based on a mutually exclusive dichotomy between
ordination and election, the introduction of chirothesia by the Second Book did not
necessarily make the Scots ecclesiastical polity a self-perpetuating aristocracy of
presbyterian leadership; rather, elders, like ministers, were periodically subject to
congregational review.145 And in their appointment, election and ordination played
equally important roles.
On the one hand, that argument of chirotonia shows that Harrington intended his
own version of Israelite history to have a certain kind of discursive effect for the purpose
of alerting his contemporary audience to what he saw as the nature of presbyterianism.
On the other hand, Harrington’s response to Ferne also reveals that for Harrington the
weakness of his Hebraism was not an important matter of concern; rather, he conceded in
The Prerogative of Popular Government (1658) that his knowledge in biblical, rabbinic
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and Talmudic sources had been “assisted by Selden, Grotius, and their quotations out of
the Rabbis,” and in “this learning” he had so little skill that “sometimes he would follow
them and leave,” not only “making use of their learning, but of [his] own reason.”146 In
Harrington’s reckoning, the accuracy of his biblical exegesis is outweighed by his desire
for appropriating Israelite history to substantiate his distinctive view of human history.
For him, the history of the commonwealth of Israel is not simply a “model,” as Ferne
assumes when he accuses Harrington of believing in its applicability to “his purpose as he
would make it”; rather, Harrington situates the history of the Hebrew commonwealth at
the beginning of the history of humanity in which the purest form of government,
temporal and spiritual, must be sought. In his view, examination of that history makes it
possible to make sense of the descent from good ancient prudence to flawed modern
prudence, and such an inquiry into the past helps to clarify the nation’s present within the
larger contours of human history. As his reference to Giannotti indicates, Oceana is a
work of periodization, and by reconstructing the narrative of the past in his own
distinctive way, Harrington demystifies the argument of jure divino presbyterianism
imaginatively. This literary strategy reveals his anti-presbyterianism, and more
importantly why he thought Cromwell’s naïve conception of liberty of conscience must
be checked lest the United Commonwealth he founded fall prey to those hidden devotees
of the fallen monarchy.
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Oceana’s characterization of presbyterianism makes possible a closer look at the
nature of the polity as being fundamentally anti-Erastian. For the work’s dedicatee who
had played a central role in preventing a rigid presbyterian settlement in favor of the
army’s agenda in the mid-1640s, Harrington’s representation of presbyterianism in
Oceana would have been a reminder of the anti-Erastian arguments advanced by the
Scots presbyterians in the Westminster Assembly of Divines over the course of the
1640s.147 In opposition to their arguments for the autonomy of the kirk, John Selden, for
example, played a vital role in the Westminster Assembly to defend Erastianism,
asserting that “the Jewish State and Church were all one, and that so in England it must
be, that the Parliament is the Church.” In this insistence on a new Erastianism Harrington
was of one mind with Selden.148 In Oceana Harrington brings to center stage Selden’s
Erastian assertions by posing the following question: “whence it is men, … will have
ecclesiastical government to be necessarily distinct from civil power; when the right of
147
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the elders, ordained by the holding up of hands in every congregation, to teach the people
was plainly derived from the same civil power by which they ordained the rest of their
magistrates.”149 Oceana renders the history of the Christian religion as a cycle of the rise
and fall of anti-Erastianism, as illustrated in the Jewish Sanhedrin and the Roman papacy.
As a culminating part of that overarching narrative of human history, the history of precivil war England echoes that pattern. Thus, the progress of ecclesiastical history and that
of the history of humanity become identical in the fictional world of Oceana. In it
English history is portrayed as not freed of that frequent pattern of degeneration
involving the rise of priestcraft. The descent of chirotonia to chirothesia, in Harrington’s
view, is not merely an event traceable to a certain time in Jewish antiquity; rather, it is an
archetype that illustrates the degeneration of godly Erastianism to corrupt priestcraft.150
For Oceana’s audience in the autumn of 1656, the most readily identifiable embodiment
of that descent was first the rise of the Caroline clergy and then the intrusion of Scots
presbyterianism into English ecclesiastical life. In order for Harrington to show Cromwell
“what a commonwealth was and if there was such a thing,” then, it was imperative that
the Lord Protector be aware of the threat of anti-Erastianism and the meaning of its
impact on the fate of the English nation.
In Harrington’s thinking, Hebraism, Erastianism and toleration are inextricably
interrelated.151 Any attempt to make a case for the influence of the former two upon
Harrington’s own commitment to toleration, however, demands contextualization:
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Harrington’s preoccupation is not simply with promotion of religious toleration – an
agenda with which Cromwell had been preoccupied since the late 1640s, but also with
making a crucial corrective to the statesman’s definition of liberty of conscience. The
upshot of Oceana was to evaluate Cromwell’s religious policy goal with a firm
awareness of the British dimension in which it ought to have been shaped. Without
appreciating this distinctiveness of Oceana, its ecclesiastical proposals might be deemed
to square with the Cromwellian agenda, leading to an interpretive confusion concerning
Harrington’s stance towards Cromwell. The task of informing Cromwell of the nature of
republic required alerting Cromwell to the incompatibility of presbyterianism and
republicanism: Oceana serves as not an endorsement of, but advice to, him. As the
Corollary vividly shows, if Cromwell is to be commemorated by his countrymen, he must
defeat a foreign invasion from Scotland; in order to make sure that he succeeds, his
conception of religious toleration needs to be rectified.152
Harrington’s anti-presbyterianism, of course, stems not simply from the fact that
presbyterianism originates from Scotland, but more crucially from its maintaining of a
privileged group of people not subject to the elective principle in ecclesiastical life. He
uses a debate concerning ecclesiastical ordination to assert that “ordination in the
commonwealth of Israel, being primarily nothing else but election of magistrates, was
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performed by the suffrage of the peoples.”153 This statement in Pian Piano is reiterated in
Book II of The Prerogative of Popular Government, a treatise that appeared in November
1657 in response to the writings of the Church of England clergyman Henry Hammond
and the presbyterian minister Nazarus Seaman:

All ordination of magistrates, as of the senators, or elders of the Sanhedrim, of the
judges, or elders of inferior courts, of the judge or suffes of Israel, of the king, of
the priests, of the Levites, whether with the ballot or viva voce, was performed by
the chirotonia or suffrage of the people.154

In Harrington’s reckoning, any attempt to defend the jure divino nature of chirothesia –
the imposition of hands – and establish a spiritual aristocracy is not scripturally
warrantable. In ancient Israel ecclesiastical ordination was the same process as election of
magistrates. Oceana depicts presbyterians as those hostile to this free suffrage of people
in spiritual realms, and such a caricature of presbyterians forms a stark contrast to that
scriptural precedent. In Oceana Harrington focuses on Numbers 11, which, in his view
relying on the Talmudists’ interpretations, provides an inkling of how the principle of
ballot worked among the seventy elders first elected by the people.155 When summoned
by God to come towards the Tabernacle, Eldad and Medad did not appear, but they were
“written as competitors for magistracy.”156 For Harrington this is eloquent testimony to
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the fact that “Eldad and Medad had the suffrage of the tribes,” a divine endorsement of
the ballot.157
In Oceana’s historical narrative, the senate of Israel provides a biblical precedent
by which one can rebut the argument of jure divino presbyterianism. By merging an
account of the history of the Hebrew commonwealth with the emergence of a
“presbyterian party,” Harrington compels a closer look at his version of Scots
ecclesiastical polity as the antithesis of the senate of Israel governed by “ancient
prudence.” If more adequately contextualized in 1656, this presentation of
presbyterianism helps to identify his contemporary English presbyterians as a major
hindrance to his republican project to grant the people political power. Within the
framework of Oceana’s narrative, the work’s religious arguments extend to a national
debate over England’s constitution, as the arguments are fundamentally concerned with
how to build “the empire of laws and not of men.” Unlike Milton who expressed
dissatisfaction with a compulsory church government on the presbyterian model,
Harrington shied away from hostility to it; instead, in Oceana he centered his focus upon
the matter of ecclesiastical ordination and the question of how to define the place and
source of authority in spiritual and temporal realms.158 Oceana thus shifts its emphasis
from a congregationalist criticism of presbyterianism to a deliberation upon the nature of
the polity per se and its political ramifications. For the Harrington of 1656, condemnation
of chirothesia was condemnation of the presbyterian polity opposed to the free suffrage
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of people and the rotation of offices. What this criticism meant in context was a challenge
to the Cromwellian regime that was seeking to reconcile itself with sturdy advocates of
anti-republicanism – presbyterians. Oceana’s depiction of presbyterianism demonstrates
that in Harrington’s view it was only a matter of time before those presbyterians would
become a hindrance to building republican rule on English soil.
In Harrington’s version, the spiritual aristocracy is congenial less to a popular
government than to a monarchical one supported by the clerical estate. In Harrington’s
post-Oceana writings this became a recurrent argument which led his adversaries,
whether the Church of England clergymen or presbyterian ministers, to believe that
Harrington’s ideas would not be compatible with England’s historic institution of
monarchy.159 Yet the most revolutionary feature of Harrington’s thinking concerning
ordination is that unlike his contemporary republicans such as Milton and Sir Henry Vane
who advanced the idea of a perpetual Grand Senate or the rule of saints in the later years
of the Protectorate, Harrington never abandoned his insistence on the validity of rotatory
principle in either political or spiritual realms.160 This distinctive position demonstrates
his belief in the permeation of the political into all aspects of human life; if aptly
contextualized, his anti-presbyterianism was the assertion that ecclesiastical government
must be subordinate to the same principle as that which applies to his ideal version of
159
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secular government – the rotation of offices. In Book II of The Prerogative of Popular
Government, Harrington elaborates on this point:

And why is not ordination in the church or commonwealth of Christ as well a
political thing as it was in the churches or commonwealths of the Jews or of the
heathens? Why is not election of officers in the church as well a political thing as
election of officers in the state? And why may not this be as lawfully performed
by the chirotonia in the one as in the other?161

Harrington’s emphasis on the political nature of ecclesiastical ordination is based on his
contention that had it not been for the intervention of a presbyterian party to “bring a
popular government unto oligarchy, and deface even the work of God himself,” the
commonwealth of Israel would have been transmitted in its purest form with a republican
polity maintained by the free suffrage of people – chirotonia.162
In the Harringtonian scheme, however, an attempt to link priestcraft with
monarchy requires some historical explanation. The Introduction of Oceana indicates that
it is the period of the Stuart dynasty that gave rise to the occasion for the making of the
work; at the end of The Prerogative of Popular Government that historical consciousness
emerges again. After a lengthy overview of the histories of the descent from chirotonia to
chirothesia, Harrington elaborates on the long-held affinity between the estate of clergy
and a princely rule to explain why the former is hostile to a popular government.
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A prince, receiving a clergy with the monopoly of their chirothesia, has no more
to do than to make a metropolitan, by whom he governs them, and by them the
people, especially if he endows them with good revenues; for so they become an
estate of his realm, and a more steady pillar of his throne than his nobility
themselves, who, as their dependence is not so strong, are of a more stirring
nature. This is the gothic model from whence we had out pattern, and in which
‘no bishop, no king’.163

An allusion to James I’s epigrammatic declaration for the affinity between episcopacy
and monarchy is a reminder of the origin of England’s present predicament – the whole
reign of Morpheus the Marpesian, as identified in the Introduction of Oceana. The
necessity for a discussion of ecclesiastical ordination thus gains a historical justification,
because “the political balance extends itself unto the decision of the question about
ordination.”164 Scrutiny of national history convinces Harrington that the changed
political balance of contemporary England requires a reassessment of the “gothic” pattern
based on an alliance between “the miter and the crown.”165 As a carefully constructed
discourse Oceana thus vividly reveals that its author’s anti-presbyterianism was a
historically imposed task for the English empire at a time when its full-fledged pursuit of
republican rule was in peril.
A focus on what Harrington calls the gothic pattern helps better to grasp why if
more adequately contextualized in the mid-century British Isles his anti-presbyterianism
must be construed as an ideological hostility to the Scottish assertion of covenanted
Britain. Clearly in post-regicidal England this assertion was essentially the advancement
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of covenanted, Stuart monarchy, and was diametrically opposed to Harrington’s
republican ideal. Oceana’s criticism of spiritual aristocracy reveals the extent to which
Harrington cared about its political ramifications in the changed circumstance of the
United Commonwealth. In Oceana he was intent on warning its dedicatee of what might
happen if his toleration of presbyterians remained unchecked in 1656. Taking into
consideration the work’s religious arguments of this sort helps correctly to assess the
meaning of its promotion of a bicameral constitution consisting of senate debating and
popular assembly resolving. Clearly this model laid out in 1656 did not correspond to the
contemporary unicameral system of Cromwellian England, but was something to prove in
the years to come highly relevant to a national political debate over the creation of the
Other House. The Humble Petition and Advice, a new constitution proposed by the
second Protectorate Parliament in 1657 to replace the Instrument of Government,
contained not only an offer of kingship to Cromwell but also a proposal for creating a
second chamber to reach a more permanent constitutional settlement acceptable to the
nation at large.166 Even though Cromwell refused to accept the monarchical offer, debates
over the nature of the second chamber – what contemporaries called the Other House –
endured over the course from 1658 until 1659.
While there existed astonishingly divergent interpretations of what exactly the
Other House should be among those involved in the debates, what they had in common
was their abhorrence of what had come about as a result of the constitutional revolution
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of 1649 – the abolition of monarchy and the House of Lords. Yet especially for the vast
majority of presbyterian MPs who were vigorously at work on promoting the ideal of The
Humble Petition and Advice, its demand for restoring England’s pre-1649 constitution
grounded in king, Lords and Commons was the surest way to cope with their ideological
crisis over the meaning of the Solemn League and Covenant of 1643.167 In this document
they pledged not only to “defend the King’s Majesty’s person and authority” but also to
“preserve the rights and privileges of parliament.”168 While they had failed to discharge
these duties due to Pride’s Purge in the winter of 1648, and in the eyes of republicans the
Solemn League had lapsed accordingly with the beheading of Charles I in 1649,
presbyterians were adamant that it was still binding, and the Humble Petition and Advice
gave them an opportunity to renew its enduring resonance in the constitutional
imagination of the English political nation.169 While debates persisted over how to define
the rights and privileges of the peerage during the sessions of the second and third
Protectorate parliaments, supporters of the bicameral legislature in parliament were
ideological adherents of the Solemn League. It was evident that as soon as Cromwell
refused to accept the offer of kingship, they were to find another candidate for the
kingship as promptly as possible to restore the type of commonwealth they had earlier
sought to build in collaboration with Scots Covenanters in the 1640s.
The Army’s usurpation in April 1659 and the resulting collapse of the
Protectorate halted that ideological move led by presbyterian MPs in the third
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Protectorate parliament. The intervention of the Army, however, was greeted by
Harrington and his disciples quite ironically as a historic opportunity to put into practice
their political theory: if the autumn of 1656 was the first republican occasione, the
constitutional vacuum resulting from the April Revolution was the second. The Army
began debating various constitutional proposals. Perceiving his time was at hand
Harrington published Pour Enclouer le Canon (1659), both a restatement of his
arguments and a call for the Army to implement his program. On the same day, Henry
Neville, John Wildman and several others published The Army’s Duty, which demanded
the separation of the powers of debate and result and the creation of a senate and a
popular assembly that would protect the common good of the whole society.170 Yet
despite such demands posed by the Harringtonian party, the Army restored the Rump in
May, to the great dismay of Harrington and his ideological allies. It was around that time
that a club named Rota was formed and began to meet in Bow Street to discuss
Harrington’s ideas, though it was by then an isolated gathering which had no impact on
the course of actual politics. While Milton welcomed the restored Rump as a remedy to
what had gone wrong during the Protectorate era – what he called “a short but scandalous
night of interruption,” the Harringtonian party correctly viewed the restoration of the
Rump as the highway to the restoration of monarchy, since the Rump’s rule was more
widely unpopular than the Protectorate’s had been and its notoriety could facilitate the
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formation of an anti-Rump alliance between royalists and presbyterians.171 Sir George
Booth’s rising in August 1659 was an illustration of that alliance, throwing crucial light
on the royalism of English presbyterians; much of his success was owed to the full
support he received from the clergy in Lancashire and Cheshire, where the most tightly
organized presbyterian classes were established.172 As early as May 1659, when
Harrington published A Discourse upon this Saying, in his mind “cavaliers and
presbyterians” were one and the same, and if they would come to power, he predicted,
they would “either introduce monarchy, or invade the liberty of conscience, or both.”173
The pursuit of the strict division in the legislature, the avoidance of an oligarchic
rule not subordinated to the principle of rotation, and the attainment of permanent
political stability, however, were by no means feasible proposals with which to mobilize
support from the English political nation during the tumultuous months of 1659.
Harrington’s insistence on such an unrealistic vision became the culprit for his isolation
from the majority of his republican allies: Henry Stubbe, his republican sparring partner,
engaged in controversy with him over the questions of how to define Sparta’s
constitutional form and what kind of “Other House” would be required in addition to a
popular assembly. For Harrington, Sparta was a reservoir of ancient prudence, just as
Athens and Israel were. The Spartan lawmaker Lycurgus played a central role in shaping
an ideal form of constitution – an “equal constitution,” in Harrington’s terms, just as
171
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Solon and Moses did. In Stubbes’ view, however, this conception of the Spartan
constitution is mistaken; while he shared Harrington’s enthusiasm for it as worthy of
imitation, it was rather close to an oligarchy, not a democracy, and the type of senate that
England needed was not a rotatory one but a select one comprising those committed to
the good old cause. In response to Stubbe’s criticisms, Harrington wrote an epistolary
treatise, entitled A Letter unto Mr Stubbe, elaborating his position.

For that which you allege out of Demosthenes, as that he calls the senate of Sparta
lords of the people, it can (considering the nature of this commonwealth, which
Isocrates to the Areopagites affirms to be popular) be no otherwise understood
than as they who have the like function, I mean of debating and proposing unto
the parliament, in Scotland are called Lords of the Articles. Lord in this sense, as
you (in great letters setting a mark upon your ignorance, and not interpreting your
text) would imply, does not signify sovereign, for neither are the Lords of the
Articles sovereign, nor does Demosthenes affirm that of the senate of Sparta. But
where the proposers are few and for life, as in Lacedaemon, and as the greater
nobility or officers in Scotland, they may in some sense be called lords of the
people, though not they, but the people have the result.174

Harrington makes it clear that his scheme is not the same as either oligarchy or
democracy. The former, in his view, has a popular assembly in charge of the result alone
and a proposing council consisting of a “few, and for life, as in Sparta.” The latter, on the
other hand, has the people in charge of “not only the result but debate also, … , as in
Athens.”175 Yet of greater significance in this passage is his allusion to the Lords of the
Articles in Scotland, which shows his understanding of the Scots polity as analogous to
the senate for life practiced in Lacedaemon. For Harrington, any type of senate that is not
174
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subject to rotation would make an oligarchy, and must not be a model for an equal
commonwealth. The assertions of equality abounding in Harrington’s work, however, led
Stubbe to part company with him, though both were opponents of the restoration of
monarchy. This is because in Stubbe’s view, by 1659 an insistence on equality would be
a hindrance to the execution of the Harringtonian doctrine rather than a catalyst to it,
prompting adversaries of republicanism to set aside their differences and unite in disfavor
of the good old cause. Presbyterians and episcopalians were ready to cooperate to stifle
sectaries and prevent the nation from advancing liberty of conscience.176
After Rota club ceased to meet in February 1660, Milton published in April – at
the acme of the elections to the Convention Parliament – the second edition of his Ready
and Easy Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth, in which, while reiterating his earlier
contention articulated in the first edition for the establishment of a perpetual Grand
Council, he conceded that the membership of the forthcoming Parliament should be
renewed by the Harringtonian principle of rotation, though he was not wholly
sympathetic with it and expressed his wish that “this wheel or partial wheel in state, if it
be possible, might be avoided.”177 Yet in that treatise Milton shared Harrington’s antipresbyterian sentiments, reiterating his well-known condemnation of the Scots
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disciplinary model, which could “draw one way under monarchy to the establishing of
church discipline with these new-disgorged atheisms.”178 What is noteworthy is that
Milton still viewed the gist of presbyterianism as a disciplining system seeking to coerce
individual conscience – not as the sort of ecclesiastical polity that had affinity for the
institution of monarchy within the changed circumstance of the United Commonwealth.
As late as the spring of 1660, he did not realize that by the mid-century, presbyterianism,
whether Scots or English, would advance royalism, and that toleration of that polity
might entail a re-endorsement not only of the Solemn League but also of the ideal of the
federal union of England and Scotland in deference to both nations’ shared confessional
interests. What Harrington had aimed at in Oceana was a preemptive, Anglo-Britannic
containment of all those possibilities; once established in 1656, his posture remained
unchanged despite the shifting of political order, isolating him not only from the
mainstream of national politics blind to the complicated problems of the new British
commonwealth, but also from his contemporary republicans who failed to identify a real
hindrance to the “ready and easy way to a free commonwealth.”
The distinctiveness of Oceana must be sought in Harrington’s dictum that the
success of Cromwellian England is contingent upon the correct settlement of church
government. Neither disciplinary nor doctrinal approaches could solve it, for religious
government is a political matter, and without hammering out a political remedy to a crisis
in religion, the completion of the godly reform would never be achievable. Restoring to
the people the power of ordination and even that of excommunication was the first step
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that the English political nation needed to take to build a free commonwealth. By 1656
Harrington recognized this; in his reckoning, despite Cromwell’s achievements in the
realm of church reform, the Protector’s naïve conception of presbyterianism, which he
had opposed in the late 1640s but later decided to tolerate, was one of the greatest
mistakes that Interregnum government was making, leading it to fall prey to the
collaborations of “cavaliers and presbyterians.”179 Harrington’s prophecy proved to be
right: in February 1660, the Long Parliament was restored with its previously secluded
members – those presbyterian royalists who had opposed the execution of Charles I in
1648 – returned to their seats. They made the parliamentary discussions of March in
favor of a presbyterlian settlement, just as they had done in 1645-6 through parliamentary
enforcement of presbyterianism on England. By the spring of 1660 England was on the
verge of renewing her confessional alliance with Scotland as the Long Parliament ordered
that the Solemn League be republished and read in every church in the country.180 What
Harrington had anticipated in 1656 took place in 1660, rehearsing England’s pre-regicidal
past. Cromwell’s toleration of presbyterianism in England vividly illustrates a paradox of
religious toleration, showing how cultural and ideological others become no longer others
when they are tolerated. Oceana’s anti-presbyterianism was not simply a hostility to
spiritual aristocracy but also a demand for the permanent settlement of republican rule in
the changed circumstance of the United Commonwealth. Yet what lay ahead as another
obstacle to this republican project was a different side of the Scottish problem impeding a
179
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full-fledged realization of “popular government” in the British archipelago, Scots socioeconomic backwardness.
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CHAPTER 3: Creating “Lords of the Earth”

A group of researchers who have refused to endorse the idea that Harrington’s
Oceana was a seventeenth-century English utopia tend to base their arguments on the fact
that what Harrington was portraying in the mid-century was, in fact, a fictional but
instantly recognizable England.181 In their view, it was a place that was by no means a no
place, which is a literal meaning of utopia; it was intended to urge its contemporary
readers – most importantly Cromwell – to adopt and implement its proposals
immediately. Despite this historiographical consensus, Oceana resists simplification.
While it presents not simply England, as it existed in 1656, but one “transformed,”
whether or not the corollary of such a transformation is realistic remains elusive. The
culprit for the critical temptation to conclude that Oceana may have, in fact, been a
nowhere in More’s sense is, among others, the agrarian law.182
The agrarian law has been regarded as a proposal intended to fix the existing
balance of property in a way that would suit a popular form of government.183 Harrington
defines the agrarian law as the system of limiting the inheritance of landed property at no
more than £ 2,000 per annum. When “the whole people be landlords, or hold the land so
divided among them that no one man or number of men within the compass of the few or
181
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aristocracy overbalance them, it is a commonwealth.”184 His agrarian law enables the
redistribution of land ownership, whose political result is a stable popular government.185
This is a term he uses in his later prose work, The Prerogative of Popular Government
(1658), to stress that in his ideal republic, the sovereign is the people, neither the crown
nor the nobility. The agrarian law is the key to making this republican rule possible,
because in the Harringtonian scheme the popular balance of property effects a popular
form of government.186
Clearly making all people landlords through the redistribution of land ownership
can result in the abolition of poverty. This vision was not Harrington’s invention, but
rather had been the hallmark of English utopian thinking since More, resurfacing in civil
war radicalism. In the late 1640s Gerrarld Winstanley, the leading spokesperson of the
Diggers, advanced this view by calling for the abolition of private property.187 If
Harrington simply wished for such an egalitarian community, he could have achieved his
goal more easily and more quickly by lowering the limit of ownership to less than £
2,000 per annum, just as he set the amount for Scotland at £ 500 per annum with the
intention of dissolving its aristocracy completely. The laws designed for England and
Ireland, and those for Scotland, are different. A full-fledged execution of Harrington’s
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agrarian scheme can be made possible only when the agrarian laws are put into practice
fully in the three disparate islands, but with somewhat disparate ends. In his reckoning,
the agrarian law in England is designed not to destroy its aristocracy but to reshape it in a
way that would suit the workings of a republican government. In Oceana he calls that
particular aristocracy a “competent nobility,” and the essential purpose of the agrarian
scheme is not so much to strengthen what he calls “the people” in Oceana as to create the
“competent nobility” at a moment when it was most needed to compose the most
desirable type of social basis for republican rule.188
This social estate is not the same as the hereditary peerage of pre-civil war
England, but rather is something that is required to make republican rule effective. In
Harrington’s lexicon, the competent nobility includes both nobility and gentry,
constituting what he later calls a “good aristocracy.”189 More importantly the textual
context in which Harrington’s call for the “competent nobility” appears demands more
careful scrutiny, because otherwise it can be construed as not distinguishable from the
hereditary nobility of pre-civil war England. In Harrington’s diagnosis, the building of
popular government must be preceded by the formation of the “competent nobility,”
because, provided that the agrarian law for Scotland diminishes the power of its
aristocracy, the Oceanic nobility can contribute to maintaining “a native territory in
strength, situation or government able to overbalance the foreign.”190 Lastly, the presence
of the competent nobility in Oceana prevents the possibility of demanding a standing
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army in the republic, because “arms planted upon dominion extirpate enemies and make
friends, but, maintained by a mere tax, have enemies that have roots and friends that have
none.”191 Thus, the raison d’être of the competent nobility in Oceana is not to create
another hereditary peerage, but to ensure the supremacy of the “native” republic over its
“foreign” provinces including Marpesia and Panopea.
An insistence on the importance of the nobility in Oceana in the making of an
ideal commonwealth demonstrates that Harrington cared about moral and political
implications of the agrarian law. In Oceana, for example, it is not through an exercise of
political power but through a presentation of moral authority that Lord Archon is enabled
fully to implement the agrarian scheme. Harrington recognizes the importance of a wellshaped authority in his ideal polity as a main driving force to “bow men unto a more
general consent.”192 The ruler’s authority is indispensable to the redistribution of
property, what he consistently calls in Oceana “an equal agrarian.”193 In the discursive
milieu of the mid-1650s, any attempt to call for “an equal society” risked association with
such radical adversaries of the regime as Diggers and Levellers. But Harrington does not
shy away from basing his assertions upon the ideal of equality; rather, in his scheme the
principle of “an equal agrarian” is a litmus test for ascertaining whether a certain nation is
capable of her own liberty.194 For example, the presence of overmighty aristocrats in
Scotland becomes a hindrance to realizing an equal agrarian, and setting a lower limit of
property inheritance for Scotland than for England suggests that Harrington viewed the
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former as a nation incapable of liberty in its present form, awaiting the latter’s
intervention to dissolve the aristocracy.195 Yet this does not necessarily mean that his
vision of Oceana as a republic with relative economic equality was egalitarian; in order
for him to differentiate this appeal to equality from those made by his contemporary
radicals, he needed to demonstrate in Oceana that his diagnosis of England’s past and
present departed from theirs.
Harrington’s departure from contemporary radicals can be substantiated by a
closer look at how his argument about the agrarian law departed from contemporary
criticisms of agrarian improvement. In early modern England, enclosing and engrossing
were two of the most important means to promote agricultural prosperity, but they were
also main causes of popular grievances, frequently referred to as twin evils in the
countryside, because they were essentially in disfavor of common rights.196 In 1639, John
Smith of Nibley in the county of Gloucestershire defended enclosure on the grounds that
“such common grounds, commons, or waste grounds, used as commonly they are, …
yield not the fifth part of their true value, draw many poor people from other places,
burden the township with beggarly cottages, inmates, and alehouses, and idle people.”197
In 1656, John Moore wrote in his Scripture Word against Enclosure that “such enclosure
that [was] destructive to public and poor [was] a crying sin.”198 Setting up physical
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barriers in agricultural land by using hedges, fences and ditches meant the negation of
common proprietorship, contributing to the establishment of exclusive property rights;
arbitrarily combining multiple small-scale farms into a single, economically more
advantageous one made the system of open-field agricultural labor increasingly
outmoded, spurring the rise of economies of scale and capitalist agriculture. Both
phenomena, in short, expedited depopulation and reduced agricultural employment, with
chief victims not so much smallholders as wage laborers who depended on common land.
199

When Winstanley in the late 1640s demanded communally cultivating common waste

lands, he was certainly speaking for those agricultural workers who had been deprived of
their land.200 Even though England’s rural problems were not the main concern of the
Levellers in the late civil war era, their petition presented to the House of Commons in
September 1648, includes a demand for laying “open all late enclosures of fens and other
commons, or … enclos[ing] them only or chiefly for the benefit of the poor.”201
Complaints about agrarian improvement in rural England accompanied by concerns for
the poor, however, were not shared by the author of Oceana; his agrarian law was not an
economic means to tackle the nation’s rural impoverishment, but rather a political
scheme to counter widespread radical challenges to the right of private property in favor
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of common proprietorship. Harrington was adamant that if aptly implemented over a
long-term period, the equal agrarian in the commonwealth of Oceana would bring about
an increase of wealth for the entire nation.202
This new way of looking at the agrarian law helps to reevaluate critically a recent
historiographical attempt to situate Harrington’s republicanism within the so-called
“Greek Tradition” hailing the equal distribution of wealth based on the balance of
justice.203 By reducing Harrington’s agrarian scheme to the classical republican demand
for social justice, this interpretation neglects to recognize that in civil war and
Interregnum England the popular ideology of the peasantry underwent a significant
degree of social differentiation: while relatively well-to-do tenant farmers began to
embrace an ideology of improvement, a poorer stratum of peasants increasingly
gravitated towards the ideology of social levelling.204 In the Harringtonian scheme, it is
only to Scotland that the levelling ideology is applied, as the target of England’s
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expansion is Scotland and what that means in context is the dissolution of the latter’s
landed aristocracy by the former.205 This scheme, however, is not applied to England.
The agrarian law in the commonwealth of Oceana, unlike that in Marpesia, is in harmony
with the ideology of agrarian improvement. The corollary of the agrarian law is the
abolition of poverty, but the main objective of the law is rather the creation of the
competent nobility; in the context of the mid-century, choosing to talk about the
strengthening of nobility rather than the abolition of poverty was a distinctive solution to
England’s problem as Harrington understood it.
A closer look at the economy of England in the mid-1650s also suggests that
Harrington’s economic arguments would have satisfied landlords and the rising
yeomanry, not the nation’s meaner sort. The war period of the 1640s was extremely harsh
for wage earners and small farmers: the winter of 1648 and 1649, in particular, saw the
acme of the nation’s subsistence crisis and price inflation. Because copyhold rents were
fixed, this environment in which the value of money had been reduced provided tenant
farmers and their landlords with opportunities to thrive.206 Yet in the aftermath of civil
war, prices began falling calamitously, while food supplies increased dramatically, so that
farmers were pressed to find fresh markets lest they face bankruptcy.207 Clearly this
deflationary situation adversely affected the great landowners – the crown, the
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established church and the aristocracy, but this did not necessarily mean that landless
laborers profited from it. It was mostly those capable of increasing their landholdings
cheaply – the yeoman farmers and the small landowners – who were the beneficiaries of
that situation.208 In November 1656 the Protectorate Parliament passed an act which had
initially been proposed as early as April 1652 permitting and even encouraging export of
grain, cattle, horses, meat and dairy produce.209 The fact that Parliament finally
recognized the serious plight of English farmers in the autumn of 1656 is testimony to the
extent to which agricultural grievances were acutely felt nationwide. This important
transition taking place in English agriculture, however, did not inform Harrington’s
diagnosis of the national economy. Clearly he was cognizant of the rise of small
proprietors in English society, but he did not take into account the fact that agricultural
laborers barely benefited from the strengthening of what he calls in Oceana “the
yeomanry, or middle people.”210 In his definition of the term, “living not in a servile or
indigent fashion,” they “were much unlinked from dependence upon their lords and,
living in a free and plentiful manner, became a more excellent infantry.”211 Harrington’s
ideal commonwealth was essentially designed to function as a self-sufficient state; while
he recognized the importance of foreign trade, it was earmarked for the business of a
province – not that of a metropole.212 In Oceana the agrarian law would prevent creating
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a situation in which farmers found themselves insolvent, by transforming most
copyholders into freeholders with no responsibility to pay rents. Yet this was not an
appropriate solution to England’s problem in 1656, nor was it in harmony with the
Protectorate government’s agricultural policy goals seeking overseas markets. At the
most important transitional moment in English agricultural history, Harrington wanted
more aristocracy, rather than less.
An insistence on the importance of the aristocracy in the Oceanic commonwealth
demonstrates the agrarian law’s permanent constitutional nature.213 As most modern
commentators have noted, much of Oceana was, in fact, not so much an analysis of the
economic bases of political power as an elaboration on constitutional apparatus.214
Comprehending this political drift of the law helps better grasp for whom Harrington was
speaking in Oceana and why. His argument about the importance of the agrarian law is
not sustained by analyses of contemporary economic reality.215 Except for decreeing a
limit on the maximum amount of heritable property, he does not explain in Oceana how
and why this proposal would fit into the economy of England in the mid-1650s. In
Harrington’s reckoning, England’s socio-economic history is little more than a reflection
of her political history; this helps to explain why a mathematical analysis of the agrarian
scheme makes no sense in light of the realities of the mid-century British Isles. Clearly
213
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the idea of all land falling into the hands of only five thousand proprietors was not a
feasible plan, given that that number would fall far short of what would actually be
required to make possible the provision of the republic’s officeholders based on a
rotatory system.216
This caveat, however, must be accepted with greater caution, as Harrington was
adamant that his scheme would ultimately shape “a competent nobility” integral to the
building of a distinctive type of archipelagic republic. The agrarian law was intended to
fix the existing balance of property, but what this meant in context was to create a
desirable type of social stratifying – not to abolish it: for Harrington, “Oceana, or any
other nation of no greater extent, must have a competent nobility, or is altogether
incapable of monarchy. For where there is equality of estates, there must be equality of
power; and where there is equality of power, there can be no monarchy.”217 While this
passage is generally construed as a demand for monarchical rule, reinforcing the
argument that Harrington was envisioning some sort of monarchical republic, this view is
deeply flawed: because Oceana was intended to generate a distinctive kind of reader
response in its immediate discursive context, reading the work from beginning to end is
indispensable to correctly assessing Harrington’s intention. Given that the passage
appears in the Second Part of the Preliminaries, any attempt to deduce from it Oceana’s
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central argument is quickly defeated; at the end of the work, the Corollary will vividly
demonstrate that while at the founding period of the republic the role of a single legislator
is crucial, he or she must resign after the republic is set up. The competent nobility,
however, must endure to ensure the proper workings of the republic. A holistic approach
to Oceana forcefully demonstrates that the primary obligation that Harrington’s intended
readers are expected to discharge is adherence to republicanism. This unstated demand
controls the experience of reading in Oceana. If more aptly contextualized, the
problematic assertion in the Second Preliminaries is an antithesis of the radicals’ extreme
version of levelling ideology; in Harrington’s view equality of power results in the
absence of authority, which in turn impedes the building of a “commonwealth for
increase.”
Oceana’s historical sections demonstrate that Harrington was opposed not to an
aristocracy per se but to a specific type of aristocracy that England had witnessed during
the years leading up to the civil war era. The failure of current historiography is derived
from its interpretative conflation of what Harrington said in his account of England’s
recent history and what he did not say in it; the most important discursive effect of
promoting the agrarian law in the mid-century was to counter the widespread radical
condemnation of all kinds of aristocracy. First, what Harrington did say in Oceana is that
an examination of English history demonstrates that Henry VII’s legislation prompted the
weakening of baronial power while spurring the rise of a landowning people.218
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This did mightily concern (said the historian of that prince) the might and
manhood of the kingdom, and in effect amortize a great part of the lands unto the
hold and possession of the yeomanry, or middle people, who, living not in a
servile or indigent fashion, were much unlinked from dependence upon their lords
and, living in a free and plentiful manner, became a more excellent infantry, but
such an one upon which the lords had so little power, that from henceforth they
may be computed to have been disarmed.219

The dissolution of monasteries executed by Henry VIII expedited that move to such an
extent that a monarchy “divested of her nobility” could no longer govern the people.220 In
this particular account the people refers to the House of Commons, whose rise to power
in disfavor of the peerage led to the dissolution of the government in 1642.221 This
perception of the transition of the balance of dominion from the nobility to the House of
Commons has long been construed as a demand for the emergence of a new type of
government founded upon the popular sovereignty known by the term
“commonwealth.”222 This dictum, however, is what Harrington did not say in Oceana,
but is something that has mistakenly been regarded as the kernel of his proposals,
reinforcing the argument that by 1656 Harrington the republican was challenging
Cromwell’s monarchical ambition to promote himself to a kingship. At a time when
Harrington published his work, he did not commit his scheme to this material
determinism, but rather insisted on the importance of the Protector’s role as a political
expedient to lay the groundwork for “a commonwealth for increase.” The building of a
219
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kingless state was an important agenda, but simply regarding Harrington’s proposal as a
demand for Cromwell to obey what the course of the nation’s socio-economic history
dictates is an understatement; rather, Oceana’s agrarian scheme clearly lays down what
Cromwell needs to do in his capacity as one at the helm of the nation on its way towards
a kingless state.
The Second Part of the Preliminaries in Oceana demonstrates that Harrington had
a clear idea of when the shift of balance began in English history: it was with Henry VII’s
legislation in 1489 that the balance began to move to the gentry.223 It was accelerated by
the dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII in 1536, reaching the acme in the reign
of Elizabeth I. Yet such an account of changing social realities in sixteenth-century
England is not substantiated by any data which suggests a logical connection between the
rise of the House of Commons and the rise of the gentry. It does not suffice to be
reminded that in Harrington’s terminology the gentry is closer to the lesser nobility, while
sometimes even closer to the yeomanry: his use of the term, in short, is by no means
consistent. Rather, despite his descriptions of social history of the Tudors, he does not
connect its changes with the violent change of the last decade, (i.e., 1640-50).224 In
Harrington’s account, the outbreak of civil war is not so much a result of changes in the
223
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Tudor economy as a consequence of “the dissolution of the government” in the reign of
Charles I.225

A prince, as stiff in disputes as the nerve of monarchy was grown slack, received
that unhappy encouragement from his clergy which became his utter ruin; while,
trusting more unto their logic than the rough philosophy of his parliament, it came
unto an irreparable breach; for the house of peers, which alone had stood in this
gap, now sinking down between the king and the commons, showed that Crassus
was dead and Isthmus broken. But a monarchy divested of her nobility has no
refuge under heaven but an army. Wherefore the dissolution of this government
caused the war, not the war the dissolution of this government.226

As the introductory part of Oceana indicates, in Harrington’s account the outbreak of war
is depicted as a long-waited event that put an end to the reign of the Stuarts; however, he
did not endorse what happened as a consequence of the rise of Commons, but rather
sought to ask why the war broke out as it did and what needed to be done to heal and
settle the war-torn nation.227 In Harrington’s view, the cause of the war must be found in
the dissolution of the constitution based on the balance of King, Lords and Commons.
The citation from Lucan’s Pharsalia indicates that Harrington regarded the House of
Lords as an indispensable link within the framework of the English constitution – a link
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that could serve as a bridge between King and Commons; this demonstrates his
awareness of the importance of the upper house in the functioning of the English
government and the role it must play to sustain the state.
Harrington’s defense of the nation’s constitutional legacy is substantiated by his
distinctive view of the Norman conquest and its influence on England’s legal tradition.
His historical account of national history in the Second Part of the Preliminaries
underscores a continuity of legal tradition that had survived the conquest.

But the Neustrians [Normans] – while they were but foreign plants, having no
security against the natives but in growing up by their prince’s sides – were no
sooner well rooted in their vast dominions than they came up according to the
infallible consequences of the balance domestic and, contracting the national
interest of the baronage, grew as fierce in the vindication of the ancient rights and
liberties of the same as if they had been always natives; whence, the kings being
as obstinate on the one side for their absolute power as these on the other for their
immunities, grew certain wars which took their denomination from the barons.228

Harrington’s depiction of the Normans indicates that he regarded them “as if they had
been always natives,” and more important, as staunch defenders of “the ancient rights and
liberties” of England as their Saxon counterparts. In arguing for such a continuity across
the chasm of William’s conquest, Harrington’s stance was completely different from the
anti-normanism of contemporary radicals who fiercely condemned the conquest as a
moment at which the ancient liberties of the Saxon golden age had been lost. In their
view, the estates of the nobility and the gentry were products of the conquest – instances
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of the Norman yoke, and this argument gained wide currency in the mid-seventeenth
century as economic crisis made the lives of the poor and the wage-earner increasingly
impoverished.229 In the eyes of the Levellers, for example, the use of Norman French,
that language of the Conqueror in English legal profession, came across as an important
symbolic source of grievance.230
Unlike his contemporary radical opponents of the Norman yoke, however,
Harrington acknowledges the importance of the nobility and the gentry in the functioning
of an ideal commonwealth. The agrarian law is designed to remake these social estates;
they constitute what Harrington calls “a good aristocracy.” If more aptly contextualized,
this call for the “good aristocracy” reflects Harrington’s well-known hostility to divines,
lawyers, and physicians, all of whom were increasingly being identified as a new
aristocracy in contemporary English society. Lord Archon states that

“the sufficiency of an aristocracy goes demonstrably upon the hand of the nobility
or gentry, for that the politics can be mastered without study, or that the people
can have leisure to study, is a vain imagination; and what kind of aristocracy
divines and lawyers would make, let their incurable run upon their own narrow
bias and their perpetual invectives against Machiavel (though in some places
justly reprovable, yet the only politician and incomparable patron of the people),
serve for instruction.”231
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In light of Lord Archon’s criteria, divines and lawyers, as well as the people, do not
belong to the aristocracy of Oceana; in Harrington’s reckoning the collapse of the
competent nobility allows an ill-deserved group of people to join the aristocracy, and
thereby to wreak havoc on the political nation of the republic. Lord Archon continues to
assert that “if neither the people, nor divines and lawyers, can be the aristocracy of a
nation, there remains only the nobility, in which style, to avoid further repetition, I shall
understand the gentry also, as the French do by the word noblesse.”232 Thus, Harrington’s
central aim was to remake the English aristocracy as an estate capable of serving the
republic on a permanent basis.
By the autumn of 1656, Harrington’s aim was to set forth a constitutional
apparatus designed not to repeat the Caroline dissolution of the government. The
weakening of Lords and the empowerment of Commons went hand in hand in England’s
recent history; lest she fell prey again to such an unbalance which bred civil war, it was
necessary to remake that shattered balance in a way congruent with the nation’s changed
balance of property ownership. This demand for a new type of nobility lay at the heart of
Harrington’s proposals. As he writes, “Oceana, or any other nation of no greater extent,
must have a competent nobility.”233 In Harrington’s view, “a competent nobility” was,
among others, what Cromwellian England needed in order to succeed. To realize this
vision, however, it was important in the first place to rectify contemporary radicals’
mistaken conception of “equality of power.” The main adversary of Oceana’s agrarian
scheme was not only great landlords of England but also the radical underground
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promoting egalitarian ideology. The radicals had a divergent view of utopia, and for
Harrington their view was diametrically opposed to the type of commonwealth he was
envisioning through Oceana. An insistence on the importance of the “competent nobility”
is a disguised attempt to counter contemporary radicals’ egalitarian vision of utopia.
Oceana’s hostile treatment of the army provides a different angle from which to
evaluate Harrington’s distinctive stance in the mid-century. Much of the landed property
of royalists, along with crown and church lands, had been confiscated since 1649, and the
amount of cash raised by the sale of those properties had failed to meet the deficits of the
Interregnum governments.234 The cost of maintaining a large-scale standing army and
navy over the course of the 1650s resulted in the regimes’ indebtedness, and it should
come as little surprise that in Oceana Harrington concludes that “an army is a beast that
has a great belly and must be fed.”235 Oceana’s condemnation of the army is an antithesis
to contemporary radicals’ endorsement of it as a key motivator of revolutionary force. In
the eyes of Winstanley, for example, the army was the people, who could bring about a
significant array of transformations for the wretched of the earth.236 On the contrary, in
Harrington’s agrarian scheme the army was a hindrance to the prosperity of the nation at
large. More importantly Oceana’s treatment of propertied people demonstrates that they
were by no means upholders of subversive ideology; instead, they were county-based
freeholders qualified to participate in the political world, both local and national. Clearly
Harrington was seeing the growth of “the people” in the half century before the
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revolution of 1649: the old county qualification of a forty-shilling freehold had
increasingly become meaningless as a result of inflation, and this had resulted in an
increase in the size of the electorate. There had also been parliamentary efforts by the
gentry to expand the borough electorates in order to promote their cause in disfavor of the
court’s.237 At the inauguration of the Protectorate, the Instrument of Government
restricted the electorate to those with property worth two hundred pounds, reducing the
size of the political nation.238
The corollary of this move of the Protectorate government, however, was
potentially to limit the entry of rising gentry into the national electorate. This suggests
that from its outset the Protectorate regime was not as much committed to the utter
dissolution of the landed aristocracy in England, as it might often have seemed to be. Its
retention of the customary practice of primogeniture was an illustration of its alliance
with the nation’s big landlords. In Oceana Harrington has Lord Archon criticize this
custom:

My lords, it comes into my head that, upon occasion of the variety of parties
enumerated in our late civil wars, was said by a friend of mine coming home from
his travels, about the latter end of these troubles, that he admired how it came to
pass that younger brothers, especially being so many more in number than their
237
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elder, did not make one against a tyranny the like whereof has not been exercised
in any other nation. And truly, when I consider that our countrymen are none of
the worst natured, I must confess I marvel much how it comes to pass that we
should use our children as we do our puppies: take one, lay it in the lap, feed it
with every good bit, and drown five! Nay, worse, for as much as the puppies are
once drowned, whereas the children are left perpetually drowning. Really, my
lords, it is a flinty custom!239

While in a few areas a custom of gavelkind prevailed over primogeniture, allowing even
the youngest son to inherit, in most of England primogeniture held sway, as it was in the
interests of landowners who desired to concentrate ownership over generations.240
Complaints about the existing law that was exploiting younger sons without assuring
them a secure place in society as adults were widespread over the course of the 1650s.
For example, such Leveller leaders as William Walwyn and John Lilburne, both younger
sons of modest gentry families, proposed a modification to the system of primogeniture
to assure elder sons two-thirds of their father’s inheritance, with the remainder equally
divided among the rest.241 Harrington’s insistence on the abolition of primogeniture went
further than the Leveller proposal endorsing partible inheritance. Yet contemporary
gentry, let alone the hereditary nobility, still favored primogeniture, and were not
sympathetic with such a modest proposal. In Oceana Harrington associates this
contemporary agenda with the matter of how to expand the size of the electorate. Under
his agrarian scheme the equal distribution of inheritance among younger sons would
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contribute to the increase of qualified voters, which, in turn, would create a stable body of
citizenry in the Oceanic commonwealth and divide large estates, undermining the peerage
but enhancing the “competent nobility.” Oceana’s treatment of primogeniture
demonstrates that Harrington was concerned with how to secure a sufficient number of
county freeholders through the restructuring of the nation’s economic institutions.
Clearly this position was a peculiar one in the mid-century. The movement of the
Levellers was heterogeneous in composition, gaining support among a wide variety of
groups including the lesser gentry, urban merchants and tradesmen, and even the small
but independent peasantry; the Digger movement could have only mobilized support
from agricultural wage-earners.242 On the contrary, by calling for the abolition of
primogeniture Harrington risked turning his back upon all those who would have
willingly sided with him had he taken a less progressive path. The predicament of
primogeniture was not keenly felt among the nobility, since they had sufficient wealth to
provide for the younger sons; it was the gentry who suffered most due to their inability to
provide decently for younger sons. Yet their sympathy for younger sons paled by
comparison to their desire to maintain their wealth by concentrating it, so grievances
came from younger sons of the gentry, as they required more to maintain their social
status.243 When Harrington complained about the English customs of inheritance in
Oceana, he was representing this seldom-recognized group of contemporaries – the
younger sons of the gentry. This was a radical demand in its own right, even if not in
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such a way as were the Diggers’ and the Levellers’. The idiosyncratic nature of
Harrington’s radical stance in the mid-1650s is tied to the aim of the agrarian law. Unlike
for Walwyn, Lilburne and Winstanley, for Harrington, what mattered most was how to
remake the English nobility or gentry as the permanent basis of political commitment in
the republic. Because the agrarian laws would prevent the concentration of wealth into
the hands of the few, the equal distribution of inheritance among younger sons would
enlarge the size of the political nation in England, so that each county could exercise a
sufficient degree of local autonomy.
An insistence on the expansion of the English political nation also helps to
explain the rationale behind Harrington’s commitment in Oceana to the dissolution of the
aristocracy in Scotland. In his scheme, just as England’s younger sons became as a source
of citizenry for England, Scotland’s peasants loomed large as a source of citizenry for the
United Commonwealth.

The agrarian in Oceana, without interruption of traffic, provides us in the fifth
part of the youth an annual source or fresh spring of one hundred thousand,
besides our provincial auxiliaries, out of which to draw marching armies, and as
many elders, not feeble, but men most of them in the flower of their age, and in
arms for the defence of our territories. The agrarian in Laconia banished money;
this multiplies it.244

This passage is from Lord Archon’s speech in response to Philautus de Garbo who asserts
that the agrarian law would play havoc with the commonwealth of Oceana rather than
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helping to achieve its avowed purposes – material growth and territorial expansion. He
turns to the history of Laconia in which the agrarian law ruined both the city of Sparta
and its citizens, impeding the nation’s “increase.”245 In his response to this criticism, Lord
Archon points out that Oceana should be different, as the abolition of primogeniture and
the introduction of gavelkind, if in a modified form, would contribute to the increase of
citizens; the presence of Oceana’s “provincial auxiliaries,” he also notes, can play a
crucial role in building an Anglo-Britannic empire, too. Especially when it comes to
Scotland, Lord Archon tells the people in the Oceanic Parliament that only when
“plowing out the rankness of her aristocracy by your agrarian, you will find her an
inexhaustible magazine of men, and to her own advantage, who will make a far better
account by the arms, than by the pins of Poland.”246 Thus, in Harrington’s scheme, the
abolition of Scotland’s aristocracy by the agrarian law is deemed a sine qua non for
building a strong “commonwealth for increase.”
The problem with this proposal, however, is that it grew out of Harrington’s
cursory understanding of the actualities of recent Scottish social history. Clearly deeming
the Scots peasantry a group awaiting emancipation was commonplace in discussions of
the English godly in the mid-century, and Cromwell was no exception. Just as in Oceana,
Harrington likened the peasantry of Scotland to the “cattle of the nobility,” in 1659
Cromwell called Scotland a “very ruined nation” under the shackles of the landed
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aristocracy.247 Yet it is one thing for the English godly to care about a full-fledged
dissolution of the Scottish aristocracy, and quite another for the realities of the nation to
correspond to their evaluation of Scottish rural society. Oceana is limited by its failure to
take into account the northern nation’s recent transformations. In Harrington’s view,
England witnessed the rise of the “middle people” in the sixteenth century, yielding a
condition appropriate to a popular government, whereas Scotland did not spur such a
dynamic historical movement on its own; in Harrington’s thinking, a catalyst for the
growth in Scotland of what amounts to the English yeomanry must come from outside –
not from within, and as a historical discourse Oceana serves this imperialist purpose. In
his insistent call for completing England’s full-fledged provincialization of Scotland,
Harrington was speaking in opposition to the Protectorate regime in the mid-century: the
Scottish council, set up in September 1655 by the Protectorate government, had
increasingly shifted its government from a coercive, centralizing and military one to a
conciliatory, decentralizing, and cooperative one in favor of the local communities.248
This change in the Protectorate government’s policy demonstrates its view that despite
the abolition of heritable jurisdictions and all forms of vassalage, much of Scottish local
life remained unchanged: the power of the men of influence in the localities was by no
means negligible, and without making a significant degree of political compromise with
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the traditional holders of power in Scotland, it was not feasible for the English effectively
to maintain order and dispense justice in the communities.249
An awareness of the enduring power of the Scottish magnates in the mid-1650s,
however, does not necessarily support the argument that there was no such phenomenon
in Scotland as an equivalent of the growth of the yeomanry in England. Oceana’s skewed
constructions of English and Scottish social histories are consequences of Harrington’s
utter neglect of what was taking place over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries in Scotland. One foreign observer who happened to be in sixteenth-century
Scotland, for example, reported that the nobility was losing ground to the lairds,
burgesses and middling sort of men.250 Unlike in England where there existed a clearly
recognizable line of demarcation between the nobility and the gentry, in Scotland there
was no such sharp boundary between the lesser nobility and the greater lairds.251 When
Harrington insists in Oceana that his ideal republic demands a “competent nobility,” it
includes both the nobility and the gentry; he was convinced that by 1656 England was
ripe for integrating the two groups into what could serve for the ideal republic as a “good
aristocracy” without hereditary titles. His agrarian scheme would limit the accumulation
of heritable wealth to no more than £ 2,000 per annum, thus reducing the number of
magnates in the republic, and the rise of the middle people would blur the hitherto rigid
distinction between the nobility and the gentry. In Scotland, however, this phenomenon
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had already been taking place since the middle of the sixteenth century, as the feuing of
church and crown lands enabled large areas of land to be transferred from a handful of
feudal and ecclesiastical landlords to a new social group including the small lairds, feuars
and even tenant farmers.252 An equally important role in this social transformation in the
Scottish countryside was also played by price inflation over the course of the sixteenth
century; as feu duties were fixed, their money value was diminished in the inflationary
situation, to the advantage of feuars and tenant farmers.253 Thus, this transfer of land from
superior to subordinate contributed to the enfeeblement of feudal society in sixteenthcentury Scotland.
What came to be widely known as the Ordinance of Union, issued in April 1654
by the Protectorate Parliament, effected the abolition of a feudal overlord’s right to hold
courts of justiciary, regality or barony; however, in the eyes of contemporary observers in
England much of local life in Scotland was still dominated by the landed elite of the local
communities, and Oceana’s treatment of Scotland is based on this widely held belief that
the Scottish peasantry were not yet free from the control of their feudal superiors.254
Clearly this was a stance maintained by the English government towards the Scottish
local magnates, when Lord Broghill and the Scottish Council decreed in 1655 to establish
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justices and constables on the English model in Scotland.255 Yet this political measure
ought not to be understood as a proof for the absence of socio-economic change
tantamount to what Harrington hailed in Oceana as the growth of the people in
England.256 When Harrington set a lower amount of heritable wealth for Scotland, his
underlying assumption was that the transfer of landed property had not taken place in that
country, and his agrarian scheme would be the only solution to that feudal society. Hence
Lord Archon tells the Oceanic Parliament that

if you be so tender, now you have it in your power, as not to hold an hand upon
them that may prevent the slaughter that must otherwise ensue in like cases, the
blood will lie at your door. But in holding such an hand upon them, you may
settle the agrarian; and in settling the agrarian, you give the people not only
liberty, but lands; which makes your protection necessary to their security, but
contribution due unto your protection, as to their own safety.257

This assertion is a result of Harrington’s skewed conception of Scottish social history; in
his view, the implementation of the agrarian law is the most sensible way the English can
exert a proper control over their conquered northern brethren. He was, however, unaware
of the realities of contemporary Scotland where the local magnates’ rights of jurisdictions
were increasingly becoming titular; their land-based income was diminishing, and the
price rise was felt far more acutely in early modern Scotland than anywhere else in
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Europe.258 His insistence on applying the £ 500 limit – not £ 2,000 – to Scotland would
perhaps have been modified had he noted the presence of substantial numbers of
smallholders in Scottish agricultural society. By the same token, Cromwellian England
would have taken a different path in its treatment of Scotland had Cromwell and his
magistrates been better aware of the dynamic nature of Scottish socio-economic history:
instead of making a concession to the traditional power-holders of Scottish society, they
could have turned to those unknown yet sufficiently well-to-do middle people lying
outside the traditional circle of power.
Oceana’s treatment of Scotland reveals that Harrington was critical of the
Protectorate government’s respect for the autonomy of the Scottish local elites: in his
view, its willingness to recognize the importance of traditional land-owning elites could
weaken the government of the Scottish council in Edinburgh and the English authorities
in London to whom it was subordinate.

The provincial councils of Marpesia and Panopea respectively shall take especial
care that the agrarian laws, as also all other laws that be or shall from time to time
be enacted by the parliament of Oceana for either of them, be duly put in
execution. They shall manage and receive the customs of either nation for the
shipping of Oceana, being the common guard. … They shall manage the lands (if
there be any such) holden in either of the provinces by the commonwealth of
Oceana in dominion, and return the rents into the exchequer.259
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In the Harringtonian scheme, Ireland and Scotland – those two provinces of England –
are not allowed to practice local autonomy. In late medieval Scotland, the crown relied on
its magnates for raising armies and running the localities; disputes were settled by local
people and non-professional judges based in the localities.260 While during the fifteenth
century a central court of justice was set up and a professional group of lawyers emerged
in Scotland, the judicial system of the realm remained decentralized in contrast to the
highly centralized, complex system of justice in England.261 In Harrington’s view,
Cromwell’s decision to give in to the men of influence in the Scots localities in the mid1650s was a measure not only to turn back the clock but also to undermine England’s
colonial governance in Scotland. The agrarian law designed for Scotland was a scheme
completely to eradicate the local autonomy of Scottish landed society, and ultimately to
contribute to a more centralizing trend in the government of England’s province.
This peculiar treatment of the Scottish agrarian scheme helps to explain,
ironically, a seldom recognized side of Harrington’s agrarian law for England. In Oceana,
the impetus for decentralizing national governance is not a vice, but rather a laudable
virtue. The shaping of the competent nobility firmly rooted in their land enables the
making of a republic comprising ten thousand locally autonomous parishes with their
self-appointed, self-determining ruling group subject to rotation of offices.262
Underscoring the importance of rotatory principle in the government of the localities
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demonstrates that Harrington was aware of the downside of decentralizing national
government – the emergence of oligarchy in the localities. In Elizabethan England, the
consequence of empowering vestrymen, quite ironically, was the centralization of
provincial government, not its opposite. Fostering a sense of public duty and obedience to
constituted authority led to the emergence of oligarchy in local courts leet and verstry
courts, and resulted in the intensification of social stratification, not the weakening of
it.263 Oceana’s proposed polity makes a departure from this Elizabethan polity in which
little commonwealths attained a sufficient degree of local autonomy and parish officers
were increasingly empowered as mediators between central and local politics: while
praising decentralization of national government, Harrington does not reject a national
system of provincial government in England. County-based freeholders participate in the
government of their local communities, not as oligarchs mediating between center and
locality but as rotatory officers helping to realize the Aristotelian vision of
“commonwealths of husbandmen.”264
The anti-oligarchical nature of the Oceanic polity can also be substantiated by a
closer look at its peculiar treatment of the poor. In English rural communities, the
prerogatives of parish officers intensified as they were given the task to classify the poor
into the rubrics of deserving and undeserving.265 The parish officers determined these
rubrics mostly with reference to the wealth of local inhabitants. In Harrington’s view,
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however, the consequence of dealing with parochial poverty this way only fueled the
existing problem of social hierarchy in the localities, rather than solving it. As a way of
criticizing the contemporary practice of poor relief in England, Harrington calls attention
to the example of ancient Rome, where what Livy called that sixth classis, “through their
poverty contributed nothing to the commonwealth but children,” and therefore “was not
reckoned nor used in arms.”266

Whereas we, excusing the rich and arming the poor, become the vassals of our
servants, they, by excusing the poor and arming such as were rich enough to be
freemen, became lords of the earth. The nobility and gentry of this nation, who
understand so little what it is to be lords of the earth that they have not been able
to keep their lands, will think it a strange education for their children to be
common soldiers and obliged unto all the duties of arms; nevertheless it is not for
four shillings a week, but to be capable of being the best man in the field or in the
city, the latter part of which consideration makes the common soldier in this a
better man than the general of any monarchical army.267

The nobility and gentry’s alleged disdain for military service, in Harrington’s view, was
not simply a sign of a lack of patriotism; at a parochial level it often manifested itself as a
disguised call for arming the poor in lieu of the rich to tackle agricultural poverty in an
economically advantageous way. Yet the corollary of this practice of poor relief was the
weakening of the spirit of public duty among the nobility and the gentry, and most
importantly, the increase of social polarization in the localities. In Harrington’s
commonwealth, this problem is solved partly by the principle of rotation of offices; at a
more fundamental level, however, his agrarian scheme eliminates parochial injustice by
266
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creating the nobility and the gentry who are willing to bear arms in defense of their land.
They understand that being the “lords of the earth” is superior to accumulating unlimited
wealth to be exempt from military obligations. By the mid-century, however, this demand
was by all means counterfactual. As late as the winter of 1660, writing to a mayor of the
Hull corporation, Andrew Marvell, then Hull M.P. and still Harrington’s close friend,
missed “those blessed days when the youth of your own town were trained for your
militia, and did … become their arms much better than any soldiers that [he had] seen
there since.”268
At the center of Harrington’s agrarian proposals lies this demand for a countybased militia, as opposed to a standing army.269 In the Corollary, Lord Archon allows the
army to exist only temporarily for purposes of ensuring the security of the republic, and
he disbands it in less than two years.270 In Harrington’s thinking, the army is detrimental
to the public revenue of the republic. He accuses Cromwell of having imposed the
notorious Decimation Tax to afford the army instead of reducing its size.271 The
Corollary sheds more crucial light on Harrington’s peculiar stance towards the
Protectorate’s financial policies in the mid-century: his endorsement of the excise tax
demonstrates a striking divergence between Harrington and contemporary radicals. In
October 1645, the Leveller John Lilburne, in his pamphlet entitled Englands Birthright
268
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Justified against All Arbitrary Usurpations, whether Regal or Parliamentary, or under
What Vizor Soever, called for the reform of the Long Parliament, insisting, among many
other things, on annual parliaments, greater accountability and the abolition of tithes,
monopolies and the excise.272 In the Leveller manifesto The Agreement of the People,
published shortly after the army debates at Putney, Lilburne also criticized the procedures
of tax officials, demanded the abolition of the excise, and called for the restoration of the
subsidy. Yet during the 1640s, since the excise constituted the major source for provision
of the soldiers’ arrears and the Levellers realized that the support of the army would be
integral to their struggle against legal tyranny of the Stuart regime, their attacks on the
excise were not so consistent as to effectively mobilize popular hostility to it.273 Still, no
sooner was the Protectorate inaugurated than hostility to the tax burst into the public
arena: one of William Prynn’s two anti-Protectoral pamphlets, which appeared in 1653
and in 1654 respectively, condemned the tax, among others, as “an illegal damned
destestable public tax and oppression on the whole English nation … to satisfy private
men’s interests, debts or pretended arrears.”274 Even Cromwell’s supporters were
reluctant to endorse the imposition of the tax wholeheartedly.275 Despite such a
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widespread opposition to maintaining the fiscal remnant of the Long Parliament,
however, Cromwell refused to make any change to the tax regime bequeathed by the
previous governments; instead, he issued a series of ordinances over the period from
December 1653 to January 1655, making the excise a permanent part of the Protectorate
revenue.276
A careful examination of the Corollary demonstrates that Harrington made a
notable departure from the popular hostility to the illegality of the excise. Eleven years
after the commonwealth of Oceana is born, the term of the excise expires; Harrington
provides a detailed account of how much net income was brought to the public revenue
via the imposition of the tax. Yet while Lord Archon disbands the army in spite of the
demand of the senate and the people to maintain it, he accepts their decision to preserve
the excise even after its term has expired. The Corollary indicates that Harrington not
only endorsed but also hailed the importance of the excise tax in the finance of the
republic.

Nevertheless, taxes being now wholly taken off, the excise of no great burden,
and many specious advantages not vainly proposed in the heightening of the
public revenue, the excise was very cheerfully established by the senate and the
people for the term of ten years longer; and the same course being taken, the
public revenue was found in the one and twentieth of the commonwealth to be
worth one million in good land. Whereupon the excise was so abolished for the
present, as withal resolved to be the best, the most fruitful and easy way of raising
taxes, according unto future exigencies.277
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Harrington’s description of the excise indicates that it is approved unanimously by the
senate and the people. This is vivid testimony to the fact that Harrington was not against
the Protectorate’s tax regime; moreover, it forcefully indicates that he did not agree with
the Leveller charge that the excise was a burden on the people. According to Lilburne,
the excise was unjust not simply because it was illegal in the same way that Charles I’s
ship money had been, but because it was comparable to “secret thieves, and Robbers,
Drainers of the poor and middle sort of People.”278 Yet it is important to note that, unlike
Leveller pamphleteers who were ready to mitigate their hostility to the excises to ensure
the support of the army in the 1640s, by the mid 1650s Harrington was convinced that the
army was not the people. What he was intent on showing in the Corollary is that in the
Oceanic commonwealth, the tax initially established by parliamentary leaders to meet the
costs of war against Charles I in 1643 is used to enrich not “private fortunes” or the
arrears of the army but the public revenue.279 The Corollary thus plays an important role
as the most powerful, discursive containment of hostile polemics that had been levelled
against the excises since their genesis.
Oceana’s endorsement of excise taxation in the mid-1650s reveals Harrington’s
peculiar stance towards the Protectorate regime. Unlike the Levellers ready to forge an
alliance with the army only if they could strengthen their powerbase among the middling
and meaner sort, Harrington found no reason to tolerate the army. For the Levellers, the
excise was an agenda that was negotiable depending on the shifting of political winds,
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because they were fundamentally concerned with how to create the world of the people in
disfavor of the nobility and the gentry. This was, in short, an effort to destroy the status
quo, and by the mid-century, Harrington found that view completely unacceptable. For
him, the nobility and the gentry required not eradication but revision, and in Interregnum
England whether or not to endorse the excise was a litmus test for ascertaining one’s
allegiance to that legacy of the English nation. Harrington’s distinctive treatment of the
excise in the Corollary needs to be understood as his deliberate attempt to tackle
contemporary challenges to the Cromwellian Protectorate. By underscoring the
contribution of the tax to the public revenue of the regime, Harrington counters the
Levellers’ charge of the tax as a main burden on the people. If more aptly contextualized,
this response to the Levellers’ view of the tax and their concern for the people
demonstrates that Oceana was by no means a text written for what contemporary radicals
thought of as the people in England. An insistence on the importance of the competent
nobility differentiates the drift of the work from that of civil war radicalism.
An insistence on the illegality of the tax, however, was not merely part of the
Leveller campaign in the 1640s: writing in the aftermath of the revolution of 1649,
Milton also viewed the excise as an illustration of the extent to which the English people
were not prepared to live in a free commonwealth – a failure of the revolution. What
happened in the Long Parliament, in his view, was

justice delayed and soon after denied, spite and favor determined all …
everywhere wrong and oppression … These votes and ordinances which men
looked should have contained the repealing of bad laws and the immediate
131

constitution of better resounded with nothing else but new impositions, taxes,
excises … not to reckon the offices, gifts and preferments bestowed and shared
among themselves.280

These vociferous criticisms of the excise from various points on the political spectrum in
civil war and Interregnum England show how strikingly Harrington’s Oceana departed
from contemporary discourses capitalizing on growing concerns about Cromwell’s
arbitrary rule. For him, the Protectorate’s decision to maintain the excise is justified
solely upon pragmatic terms. In the “Model,” the twenty-fifth order explicitly states that

whereas the public revenue is through the late civil war dilapidated, the excise,
being improved or improvable to the revenue of one million, be applied for the
space of eleven years to come unto the reparation of the same, and the present
maintenance of the magistrates, knights, deputies and other officers who,
according unto their several dignities and functions, shall annually receive
towards the support of the same.281

Thus, Harrington vindicates the excise as essential to the revenue of the republic that has
just gotten itself out of the “late civil war.” Read alongside this remark in the “Model”,
the Corollary reveals that unlike his more radical and republican adversaries of the
Protectorate, Harrington cared about the regime’s success, not its downfall.
A holistic examination of Oceana enables a deeper understanding of the nature of
the agrarian law as politically significant. By the time he published Oceana, Harrington
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was convinced that creating the competent nobility was what Cromwellian England
needed to ensure her geopolitical supremacy in the British Isles. Putting a limitation on
the maximum amount of property ownership, in Harrington’s view, was the key to
making the Oceanic nobility and gentry virtuous and fundamentally distinguishable from
the existing landed aristocracy of England; if adequately implemented over a long period
of time, his agrarian scheme would create a republic of county freeholders – what he
symbolically calls “the lords of the earth” in Oceana. The existence of this stable
citizenry differentiates the Oceanic commonwealth from the late monarchy which
collapsed because of its overdependence on the army as it lacked in a competent nobility
and gentry. Oceana shows growing awareness of the centrality of Lord Archon’s
authority and the presence of a “good aristocracy” in the implementation of the republic
and its proper conquest of its “provincial auxiliaries.” In Harrington’s scheme the
establishment of a proper balance in property ownership through the agrarian laws
facilitates that process.
Oceana’s treatment of the court of Chancery helps to substantiate this
interpretation. In the 1650s the Chancery was the last bastion for the landed aristocracy of
republican England; especially as the common law was increasingly losing its former
status in the nation’s legal culture, the Chancery loomed large as an attractive
alternative.282 By the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, England witnessed an
increase of legal business.283 At its earliest inception, the Cromwellian Protectorate laid
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special emphasis on legal reform, issuing a series of important parliamentary ordinances
over the course of December 1653 and September 1654. In his speech to the first
Protectoral Parliament, Cromwell defined the law as “one general grievance in the
nation.”284 The ordinance for “better regulating and limiting the jurisdiction of the High
Court of Chancery” was issued on 21 August 1654, which made clear Cromwell’s
commitment to making the court “more efficient and less expensive for litigants.” One
important aspect of the ordinance was that it empowered local justices of the peace to
take depositions from litigants so that they need not travel to London. Yet the Chancery
ordinance lingered without being passed until December 1654, to the great
disappointment of Cromwell, and in the following month he dissolved the first
Protectorate parliament. When the second Protectorate parliament assembled in
September 1656, a notable stride was made in legal reform: a bill for “taking away the
Court of Wards and Liveries” and for “taking away wardships in Ireland and Scotland”
passed in November and received Protectoral assent five days later.285 This fell short of
Cromwell’s expectations, though, and as parliamentary debate became fraught with more
urgent issues relating to religious toleration and constitutional reform, the wholesale
reform of the English law, which had been Cromwell’s initiative since his rise to power,
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was abandoned.286 On 21 April 1657, with the Chancery ordinance still stalled, Cromwell
expressed concern that due to Parliament’s inaction the English people might suffer from
“the delays in suits, and the excessiveness of fees, and the costliness of suits.”287 Yet even
though Cromwell stood for the reform of Chancery, he did not share the enthusiasm of
the most radical wing of Parliament who were keen to abolish the court altogether.288 He
certainly wanted to depart from the aspirations of the landed aristocracy in England;
however, his reluctance to abolish the Chancery ended up serving their interests, making
the most problematic contribution to the ultimate survival of the landed aristocracy in
Interregnum England.289
Clearly Harrington’s treatment of the Chancery makes a striking departure from
contemporary criticisms of it. Unlike Cromwell who sought to reform the court but
eventually failed as he lost support both from conservatives and radicals, Harrington
came up with a different solution in Oceana: he concluded that once the agrarian scheme
had created a desirable balance in property ownership, the court for equitable
jurisdictions would no longer be needed.
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For prudence, either that of the ancients is inferior unto the modern (which we
have hitherto been setting face to face, that any one may judge), or that of the
royalists must be inferior unto that prudence of the commonwealthsman; and for
interest, taking the commonwealthsman to have really intended the public (for
otherwise he is an hypocrite, and the worst of men), that of the royalist must of
necessity have been more private; wherefore the whole dispute will come upon
matter of conscience, and this, whether it be urged by the right of kings, the
obligation of former laws, or of the oath of allegiance, is absolved by the
balance.290

The matter of conscience that Harrington claims to deal with falls under the rubric of
what ecclesiastical and common law courts could not adequately address in seventeenthcentury England. Traditionally it had been addressed in the Chancery, which was
expected to come up with equitable solutions as they might work for individual
circumstances.291 In Oceana Harrington represents the Chancery, like the Inns of Court,
as an institution charged with the task of educating the young. Yet his sarcastic remark
about the court’s equitable jurisdiction must not go unnoticed: “to justice, or that part of it
which is commonly executive, answers the education of the Inns of Court or Chancery.
Upon which to philosophise requires a peculiar kind of learning that I have not.”292 In
early modern England there existed no general rule of thumb to be applied to matters that
the Chancery had to address; even in the affairs between lords and tenants the Chancery
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was able to intervene only upon request from those involved.293 Adherence to equity
required a kind of judgement tailored to individual circumstances, and it comes as little
surprise that solutions of this sort were hardly satisfactory in the eyes of the interested
parties.
Oceana’s preoccupation with the notion of balance reveals Harrington’s
essentially conservative outlook in contrast to more radical ideology; however, as long as
his agrarian scheme prevents unlimited accumulation of wealth among the nobility and
gentry, his conservatism is understandable. This political orientation is a time-bound
manifestation of Harrington’s ideological stance, which sought the completion of the
Cromwellian experiment. This built-in respect for Cromwell as one capable of remaking
the British Isles with special focus on Anglo-Scottish relations underlay Oceana, and this
force of attachment Harrington felt towards the statesman in the mid-century helps to
make sense of his endorsement of the Protector’s arbitrariness. Just as Harrington
proposed that the Protectorate government should maintain the excise, he insisted that it
should maintain the Chancery as well: both suggestions, in short, were startling
departures from contemporary demands set forth by the regime’s critics. In Harrington’s
scheme, legally enforcing a proper balance in relations of proprietorship through the
agrarian law was the only means to reform the lex terrae, and in his insistence on
prioritizing this measure, among many others, lay the distinctiveness of Oceana. A major
challenge facing Harrington in 1656 was how to create a republic of freeholders, that is, a
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government of the many – neither of the one nor of the few – while maintaining a nonhereditary form of aristocracy. In Harrington’s view, as long as the “nobility or gentry”
does not overbalance a popular government, it can be “the very life and soul of it.”294
This vision for the republic maintained by a virtuous aristocracy is what Harrington
deems to be an ideal “balance of dominion”; it is also the kernel of what he calls “an
equal commonwealth,’ which is

such an one as is equal both in the balance of foundation and in the
superstructures, that is to say in her agrarian law and in her rotation. An equal
agrarian is a perpetual law establishing and preserving the balance of dominion,
by such a distribution that no one man or number of men within the compass of
the few or aristocracy can come to overpower the whole people by their
possessions in lands. As the agrarian answers unto the foundation, so does
rotation unto the superstructures.295

For Harrington, the agrarian scheme corresponds to the foundation of the commonwealth,
but his insistence on the importance of laying the groundwork for the republic properly
was a demand for reshaping the existing composition of society rather than destroying
that status quo. At the time Oceana saw the light of day that demand was a challenge not
so much to the legality of Cromwellian rule as to the validity of the contemporary radical
campaign.
Oceana’s relative conservatism denotes a distinctive political stance seeking to
strengthen Cromwell’s authority which had been in crisis since he rose to power as
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Protector in December 1653. In the winter of 1654 and 1655, the first Protectoral
Parliament was most committed to limiting the power of the single person – that other
powerbase of the Protectoral government. The members of the parliament voted on 28
December 1654 for “leaving the points on which the Protector might exercise a negative
voice to the absolute discretion of Parliament.”296 This attack on the authority of the
Protector was not confined to Parliament; across the country not only royalists but
revolutionaries conspired to rise in revolt against his person. Over the course of the
period from 1654 to 1656, Cromwell’s adversaries in and outside of Parliament would
contest the Instrument of Government’s assertion that authority should reside with a
single person and people assembled in Parliament, as in their view that argument was a
disguised call for restoring monarchical rule in England. When Marchamont Nedham
decided to publish a series of essays he had written during the Commonwealth era in
1656, under the title of The Excellencie of a Free State; or, the Right Constitution of a
Commonwealth, he was intent on redeploying his arguments for kingless rule as a way of
covertly criticizing Cromwell’s encroachments on parliamentary authority. In a preface
titled “To the Reader,” Nedham averred that the “supreme power of the nation” should
consist in “the people’s representatives in Parliament.”297 By 1656, it was evident that
this assertion was a denial of the Instrument of Government. According to the language
of The Excellencie, compliance with Cromwellian rule was akin to bowing “under the
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ignoble pressures of an arbitrary tyranny,” and this was also a proof of how the English
were “unapt to learn what true freedom [was].”298 Linking Cromwell’s government with
“an arbitrary tyranny,” Nedham made re-available to his contemporaries what would
become the most central idiom in the language of republicanism. The incompatibility
between arbitrary government and republican ideology constituted the crux of the
polemic against the Protectorate government.
Harrington’s Oceana made a departure from this contemporary diatribe against
Cromwell’s arbitrary power, in an effort to dispel growing concerns about his alleged
desire to become a king. Oceana’s response to those critical of this monarchical penchant
of the statesman was to show that only if properly guided would Cromwell play an
indispensable role to set up a republican government by creating a stable body of British
citizenry for the first time in English history. A close reading of Oceana demonstrates
that by the mid-century Harrington was most concerned with how to expedite this
constitutional plan by making good use of and the most of Cromwell’s temporary
authority. In the discursive milieu of the mid-1650s, Oceana’s drift was apparently antiradical, and at the heart of Harrington’s intellectual project lay his agrarian proposals in
pursuit of the creation of a commonwealth ruled by the “lords of the earth.” In
Harringtonian thinking, an awareness of the importance of these freeholders in the
longevity of a republic outweighed concerns about the legitimacy of Cromwellian
dominion in the British Isles; in his lexicon arbitrariness was a term that was irrelevant to
what had been taking place since late 1653. Unlike Nedham, who had adhered to the
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ideal of a republican form of government completely purged of monarchical elements
since his service under the Rump, Harrington presented an utterly different type of
proposal to his contemporaries, and the thrust of it was intimately bound up with his
peculiar view of the history of pre-civil war England, in which a lack of what he termed a
“good aristocracy” resulted in “the dissolution of the government” leading up to the
outbreak of war. Oceana is built on this historical consciousness; it was a response to
contemporary charges made against Cromwell and his followers. These attacks featured a
radical denial of England’s past, and in the radicals’ view, Cromwellian England was
making a bid for the restoration of the nation’s undesirable legacies.
Harrington’s conservative outlook might neither come into sight nor be properly
understood if his political position is treated as analogous to that of Nedham, who
maintained his enthusiasm for kingless rule under the Rump without developing a
broader Anglo-Britannic perspective. Yet just as Andrew Marvell concluded sometime in
late 1654 and early 1655 that “if these the times, then this must be the man,” Harrington
believed in the autumn of 1656 that Cromwell had an irreplaceable role to play in days to
come.299 “If these the times,” he was the man who could usher the nation into a reformed,
archipelagic commonwealth capable of exercising a truly popular government for the first
time in English history. Harrington’s insistence on the notion of popular government may
belie the nature of his agrarian scheme; however, the gist of it lay not in reinforcing the
rule of the many in disfavor of the few but in creating a proper balance between the few
and the many by simply imposing a minimal restriction on the amount of land that any
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man might bequeath.300 An insistence on the importance of the “nobility or gentry” in
Oceana therefore must be understood as a bid to clarify that anti-radical nature of the
scheme at a time when equality was too often and too readily construed as simply a
“levelling” principle. At the beginning of the work, Harrington elaborates on this point:

It will be convenient in this place to speak a word unto such as go about to
insinuate to the nobility or gentry a fear of the people, or into the people a fear of
the nobility or gentry, as if their interests were each destructive unto other; when
in truth an army may as well consist of soldiers without officers, or of officers
without soldiers, as a commonwealth (especially such an one as is capable of
greatness) of a people without a gentry, or of a gentry without a people.
Wherefore this … is a pernicious error.301

In opposition to radical attempts to pit the few against the many, Harrington maintains
that such efforts are derived from a misunderstanding of what a commonwealth is and
must be in the particular historical milieu of the mid-century British Isles. Both the
nobility or gentry and the people, in his reckoning, constitute the core parts of the
commonwealth; the point in question is therefore to come up with a means to enable
peaceful coexistence of the two estates, because it is only when this happens that the
greatness of the commonwealth can be attained. More important, this republican vision
would prove not only feasible but also lasting, provided that as a conquered province,
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Scotland might serve as an additional source of qualified voters, helping to achieve a
popular balance across the British Isles in disfavor of monarchical rule.
This greatness of the commonwealth was what Harrington desired when he
published Oceana. Cromwell was a statesman who for the first time in English history
built an Anglo-centric empire proper in the British Isles, and the completion of his
Anglo-Britannic conquest begun a half century earlier, in Harrington’s thinking, was
what remained to be done in 1656. Yet to the longevity of that empire the ruling group’s
moral vigilance was essential, and Harrington believed that his agrarian law would be the
surest way to prevent the moral degeneration of the nobility. More importantly the
agrarian law for Scotland was a scheme par excellence to safeguard the one for England
in a way that would add a body of freeholders to the English citizenry and thereby secure
the rule of the many in the republic. As long as Cromwell was unwavering in his
insistence on the conquest of Scotland in building the Anglo-Britannic empire,
accusations of arbitrary tyranny and usurpation that had been levelled against him since
the late 1640s could be cleared. It is to those unaware of what lay ahead of the Lord
Protector not just of England but of the British Isles that Harrington’s Oceana was
intended to speak in 1656.
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CHAPTER 4: Re-shaping Authority in an Age of Empire

In the historiography of the early modern British Atlantic world, Oceana has been
read not only as a criticism of the military dictatorship of Cromwell’s Protectorate but
also as a negative commentary on the chief of his foreign policy goals – what
contemporaries called “Western Design.” By 1656, Cromwell’s aim was to begin the
conquest of Spanish America: he had sent a massive fleet to the Caribbean in the summer
of 1654, with the intention of securing a naval base to counter Spanish dominion in the
New World. In the spring of 1655, however, the English were defeated by Spanish troops
on the island of Hispaniola, and had to settle for the small colony of Jamaica. The failure
of Cromwell’s Caribbean expedition marked an important juncture in his military
triumphs begun a half decade earlier in the English Republic. These early triumphs had
won him the title of Lord Protector of England, Scotland and Ireland, and “the dominion
thereunto belonging” in late 1653.302 By the autumn of 1656, however, Cromwell found
himself on the defensive both at home and abroad, and it has been alleged that Oceana
appeared at that very moment as a republican challenge to Cromwell’s imperial ambition:
England had to be a “commonwealth for expansion” committed to exporting liberty and
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aiding oppressed people abroad, but not in such a way as had been executed by
Cromwell.303
The problem with this interpretation is that it anachronistically projects onto
Oceana the unrestrained expansionism of future British imperialism.304 If Harrington was
an anti-Cromwellian, was he an anti-imperialist, too? If so, how should his assertion of a
commonwealth for expansion in Oceana be understood? A closer look at the text in
context – the earlier years of the Protectorate – demonstrates that Harrington was
proposing through Oceana his own distinctive imperial vision in opposition to
Cromwell’s Atlantic one. Harrington’s commonwealth for expansion was not the same as
the one Cromwellian England had been gravitating towards, with hopes of defeating
Catholic Spain in the wider Atlantic world; rather, Oceana was a call for building a
restrained, durable empire within the ambit of the British archipelago. Much of the work
shows Harrington’s efforts to define the nature and role of authority that Cromwell
should embody in order to be at the helm of that limited empire. By the mid-1650s,
Harrington was ready to confer on Cromwell an imperial crown only if he proved to be
worthy of it. While within the larger framework of Harrington’s republican project, that
honor was by no means a hereditary title, in 1656 it meant a great deal nonetheless, as
Cromwell was expected to serve as a political expedient at that moment to fulfill what
Harrington saw as a sine qua non for building an ideal republic. Unpacking the nature of
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imperial authority that Oceana delineates helps to reassess the received version that has
represented Harrington either as a republican critic of the Protectorate’s expansionist
scheme or as a prophetic thinker heralding the age of the eighteenth-century British
empire.305
As the beginning of Oceana shows, for Harrington human history is divided into
two eras: the age of ancient prudence and that of modern prudence. In the former
government was “the empire of laws and not of men,” whereas in the latter government
was “the empire of men and not of laws.”306 At the very outset of Oceana Harrington
makes this distinction and calls for reviving that ancient prudence in the present time.
How, then, can the empire of laws be built in England? In order to answer this question
Harrington offers a conceptual analysis of authority and power. According to him,
authority is founded upon the goods of the mind, and relates to virtue – what he calls
“heavenly treasures.”307 By contrast, power is founded upon the goods of fortune, and
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relates to private interest. He calls this “earthly trash.”308 Harrington argues that power is
inferior to authority, but authority sustains power, and that the empire of laws can be
established only if its government depends on authority – not on power. With this
distinction in mind, Harrington provides his own definition of government – a key theme
of Oceana:

Now government is no other than the soul of a nation or a city; wherefore that
which was reason in the debate of a commonwealth, being brought forth by the
result, must be virtue; and for as much as the soul of a city or nation is the
sovereign power, her virtue must be law. But the government whose law is virtue,
and whose virtue is law, is the same whose empire is authority, and whose
authority is empire.309

For Harrington, empire is no longer associated with power, except insofar as authority
sustains it. That association makes sense only in the age of modern prudence, which is
morally inferior to the age of ancient prudence; instead, empire is equated with authority,
as long as the law of the government is virtue and the virtue of the government is law. At
the very beginning of Oceana, Harrington makes it clear that his central intellectual
interest lies in how to wed empire with true authority.310 This task is of special
importance in an age of imperialist expansion, because, as he later elaborates in The Art
of Lawgiving (1658), the power of a commonwealth “extends no farther than her own
people, but her authority may govern others.”311 Thus, Harrington begins his work by
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finding a way to reconcile his republican principles with imperialist ideology. As long as
an empire is firmly rooted in virtuous authority, it can legitimately claim suzerainty over
other peoples and nations.
What, then, does Harrington mean by authority in Oceana? A close look at the
“Preliminaries” demonstrates that he associates authority with the ruler of the
commonwealth. It has been argued that Harrington’s republican constitution was
“proffered, on the basis not of moral argument but of material necessity, determined by
the balance of dominion.”312 What this version has neglected to take into account,
however, is that in Harrington’s scheme there exists a dimension beyond material
determinants and engages fundamentally in moral argument. This is evident in
Harrington’s citation from Ecclesiastes, where Solomon writes: “There is an evil which I
have seen under the sun, which proceeds from the ruler.”313

Solomon tells us that the cause of it is from the ruler: from those principles of
power which, balanced upon earthly trash, exclude the heavenly treasures of
virtue, and that influence of it upon government which is authority. We have
wandered the earth to find out the balance of power; but to find out that of
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authority we must ascend, as I said, nearer heaven, or to the image of God which
is the soul of man.314

If the cause of all evil things happening in a commonwealth must be attributed to the
ruler, it is not only possible but justifiable to frame and offer moral instructions to him;
the fate of the commonwealth is dependent on his authority, because it is the key to
maintaining the institution he has founded. Harrington’s stress on the importance of
authority and the ruler that embodies it was, in fact, a response to Thomas Hobbes, who
in his Leviathan (1651) had failed to recognize that ethical dimension of the
commonwealth, having “caught hold of the public sword, unto which he reduces all
manner and matter of government.”315 An awareness of “the goods of the mind” enables
Harrington not only to make a departure from the Hobbesian adherence to the power of
the sword but also to conceptualize an empire wedded with virtuous authority.
In Harrington’s thinking, virtue, authority and empire go together. And at the
heart of Oceana’s constitutional architecture is the ruler – the sole legislator Lord Archon,
whose role at the time of founding is irreplaceable. The fate of empire hinges on his
virtue – his authority, and it is upon this ground that the empire of laws and not of men
can be built. By defining the three concepts in his own distinctive way, Harrington
proposes a fresh way of looking at imperial ideology within the context of a United
Commonwealth of Great Britain – the culmination of Cromwell’s military triumphs.
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During the late medieval and Renaissance periods, kings of Scotland and England had
declared their crowns imperial. In 1469 the Scottish parliament claimed that James III
had “full jurisdiction and free empire within his realm”; in 1486, just as Anglo-Saxon
kings had long been doing, he issued a numismatic image of a closed imperial crown, and
three years later so did Henry VII in the kingdom south of the river Tweed.316 Declaring
in the Act in Restraint of Appeals (1533) that “this realm of England is an empire,”
Henry VIII made it clear that his authority was unrivaled by any monarchs’ on the
continent or even the Pope’s.317 The idea gained a more expansionist connotation during
the reign of Elizabeth I, as Humphrey Llwyd and John Dee argued for her claims to
extended territories in northern Europe and north America.318 Thus, the concept of empire
as “imperial rule or dignity” owing no allegiance to any foreign superior was increasingly
replaced by the idea of an aggregate of multiple states under the rule of an emperor or
sovereign state.319 Harrington’s conceptual parity of empire and authority goes on to
bring virtue into imperial thinking, making a crucial corrective to the expansionist
conception of empire, and this enables him to envisage a durable framework for the new
United Commonwealth of Great Britain.
316
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An insistence on virtue and authority of the ruler, however, was not in line with
Scots Protestant thinking which had been profoundly and consistently anti-imperial. Due
to its anti-Erastian claim for jurisdictional independence of the kirk, Scots Protestantism
was diametrically opposed to any kind of royal control over the church: when Andrew
Melville, a former student of Theodore Beza, returned in 1574 to Scotland from Geneva,
he played a crucial role as a driving force behind the kirk’s opposition to both bishops
and the royal supremacy.320 As a firm believer in ministerial parity and independence of
the kirk, Melville advanced presbyterianism in Scotland, constituting a key challenge,
along with the thought of his contemporary republican theorist George Buchanan, to the
reign of James VI who asserted his imperial sovereignty in his own kingdom.321 When he
also became James I of England and Ireland in 1603, he was likened to Constantine as
one endowed with the task to build a united British empire along a Protestant line; this
imperial assertion was, in fact, a reinforcement of what John Foxe had articulated in Acts
and Monuments in 1563 in search of a Protestant English past.322
What is significant about the claims to this Stuart imperium, however, is that there
was no place for republican ideology relating to the ideal of virtue – a way to combine
empire with authority rather than just power. More important, the weakness of Stuart
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England’s claims to imperium lay in the fact that since her life began with a personal and
dynastic union with Scotland, the assertion of England’s overlordship over her neighbor
kingdom was always vulnerable especially to the Scots’ concerns about the meaning of
Britain and their place within it.323 The execution of the son of James I in January 1649
opened a new conceptual avenue where the suzerainty of the English empire – not the
British empire – could be defined more clearly and secured after all, and in creating that
historic opportunity in the English favor Cromwell’s role was of paramount
importance.324 Yet while his elevation to power put a temporary end to the Stuart
monarchy and its dominion, the inauguration of the Protectorate in December 1653 was
the re-advent of monarchy with a twist, in that its governing principle was fundamentally
based on the rule of a single person resembling a monarch.325 Most important,
Cromwell’s worldview proved not much different from that of Jacobean puritans for
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whom Catholic Spain remained England’s greatest and predestined enemy.326 When
concentrating the nation’s resources to counter Spanish dominion in the New World
turned out to be abortive, seeking alternatives to the pursuit of Cromwellian imperium
was a sensible step to take for the English literati, who were increasingly disenchanted
with the Protectorate government; it was this step that Harrington’s Oceana took.327
The notion that authority sustains power and provides moral grounding for the
single ruler’s claim to imperial dominion is, in some sense, the antithesis of puritan belief
in the importance of each community member’s moral reform to the building of the godly
commonwealth.328 Instead of urging individual moral reform at all levels, Oceana pays
greater attention to the task of shaping the moral authority of the single ruler to prevent
divine retribution on the nation.329 Viewed in the context of the mid-1650s, the argument
was a critical commentary on the rule of the Major-Generals – the Protectorate’s
experiment to further godly reform, which was by then deeply unpopular with the vast
majority of the population.330 The idea was that only through the nationwide completion
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of the godly reformation could divine vengeance be avoided.331 Facing both royalist
conspiracy at home and the failure of the Western Design abroad, Cromwell tried to
overcome the regime’s crisis by “empowering deeply unpopular local cliques of
Puritans” and allowing them to serve as his godly agents in the localities.332 On 6
December 1655, Cromwell ordered a national day of fasting and humiliation – a
traditional puritan and Scottish means of seeking repentance and reconciliation with
God.333 By early 1655, however, the real crisis of the regime was, in fact, a financial
one.334 While the most reasonable way to address this problem was to reduce the size of
the army, Cromwell never took this step, because he feared doing so would cause a major
security risk. The step he took instead was to levy on Royalists the iniquitous decimation
tax – a tax that confiscated one tenth of all of their property – for purposes of financing
the rule of the Major-Generals. In Oceana Harrington criticizes this measure:
“confiscation of a people that never fought against you, but whose arms you have born,
and in which you have been victorious, and this upon premeditation and in cool blood, I
should have thought to be against any example in human nature.”335 Far from promoting
the authority of the ruler, resort to the army left in the memory of the English political
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nation “a fixed hatred of standing armies that [was] one of the most important legacies of
the revolutionary decades.”336
Harrington’s hatred of the army can be further substantiated by turning to the
Corollary, where a standing army is allowed temporarily to exist only for purposes of
dealing with “dangers abroad and parties at home.”337 Even when the members of the
Oceanic parliament insist on the necessity of maintaining the army on a permanent basis,
they recognize that it must be under the control of Lord Archon.338 In Harrington’s
reckoning, however, “so long as they should have need of a standing army, his work was
not done.”339 This is because if “the people being in arms and at the beck of the strategus,
every tribe would at any time make a better army than such a party, and there being no
parties at home, fears from abroad would vanish.”340 Yet “seeing it was otherwise
determined by the senate and the people,” Lord Archon agrees to take the course that
“they held the safest.”341 This is an indication of Lord Archon’s willingness to recognize
Parliament as his legitimate constitutional counterpart even when they disagree – a virtue
that Cromwell had lost by the fall of 1656. In opposition to the Parliament’s demand for
the maintenance of the standing army, Lord Archon argues instead for a militia of county
freeholders who can bear arms with consent of parliament in wartime. Harrington
336
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suggests that only when a government is first established should paid soldiers be allowed,
and in the Corollary he shows that, a year after the inauguration of the republic, the army
is disbanded, in accordance with Lord Archon’s initial proposal.342 By highlighting the
contrast between Lord Archon and Cromwell, Harrington reinforces the former’s
statecraft, as well as his republican credentials, advising the latter on what he needs to do
in order to set up a free commonwealth in 1656.
What is more important, however, is that in the popular imagination of the mid1650s the army represented the Protectorate’s reactionary efforts to keep order and
restore morality in response to the political crises of the time: a series of royalist
uprisings in both countries – south and north of the Tweed, and the regime’s abortive
campaign to take Hispaniola from the Spaniards, pressured the Lord Protector to take the
most radical puritan solution by resort to the military.343 In Harrington’s view, however,
this measure was not an effective solution, nor even a wise decision. A close look at the
Corollary demonstrates that while Harrington did not oppose moral reform, he was
deeply critical of Cromwell’s version of it and his enforcement. And as far as this issue is
concerned, Harrington has Lord Archon make the most counterfactual assertion:

to tell men that they are free, and yet to curb the genius of a people in a lawful
recreation unto which they are naturally inclined, is to tell a tale of a tub. I have
heard the Protestant ministers in France, by men that were wise and of their own
342
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profession, much blamed in that they forbade dancing, a recreation to which the
genius of that air is so inclining that they lost many who would not lose that; nor
do they less than blame the former determination of rashness, who now gently
connive at that which they had so roughly forbidden. These sports in Oceana are
so governed that they are pleasing for private diversion and profitable unto the
public; for the theaters soon defrayed their own charge, and now bring in a good
revenue.344

In Harrington’s commonwealth, sports, dancing and fairs are not detrimental but rather
advantageous to the promotion of virtue. This is because if performed in a well-ordered
commonwealth, they would be not only pleasing but also of profitable use for the
public.345 By tolerating what puritans would have opposed, Oceana displays its
magnanimity, reinforcing the argument that in a well-established republic all kinds of
recreational activities would not play havoc with the common good of the republic. The
rule of the Major-Generals might have been in line with puritan belief, but was
diametrically opposed to what Harrington and other republicans of the Interregnum
believed to be the idea of freedom and morality. Even as early as 1644, John Milton
developed in his Areopagitica a similar thesis, arguing for the superiority of a republican
polity fraught with “healthful commotions” over a static, monarchical one where no such
344
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tumults would be found.346 The idea was a reiteration of the Machiavellian notion of
concordia discors – a belief in the upside of societal discord and tumults.347 In
commemoration of the first anniversary of the Protectorate’s inauguration, in late 1654
and early 1655, Andrew Marvell set forth in his verse panegyric the image of a free
commonwealth in which even “the crossest spirits” and the “opposed minds” were
allowed not only to coexist but also to “take their part … as pillars.”348 In Oceana “a
quiet state” is construed as pertaining to a commonwealth for preservation – not one for
expansion; Harrington writes, “if Rome had cut off the occasion of her tumults, she must
have cut off the means of her increase, and by consequence of her greatness.”349 It
therefore should come as no surprise that in Harrington’s Oceana even “the royalists” are
tolerated as “equal citizens.”350 What is important is that it is only the army that Lord
Archon is not willing to tolerate in Oceana permanently, and by 1656 Harrington’s
intention behind this could not be clearer.
By shifting emphasis from the top-down enforcement of godly reform on the
nation to the shaping of the ruler’s moral authority, Harrington situates his work within
the literary milieu of the early Protectorate. The inauguration of the Protectorate spawned
a wide variety of writings seeking to define the role and nature of the regime and its ruler.
346
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This is because, quasi-monarchical as they were, Cromwell’s powers, unlike those of a
king, were ill-defined at law.351 Despite his well-known puritan initiatives, Cromwell’s
inauguration as Lord Protector on 16 December 1653 was a good illustration of the
regime’s penchant for quasi-monarchism: while it was not a coronation, most
contemporaries quickly detected in it “the obsequious and respectful form observed
towards the late kings.”352 In his speeches and declarations, Cromwell adopted regal
discourses of authority and sanctity to underline his personal authority.353 Far from being
puritanical and republican, his style of life became increasingly monarchical, too, so
much so that as early as 1654, Milton warned Cromwell in Defensio Secunda against “the
pomp of wealth and power,” among other things.354 By early 1655, there was only a small
gap between the Protectorate and full-blown monarchy, and after the Restoration in 1660
Charles II had little trouble utilizing the same furnishings and royal apartments as those
remodeled during the Protectorate.355 For those writers who had witnessed the fall of
republican England in late 1653, how to make sense of the man who was not a king but
looked like one was an issue to deal with in the first place if they were to conceptualize
an alternative polity. In The First Anniversary, Marvell succinctly described the nature of
351
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Cromwell’s authority: “He seems a king by long succession born, / And yet the same to
be a king does scorn. / Abroad a king he seems, and something more, / At home a subject
on the equal floor.”356 The subtlety of the last line may need no further elaboration, as by
the time the poem saw the light of day Cromwell was by no means viewed as “a subject
on the equal floor”; however, given another line asserting that “to be Cromwell was a
greater thing, / Than ought below, or yet above a king,” it is evident that Marvell was
recognizing the importance of the strong, irreplaceable role of Cromwell the Lord
Protector.357
This literary milieu in which the nature of Cromwell’s office was being explored
in various ways helps to shed new light on the importance of the Corollary. Unlike the
body of the work, the Corollary was written separately, close to the publication of the
book; after having elaborated on the constitutional architecture of Oceana in the “Model,”
Harrington sets forth a full-fledged portrayal of Lord Archon’s trajectory of life from the
foundation of the commonwealth to his death.358 Given that by the autumn of 1656
Cromwell was still in office, it is clear that in the Corollary Harrington was intent on
telling his contemporaries who Cromwell ought to be. After completing his role as
architect of the republic, Lord Archon announces that he will abdicate – a gesture that
must have appealed to the Protectorate’s republican adversaries and “good old cause”
adherents. Yet it is important to note that the story does not end there: the urgings of the
senate made Lord Archon remain in office, as there still remained a role that he had to
356
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play to deal with threats both at home and abroad.359 Having been informed that he
decided to accept the offer, the members of the senate

caused a third chair to be set for his highness, between those of the strategus and
the orator in the house, the like at every council; to which he repaired, not of
necessity, but at his pleasure, being the best, and as Argus not vainly said, the
greatest prince in the world; for in the pomp of his court he was not inferior unto
any, and in the field he was followed with a force that was formidable unto all.360

By endorsing the pomp of the court, Harrington distances himself from the Protectorate’s
republican critics; moreover, by addressing Lord Archon as “a prince,” Harrington
reveals his distinct view of the nature of Cromwellian dominion. At this point, the Low
Countries loom large as an exemplary case, as they “under a monarch were poor and
inconsiderable, but in bearing a prince, could grow unto a miraculous height and give the
glory of his actions by far the upper hand of the greatest king in Christendom.”361 In a
similar vein, Harrington appreciated the quasi-republican constitution of Venice and even
its Doge, acknowledging the role of the single-person governance, which Milton, for
example, consistently opposed.362 In the “Second Preliminaries,” the title of a prince is
359
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given to Charles I, for whom Harrington is known to have had deep respect since he
served as Gentleman of the King’s Bedchamber in 1648.363 By 1656, Harrington was
ready to confer on Cromwell the title he had earlier given to the late king; Cromwell’s
role, then, was to remake a new imperium in replacement of an older Stuart one.
Cromwell was, of course, still on probation, but it was evident that at mid-century
Harrington was intent not on decrying but on reshaping the nature of the single-person
governance, even at the cost of his republican contemporaries.
Properly appreciating the importance of the Corollary in Harrington’s thinking
and its departure from contemporary, one-sided republican denunciations of Cromwell’s
monarchism can help better to illumine the nature of Oceana: it is not simply a work of
constitutional architecture, but rather a work intended to promote the Cromwellian
imperium at a time when its initiatives were most needed. While in the eyes of the
audience of 1656, the Lord Archon represented in the Corollary was anything but his
real-life counterpart who had violently seized power in late 1653, Harrington was not
simply intent on stressing that contrast between fiction and reality and lampooning
Cromwell; if that was what Harrington aimed for in Oceana, there would be no way to
account for the force of attachment that motivated him to compose and dedicate his first
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writing to the man who had played a leading role in laying the foundation for the United
Commonwealth of Great Britain.364 Rather than bringing to light what Cromwell
neglected to do, the Corollary tells him what he needs to do to complete his AngloBritannic conquest begun a half a decade earlier. Harrington allows some paradox to
remain in his work. In it his goal is to present a republican institution that works on its
own without depending on the whims of an individual: in this republic the heir of the
ruler is not a son but the commonwealth itself.365 In the later years of the Protectorate
Harrington was credited with the doctrine that a good institution would create a virtuous
citizenry and not vice versa.366 The regal stature of Lord Archon that the Corollary
presents, however, qualifies that assumption: he is not simply ancillary to the workings of
the commonwealth, but rather is the key to the well-functioning of that institution. When
a government is still in the making, it is the single legislator who can “invent” a
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constitutional structure; once the government is set up, however, he is advised to shy
away from the actual workings of the government, since from that moment on it is not
men but institutions that must work on their own. Yet in order to ensure that the
commonwealth endures as one for expansion, capable of governing not only its own
people but also others, it is not the institution but the ruler that matters; this is because
while power belongs to the people, authority belongs to the ruler.367 At the end of
Oceana, Lord Archon emerges as pater patriae. That honor is secured on account not of
his birth or rank but of his virtue: for him the acquisition of it is a sine qua non for the
shaping of his authority – a key means of legitimating and perpetuating the dominion of
the commonwealth both at home and abroad.
Harrington’s imperialist stance and his concomitant expectations of Cromwell in
1656 can also be substantiated by taking into account Harrington’s distinctive stance
towards royalism during the Interregnum. He was on relatively good terms with royalist
literary circles throughout this period; in 1655 – about an year before Oceana was
published, he composed two pastoral poems which were included in Henry Lawes’
royalist manifesto, entitled The Second Booke of Ayres, and Dialogues.368 Yet the most
notable sign of Harrington’s attitude towards royalism must be found in his subsequent
attempt to translate a small portion of Virgil’s Aeneid and other poems into English. In
the literary climate of the 1650s any attempt to translate the writings of Virgil into
English was vulnerable to the charge of royalist imperialism; however, staying in touch
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with royalists and setting oneself up as an upholder of their ideology were totally
different matters. Scholars have viewed Harrington’s foray into translating Virgil either
as an attempt to republicanize that Augustan poet for purposes of criticizing the
Protectorate or as an indication of Harrington’s enduring devotion to Charles I.369 Yet
both of these readings are consequences of overplaying his engagement with the royalist
underground of the 1650s. According to John Aubrey, Harrington “made several essays
in poetry; viz. love-verses … and translated … book of Virgil’s Aeneid but his muse was
rough”; so his friend Henry Neville “dissuaded him from tampering in poetry,” and
instead suggested improving “his proper talent, viz political reflections.”370 An
examination of this record demonstrates that giving too much weight to Harrington’s
brief engagement in Virgil may belie what really preoccupied him during the protectoral
era; instead, Harrington set out to appropriate the Roman poet of empire as an attempt to
illumine the imperialist agenda he had been grappling with since Oceana. A close look at
Harrington’s personal note, entitled “A Note upon the Foregoing Eclogues” and prefixed
to his translation, helps better to comprehend his view on imperialism.

That the Roman empire was never founded upon a sufficient balance of absolute
monarchy is very true, but not truer than that this was the cause of that impotency
369
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and misery in the same which oppressed both prince and people. Wherefore
(because the error is popular) I shall take this opportunity to propose, unto such as
place the balance or foundation of the Roman empire in a matter of eight or ten
thousand praetorians, a few quaeres.371

In order to grasp the meaning of this passage, it is important to bear in mind that in
Oceana Harrington delved into the nature of the Roman model for colonial expansion,
with reference to Machiavelli’s Discourses on Livy. If Harrington was intent on
criticizing Cromwell through his foray into Virgil’s poetry in 1658, as one version would
have it, it is hard to comprehend why Harrington identified and even stressed the lack of
“sufficient balance of absolute monarchy” as the cause of the empire’s downfall; on the
other hand, viewing his engagement with Virgil as an attempt to proclaim his consistent
allegiance to the beheaded Stuart king does not account for the fact that by 1658
Harrington was increasingly being isolated from his contemporary presbyterian-royalists,
as well as godly republicans.372 If more aptly contextualized, the “Note” is vivid
testimony to the extent to which Harrington was concerned with the necessary role of the
single person in setting up an imperial government. His treatment of that major Augustan
poet in 1658 was not an abrupt departure from, but the culmination of, his sympathy with
and expectations of Cromwell in 1656.
For Harrington the author of Oceana, promoting virtue was essential to the
shaping of Cromwell’s imperial authority, and the establishment of economic equality is
the best illustration of the ruler’s moral integrity. Hence the importance of an agrarian
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reform in the British Isles. In Harrington’s view, the implementation of that moderately
levelling agrarian law was not an unrealistic vision, but a workable plan. It is important,
however, to note that Harrington did not argue for a top-down enforcement of this
reform, but rather called for an initiative of the existing landed aristocracy of
contemporary England. Against those concerned that the reform might not be feasible
due to “the mixture of estates, and variety of tenures,” Lord Archon insists that the
reform will be made possible nonetheless, only if there is “not only more leisure that we
have, but an authority which may be better able to bow men unto a more general consent
that is to be wrought out of them by such as are in our capacity.”373 The idea is that even
though there will be considerable opposition to the execution of the agrarian law in
Oceana, a well-shaped moral authority of the ruler can play a paramount role in
mobilizing support for the reform. Lord Archon concedes that regulating the amount of
property is not compatible with human nature; however, he insists that without doing so,
the ruler’s moral authority can never be perfect. It is at this point that Harrington turns to
the nobilities of Athens and Lycurgus – especially the exemplary case of Solon, who by
persuading the Athenian nobility to remit the debts of the people, restored the
commonwealth successfully.374 On the part of the ruler, setting a limit on the amount of
heritable property is the cleverest way to prevent people from taking the risk of getting
mired in poverty while pursuing unlimited wealth. In defense of the agrarian reform,
Lord Archon explains: “where there is some measure in riches, a man may be rich; but if
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you will have them to be infinite, there will be no end of starving himself, and wanting
what he has; and what pains does such an one take to be poor!”375
The advent of what Harrington calls “an equal society” is therefore not simply a
consequence of the natural course of history in which the people increasingly grew into a
major force of political movement; looking at Harrington as a proponent of material
determinism is therefore misleading, because he maintains that were it not for a strong
initiative of those with wealth and even the ruler himself, a commonwealth can never be
sustainable.376 This is where Harrington makes a significant departure from Machiavelli’s
interpretation of the decline of the Roman Empire. While recognizing his intellectual
indebtedness to Machiavelli, Harrington avers that this Florentine thinker “understood
not a commonwealth as to the whole piece.”377 In response to Machiavelli’s assertion in
Discourses on Livy that the bicameral system of the Roman legislature “was good while
the people were good, but when the people became evil, it became most pernicious,”
Harrington points out that Machiavelli rendered the cause of Rome’s collapse

as if this order, through which, with the like, the people most apparently became
evil, could ever have been good; or that the people or the commonwealth could
ever have become good, by being reduced unto such principles as were the
original of their evil. The disease of Rome was, as has been shown, from the
native inequality of her balance.
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Challenging this explanatory model based on the good-versus-evil framework,
Harrington attributes the cause of Rome’s decline to the breakdown of her economic
balance – the lack of economic equality. In the Harringtonian scheme, whether the people
are innately good or bad does not count so much as whether the republic as a whole is in
possession of an equal balance based on economic justice. That justice should be a
concern not of the people at large, but of the better sort charged with the task of ensuring
the longevity of their community and even willing to take initiatives to that end. In
Oceana Harrington reveals his own diagnosis of contemporary English society where no
such initiative could be observed:

But now, when no man is desired to throw up a farthing of his money or a
shovelful of his earth, and that all we can do is but to make a virtue of necessity,
we are disputing whether we should have peace or war. For peace you cannot
have without some government, nor any government without the proper balance;
wherefore, if you will not fix this which you have, the rest is blood, for without
blood you can bring in no other.378

For Harrington, virtue is based in just economics; it is attained when the nobility and
gentry voluntarily alienate substantial portions of their property to those without wealth.
Since this rarely happens in the real world, however, making “a virtue of necessity” is the
only way to prevent blood from destroying a commonwealth. Thus, an awareness of the
necessity of virtue constitutes what Harrington calls “a good aristocracy” – the main
pillar of a durable republic.379 The nobility of Oceana is equipped with “intrinsic value
378
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which, according as it comes to hold weight in the judgment or suffrage of the people, is
their only way unto honor and preferment.”380

Wherefore I would have your lordships to look upon your children as such who, if
they come to shake off some part of their baggage, shall make the more quick and
glorious march; for it was nothing else but the baggage sordidly plundered by the
nobility of Rome that lost the victory of the whole world in the midst of her
triumph.381

If the dictum of making virtue of necessity applies to the nobility and gentry responsible
for building an equal society, it is the single ruler’s moral authority that can mobilize
support and convince them that their initiatives are not taken in vain. In Harrington’s
republic this collaboration of the single ruler and the aristocracy endows the
commonwealth with a moral authority.
When viewed in a British context, however, Oceana’s demand for economic
equality has a more nuanced meaning. Since the aristocracy is allowed to exist only in
Oceana, the initiative of the Oceanic nobility entails imperialist consequences for the
other two islands – Marpesia and Panopea.382 In Harrington’s reckoning, the agrarian
reform and the resultant redistribution of property at home are called for primarily for
purposes of strengthening the leadership of Oceana abroad; the building of an equal
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society is deemed to be worth pursuing, because in a longer-term it guarantees the
longevity of the main island’s geopolitical supremacy in the archipelago. In the
Corollary, Lord Archon maintains that the agrarian reform is “the main point and basis of
perpetuity unto the commonwealth.”383 It is in this context that the meaning of what
Harrington terms “an immortal commonwealth” in the Corollary must be understood: the
notion is associated with his dictum that in order to build an enduring republic, Cromwell
must first set up a geographically restrained empire, and that empire can be built only
through the completion of England’s conquests of Scotland and Ireland, accompanied by
the execution of the agrarian law. This insistence on England’s conquests of its
neighboring islands demonstrates that Oceana was a work of its own time intended to
rectify Cromwell’s wrong-headed pursuit of imperium abroad. Harrington’s virtue as a
systematic political thinker lies in his ability to prioritize a certain policy in disfavor of
others within a particular context. It is possible that in a long-term perspective an English
empire might end up venturing outside her archipelagic boundary, just as Cromwell had
pursued in his “Design”; however, given the very current history of the mid-1650s, that
ambition needed to be curbed.384
Harrington was not alone in censuring Cromwell’s failure at the island of
Hispaniola: by 1656, the failure of the “Design,” coupled with Cromwell’s penchant for
383
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expansionist foreign policy, was also being excoriated by the regime’s other republican
adversaries. In A Healing Question (1656), Sir Henry Vane ascribed the failure of the
“Design” to Cromwell’s personal ambition in search of material gains over godly
cause.385 In Vane’s view, the Protectorate was doomed, because the regime was founded
on “a private and selfish interest of a particular part,” believing wrongly in “the right of
conquest.”386 Reminding his readers that the Protectorate was a creation of Cromwell’s
usurpation, Vane drew an analogy between the failure of the “Design” and the
tribulations of the Israelites caused by the sin of Achan: Cromwell made exactly the same
mistake as Achan had done, and that became “a curse to the camp, and withheld the Lord
from being any more amongst” the English people.387

And did the action of Achan import any more than these two things. First he
saved and kept from destruction the goodly Babylonish garment, which was
devoted by God thereunto. Secondly, he brought not in the fruit and gain of the
conquest into the Lords Treasury, but covetously went about to convert it to his
own proper use. … This caused the anger of the Lord to kindle against Israel, and
made them unable to stand before their enemies, but their hearts melted as water.
And thus far the Lord is concerned, if such an evil as this shall lie hidden in the
midst of us.388
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On one hand, Vane’s assessment of the cause of England’s defeat at Hispaniola might
seem to be in line with Harrington’s preference for authority over power, as the former
relates to public good while the latter private interest; moreover, both writers argued,
whether implicitly (Harrington) or explicitly (Vane), that it was the single man – not the
whole nation – that should be held responsible for divine punishment. Yet the solutions
Vane and Harrington came up with were divergent: while the former made a theological
approach to the nation’s crisis, identifying the sin of Cromwell as his ambition and
pursuit of private interest, the latter took a pragmatic approach, pointing out that
conquering England’s neighboring two islands would be more feasible and advantageous
to itself than fighting the Spaniards in the New World. More important, unlike Vane,
Harrington believed that Cromwell was misguided but ultimately redeemable. Vane’s
diagnosis might seem to be in line with Cromwell’s longstanding belief that political or
military plights were evidence of divine displeasure; however, while Cromwell turned
penitential after the defeat at Hispaniola, he never associated himself with the assertion
that it was not national transgression – such as vice and blasphemy – but the sin of one
single person in power that incurred the disaster.389 As far as his defeat at Hispaniola was
concerned, he was adamant that it might be a sign of divine displeasure but not of divine
rejection, because though having punished the English, God would never side with their
papist enemy.390 In his letter to Vice-Admiral Goodson at Jamaica, dated 30 October
1655, Cromwell maintained that “though [God] had torn us, yet he will heal us … after
two days he will revive us, in the third day he will raise us up, and we shall live in his
389
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sight.”391 In Vane’s view, however, Cromwell was mistaken in his optimism: God would
never heal the English, nor revive them, until the evil lying hidden among them was laid
open and discovered.392 And Vane was adamant that that evil was Cromwell.
Looking at Oceana simply as a challenge to the Protectorate does not shed
adequate light on the work’s distinctiveness. Instead of building on some theological
interpretation of national adversity, Harrington provides a down-to-earth analysis of what
went wrong in the regime’s transatlantic campaign, and he tells how that should be
fixed.393 For this reason, in Harrington’s thinking, the pursuit of imperium is not
associated with the ruler’s ambition. Unlike A Healing Question, Oceana does not remind
contemporaries of how the Protectorate began life and how problematic it was.
Cromwell’s usurpation of parliamentary supremacy in late 1653, while illegitimate and
made by resort to the sword, secured the edifice of the United Commonwealth for the
first time in English history; if properly guided, his military triumphs, while having
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initially been prompted by personal ambition and desire for power, would culminate in
the shaping of well-deserved authority. And it is important to note that by 1656
Harrington, unlike Vane, did not abandon optimism about this prospect. It was neither
through such traditional puritan means of repentance as national fasting nor through
identification and elimination of the culprit lying hidden among the people that God’s
displeasure could be appeased and his judgment avoided. In Oceana Harrington refused
to resort to such millenarian solutions that most of his contemporary anti-Cromwellians
availed themselves of; instead, Harrington advised Cromwell on what to do hic et nunc to
secure his new imperium when his earlier, confessional vision of it proved to be a
shameful defeat. As an unusually economically informed thinker of the time, Harrington
clearly saw what dogged Cromwellian England, and believed that he came up with the
most sensible solution to it. Examination of the histories of empires in western
civilization convinced Harrington that without attaining a measure of economic equality
an empire would never be durable.
Harrington’s concern with economic equality in Oceana helps to free his notion
of empire from the charge of imperialism associated with material gain and personal
ambition. His empire is rather given the task of exporting agrarian reform and bringing
liberty to those oppressed – especially the Scots peasantry.394 Yet what is of greater
significance is that this assertion is firmly grounded in the realities of England in 1656,
since in Harrington’s reckoning what was at stake at that moment was not competing
with the Spanish empire on the other side of the Atlantic, but completing the building of
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the United Commonwealth proper. Prioritizing this domestic mission in late 1656
demonstrates that by prudently associating his imperialist arguments with the virtue of
restraint, Harrington was astute enough to evade the Vanean charge of expansionist
imperialism – a charge then gaining increasing popularity among the regime’s
adversaries.395 Oceana shows ample evidence of Harrington’s confidence in his
alternative imperialist scheme, which is depicted as a benevolent initiative of the
commonwealth, rather than as her exploitation of the other provincial islands. This is
because in Harrington’s scheme conquest means the execution of the agrarian law in
those islands, as well as in the metropole, and the upshot of this is the liberation of the
commonalties of the British Isles from their feudal chains. Thus, Harrington believes that
colonizing the other two islands would bring liberty and prosperity to their people, and
that in a longer term it would bring prosperity to the commonwealth as well.396 In The Art
of Lawgiving, he elaborates on this view:

first, indulgence to the provincials, and then advantage to the commonwealth. For
the first, it is with small foresight apparent enough that the avarice of the citizen,
being bounded at home and having no limits in the provinces, would in a few
years eat up the provincials, and bring their whole countries (as the Roman
patricians did Italy) to sound in their fetters, or to be tilled by their slaves or
underlings; and so, for the second, would by such means lose the commonwealth
an auxiliary militia, to be otherwise in Scotland only more worth than the Indie.397
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It is evident that Harrington is a firm believer in England’s central status in the
archipelago. In his view, the Scots and Irish are little more than the “slaves or underlings”
of the English. Scotland can serve as the source of manpower – “an inexhaustible
magazine of men” – far more superbly than the West Indies, and Ireland as revenue to
England.398 In making this point, Harrington recognizes that a colonizing process must
posit an unequal league between center and peripheries: “the possibility in a
commonwealth of tyrannizing over provinces is not to be cured.”399 This is because “be
the commonwealth, or the prince, a state or a man after God’s own heart, there is no way
of holding a province but by arms.”400 This assertion is strengthened by a citation from II
Samuel, 8:5-6, where David is said to have slain 22,000 Syrians, subduing and making
the survivors his servants, who, in turn, brought gifts to him.401 Thus, Cromwell’s
successful military campaigns in Ireland during 1649-50 and Scotland during 1650-52
were justified in Harrington’s mind as necessary steps towards the building of a United
Commonwealth.
In framing his imperial arguments, Harrington does not shy away from engaging
in claims to the right of conquest. A close look at his discussion of the Roman Empire in
398
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Oceana demonstrates that he was a great admirer of the ways in which Rome had
propagated her empire: “in her rise she proceeded rather by colonies, in her growth by
unequal leagues.”402 In his address to the Oceanic parliament Lord Archon recognizes
that “the provincial way of the Roman commonwealths was that whereby she held the
empire of the world.”403 The point in question, however, is whether it is advisable to
apply the same model to the Oceanic commonwealth. In Harrington’s view, there is one
important element missing in the Roman scheme of colonial expansion. This is because
“to ask whether it be lawful for a commonwealth to aspire unto the empire of the world is
to ask whether it be lawful for her to do her duty, or to put the world into a better
condition that it was before.”404 If, despite her adherence to the idea of liberty, the Roman
empire failed to endure as “an immortal commonwealth,” it is because she failed to
transform the world she had conquered into a better condition, or to put it otherwise,
because she launched her colonial enterprise with no such ethical purpose.

Now that Rome, seris avaritia luxuriaque, through the natural thirst of her
constitution, came at length, with the fullness of her provinces, to burst herself,
this is no otherwise to be understood than as when a man, that from his own evil
constitution had contracted the dropsy, dies with drinking; it being apparent that,
in case her agrarian had held, she could never have been thus ruined. And I have
already demonstrated that your agrarian, being once poised, can never break or
swerve.405
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The settlement of the agrarian law is thus defined as the key to putting “the world into a
better condition.” If such a reform is not yet completed on the home territory, it is not
advisable for a commonwealth to aspire to “the empire of the world.” Colonial expansion
accompanied by conquest is therefore justified only if it brings better conditions of life to
the conquered.
For Harrington, the notion of “a better condition” is in thoroughly material terms.
This ideal is achieved only in an equal society. The ruling nation’s capacity to ensure that
level of economic justice for the conquered guarantees the authority of its empire. Yet the
context in which Harrington touches upon “the empire of the world” ought to be viewed
with greater caution. He argues that the England of 1656 must not engage in that vast,
transatlantic enterprise beyond her archipelagic borders. Cromwell’s “Design” was bound
to collapse, in part because it was not based on the aspirations for the ideal of bringing
better conditions of life to the world, and in part because it did not grow out of a wise
calculation of profits and losses that might have resulted from such maritime ventures in
imitation of the Spaniards’. This diagnose results in Lord Archon’s confidence in his own
imperial scheme:

Columbus offered gold unto one of your kings, through whose happy incredulity
another prince has drunk the poison, even unto the consumption of his people; but
I do not offer you a nerve of war that is made of purse-strings, such an one as has
drawn the face of the earth into convulsions, but such an one as is natural unto her
health and beauty. … Though the people of the world, in the dregs of the Gothic
empire, be yet tumbling and tossing upon the bed of sickness, they cannot die, nor
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is there any means of recovery for them but by ancient prudence, whence of
necessity it must come to pass that this drug be better known.406

This passage reiterates Oceana’s central claim that restoring ancient prudence ensures the
building of the empire of laws and not of men. Recourse to ancient prudence, in
Harrington’s imperialist scheme, demands that colonial conquest must be accompanied
by the dissolution of the remnants of the gothic empire in the conquered territory. Who,
then, deserves to conquer and who does not? Harrington adds another set of criteria in
order to determine which colonial expansion can be justifiable:

But whereas every nation is not capable of her liberty unto this degree; lest you be
put to doing and undoing of things, as the Romans were in Macedon, you shall
diligently observe what nation is fit for her liberty unto this degree, and what not;
which is to be done by two marks, the first if she be willing to help the Lord
against the mighty, for if she have no care of the liberty of mankind, she deserves
not her own. But because in this you may be deceived by pretenses which,
continuing for a while specious, may afterwards vanish, the other is more certain,
and that is if she be capable of an equal agrarian.407

The implication of the first criterion is not hard to comprehend, given that in Oceana he
asserts that his ideal commonwealth should serve its duty to God as “the rose of Sharon
and the lily of the valley.”408 Since it is not always easy to verify that a nation meets this
standard in the real world, however, another criterion is required, and that is whether or
not a nation is capable of carrying out an agrarian reform. In his address to the Oceanic
406
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parliament Lord Archon asserts that “the nation where you cannot establish an equal
agrarian is incapable of her liberty.”409 For Harrington, liberty can be guaranteed where
an equal society is fully established; without attaining liberty of this sort, it makes no
sense for a nation to consider itself a ruling nation deserving to subjugate others and to
aspire to “the empire of the world.”
Harrington’s definition of liberty, however, ought not to be understood in entirely
humanitarian terms. Lord Archon’s ultimate concern is with Oceana’s initiative against
the Marpesian aristocracy. Like most of his contemporary English republicans of the
Interregnum, Harrington viewed Scotland as a society of overmighty aristocrats, and one
that was not easy to govern due to its attachment to legalistic formalities: “there is not a
people in the world more difficult to be held than the Marpesians, which, though by
themselves it be given unto their own nature, is truly to be attributed unto that of their
country.”410 While Cromwell believed that he had done a great deal in civilizing the
nation north of the Tweed, even as late as 1658 he described Scotland as “a very ruined
nation” where the meaner sort were “under their great lords, who made them work for
their living no better than the peasants of France.”411 What is important, however, is that
Harrington is highly optimistic about England’s capability fully to incorporate and
govern Scotland as a province. As far as Scotland is concerned, he still endorses the rule
of the army, which he severely denounces in the government of England in 1656.
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Nevertheless, you having nine thousand men upon the continual guard of it that,
threatened by any sudden insurrection, have places of retreat, and an army of forty
thousand men upon a day’s warning ready to march unto their rescue, it is not to
be rationally shown which way they can possibly slip out of your hands.412

Lord Archon’s firm conviction in the role of the army in the government of Scotland
reflects the stance English authorities in London had towards their northern neighbor.
Despite the eruption of royalist agitations – especially in the Highlands, the army’s
peacekeeping role in the localities and its contribution to the functioning of day-to-day
administration across Scotland were not negligible.413 By acknowledging the benefit of
the omnipresent armed forces in governing Scotland, Harrington reveals his Anglocentric belief that there is no way to hold a province but by arms forever. As he contends
at the beginning of his work, Oceana must be a commonwealth for increase, and the
target of such increase must be Marpesia – Scotland.
A question remains: by 1656 was Scotland for Harrington not simply England’s
sole target, but its first? A cursory look at Oceana – especially the work’s treatment of
“the empire of the world” – certainly seems to demonstrate that Harrington was
envisaging the propagation of his “equal agrarian” to the rest of the world; however, this
assumption is deeply flawed.414 The vision of bringing “better conditions of life” to
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Scots, continental and even various other nations’ peasantries across the world may well
be construed as what Harrington had in mind when he had Lord Archon assert in the
“Model” that

a commonwealth, I say, of this make is a minister of God upon earth, to the end
that the world may be governed with righteousness. For which cause (that I may
come at length unto our present business), the orders last rehearsed are buds of
empire, such as, with the blessing of God, may spread the arms of your
commonwealth like an holy asylum unto the distressed world, and give the earth
her Sabbath of years or rest from her labors, under the shadow of your wings. It is
upon this point where the writings of Machiavel, having for the rest excelled all
other authors, come as far to excel themselves.415

While Lord Archon explicitly calls for the propagation of the arms of Oceana – the
agrarian law, this must not be confused with what constitutes the type of empire
Harrington envisioned for England. It is one thing to preach to the entire world the virtue
of an equal society, and quite another to have ambition for such an empire inclusive of all
nations where the agrarian law is in effect, that is, the empire of the world. In
Harrington’s imperial scheme, any attempt to aspire to “the empire of the world” is
bound to be abortive, because his ideal polity would not function properly unless
established firmly within the boundary of territorially adjacent countries. In arguing for
this Harrington associates his model, again, with the Roman Empire founded on the
command of a territorial bloc – not on vast maritime expanses, although the size of the
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Oceanic empire was admittedly even smaller than its Roman predecessor.416 Oceana’s
citizenry consisted of the county freeholders who were ready to bear arms in defense of
their landed property, and only through such a stable citizen body could the republic
guarantee its longevity.417 This again explains why Harrington was hostile to the idea of
the standing army maintained by tax:

It is true that, the provincial balance being in nature quite contrary unto the
national, you are no ways to plant a provincial army upon dominion. But then you
must have a native territory in strength, situation or government able to over
balance the foreign, or you can never hold it. That an army should in any other
case be long supported by a mere tax is a mere fancy, as void of all reason and
experience as if a man should think to maintain such an one by robbing of
orchards; for a mere tax is but pulling of plumtrees, the roots whereof are in other
men’s grounds, who, suffering perpetual violence, come to hate the author of it.
And it is a maxim that no prince that is hated by his people can be safe. Arms
planted upon dominion extirpate enemies and make friends, but, maintained by a
mere tax, have enemies that have roots and friends that have none.418

In addition to his defense of the local militia, as opposed to the standing army, this
passage reveals Harrington’s view of the ideal relationship between metropole and
province. In the Oceanic empire metropole takes permanent control over province, as
without having “a native territory in strength” it is not possible to “over balance the
foreign.” The county-based militia promotes attachment to land by planting citizenry
416
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firmly on the native territory, guaranteeing the suzerainty of the metropole over its
neighboring provinces. In his speech Lord Archon associates himself with the
Aristotelian doctrine that “a commonwealth of husbandmen (and such is ours) must be
the best of all others.”419 While he counts manufactures and commerce as not only
available but also beneficial sources of wealth for the republic, Lord Archon concedes
that in those arts “the Hollander has gotten the start of us.”420 More important,

“at the long run it will be found that a people working upon a foreign commodity
does but farm the manufacture, and that it is entailed upon them only where the
growth of it is native; as also that it is one thing to have the carriage of other
men’s goods, and another for a man to bring his own unto the best market.”421

Harrington was thus adamant that the economy of the English empire was to be contained
within the structure of landed property – not within that of moveable goods and trade.
Complete conquest of Scotland through the dissolution of her aristocracy by the agrarian
reform came across as the best means to secure the economy of armed proprietors,
because once freed of their feudal yokes, the Scots would add to Oceana’s existing
property owners another stable body of citizenry. By the mid-1650s, Harrington did not
have an alternative vision that would suit commercially-minded people of eighteenthcentury Britain.
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This strictly agricultural vision articulated in Oceana met with harsh criticism
from Matthew Wren. In Considerations on Mr. Harrington’s Common-wealth of Oceana
(1657), Wren pointed out that Harrington’s assertion that “property producing empire
consist[ed] only in land” was too idealistic; according to Wren, it was “not a large
possession in lands, but an estate in ready money which [was] proper for carrying on a
great and sudden enterprise.”422 In response to Wren’s attack, Harrington wrote Part One
of The Prerogative of Popular Government (1658), in which he accused Wren of having
misunderstood the main argument of Oceana. According to Harrington, his dictum that
the balance of dominion in land be the natural cause of empire does not exclude the role
of money in running and sustaining empire; while valuing agriculture most, Oceana
recognizes the value of commerce and manufactures as well. His central point is rather
that “property must have a being before empire or, beginning with it, must be still first in
order.”423 This is not so much a demand as a diagnosis of the economic structure of
contemporary England, where the redistribution of landed property was not yet
completed. Only if “the whole people be landlords, or hold the land so divided among
them that no one man or number of men within the compass of the few or aristocracy
overbalance them, it is a commonwealth.”424 It is only then that empire comes into being
as a logical corollary. Unlike Wren’s appraisal, Harrington cared about money, and was
even willing to allow merchants to practice lending upon interest in the republic; he was
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convinced that if well established, the landed system of the republic would not be
disturbed by any kinds of money-related activity.425

Where a small sum may come to overbalance a man’s estate in land, there, I say,
usury or money, for the preservation of the balance in land, must of necessity be
forbidden, or the government will rather rest upon the balance of money than
upon that of land, as in Holland or Genoa. But in a territory of such extent as
Spain or England, the land being not to be overbalanced by money, there needs no
forbidding of money or usury.426

This is good testimony to Harrington’s confidence in the agrarian system of the republic;
however, a system of this sort is bound to crumble unless the mobility of market profit is
strictly confined within the limit of the British Isles. This is because, if the foundation of
property lies in money, “lightly come, lightly go.”427 Harrington’s republic, in short, was
not to be an ever expansionist one, nor ought its scheme to be viewed apart from its
immediate context.428
A close look at the controversy between Harrington and Wren demonstrates that
they had fundamentally divergent assessments of England’s problem. Much of their
disagreement was derived from their conflicting views of human nature and
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government.429 Seeing contemporary England as a commercial society, Wren believed
that human beings were driven by private interests and passions, and maintained that
Harrington’s popular government would not be able to cope with conflicting interests of
individuals, stressing the importance of a strong monarchy.430 In Wren’s view, the
Harringtonian argument that empire is a natural product of the balance in land is very
much like an attempt to “set the sun by the clock.”431 It may be that Wren was echoing
contemporary glorifications of trade – especially foreign trade, which was increasingly
regarded as the main driving force behind the prosperity of a nation. This was what
would have motivated the early Protectorate government to follow in the footsteps of the
Spaniards: overseas ventures were prompted by aspirations for national wealth.432 Wren’s
dissatisfaction sprang from his conviction that Harrington’s agrarian scheme was not
keeping pace with commercializing England. In Harrington’s view, however, this
assessment was due to a misunderstanding of his thinking, and more importantly, of the
archipelagic distinctiveness of England and her provinces. Oceana was not a blueprint for
the English republic; if it was, Wren would have been correct in maintaining that the
balance of empire consist in money rather than in land. Oceana was rather intended as a
blueprint for the English empire, or more precisely put, the Anglo-Britannic empire, and
by 1656 Harrington’s primary concern was not with making England a clone of either
Spain or Holland, but with laying out a road map that would secure the longevity of the
429
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United Commonwealth that Cromwell had laid the groundwork for since the late 1640s.
Commerce was certainly vital part of the Oceanic economy, but by no means all of it, as
that was not the republic’s strength. And in a long-term perspective, there was still work
to be done to make the Oceanic empire unique and even unsurpassed by her potential
rivals on the continent and on the other side of the Atlantic.
This vision of the limited empire demonstrates that Oceana must not be read as a
work that transcends its immediate context: Harrington was not a great fan of historical
prophesying. He believed that the birth of his ideal republic was imminent, but only if his
suggested proposal was adopted by Cromwell, just as Cromwell believed that the Second
Coming was at hand, only if the promised number of Jews were admitted to England. In
no way was Harrington intent in Oceana on fostering a wrong-headed ambition for a
commercial empire of the world. By the time he set forth his work, he saw Ireland as
having already been conquered completely; for this reason he allowed the limit of
property ownership in Ireland to be set at the same amount as that in Oceana. The
Cromwellian massacre of Irish Catholics at Drogheda and the transplantation to Connacht
in the early 1650s led to the irreversible rise of the Old Protestants in disfavor of the Old
English Catholics.433 Even though the chief victims of the Cromwellian conquest over the
course of the first half of the 1650s were the Irish commonalty, Harrington left in his
writings no evidence of caring about their memories under the rule of the Rump
Parliament; on the other hand, unlike Cromwellian magistrates intent on an unalloyed
Protestant plantation in Ireland, Harrington did not echo that confessional drive of the
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Protectorate government.434 His vision of Ireland went beyond the age-old dichotomy of
Catholic and Protestant – a framework to which most contemporary English republicans,
as well as Cromwell himself, were confined in terms of their views on Ireland.435
Harrington proposed that English authorities populate Ireland with Jews who had proven
to excel in commerce – a necessary but second priority of the Oceanic economy.436
Unlike Marvell who in the early 1650s advised Cromwell to “still keep [his] sword erect”
in order completely to “tame” the Catholic Irish, by the mid-century Harrington found no
reason to do so.437

Wherefore Panopea, being farmed out unto the Jews and their heirs forever, for
the pay of a provincial army to protect them during the term of seven years, and
for two millions annual revenue from that time forward – besides the customs,
which would pay the provincial army – would have been a bargain of such
advantage, both unto them and this commonwealth, as is not to be found
otherwise by either.438
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Here Harrington reveals his blueprint for Ireland as the site for commerce – a permanent
source of revenue for England. For him the question of how to protestantize Ireland does
not count at all. However bloodthirsty it was, the Cromwellian conquest of Ireland sealed
the defeat of the Catholic cause, opening ample space for new settlers, and Oceana does
not problematize the nature of the Cromwellian settlement accompanied by the
confiscation of the land. What interested Harrington in 1656 was how to deal with the
evacuated island in favor of the English economy, and in hammering out his own
solution, confessional considerations played no part.
Scotland posed a different kind of challenge for the English, due to the existence
of hereditary aristocracy which was a hindrance to the prosperity of the two nations north
and south of the border. By the mid-1650s, Scotland was a test case that could prove
Cromwell’s essential willingness to care about economic equality. In his view, unlike
Ireland, Scotland was fundamentally a godly nation – one that was misguided but
redeemable through the attainment of economic justice. This built-in respect for the Scots
underlay the mindsets of the English puritans throughout the civil war and Interregnum
era. Harrington’s idea was that the liberation of the Scots peasantry would not only meet
the aspirations of their godly brethren in England but also help to accomplish his own
Aristotelian vision of commonwealth based on armed proprietors firmly rooted in land,
provided that Ireland could serve as a mercantile base “forever” for such a
commonwealth of husbandmen. This was the path that Cromwellian England needed to
take lest it be outdone by such major continental powers as Spain or the Netherlands.
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Harrington wanted the English empire to be territorially restrained, dissociating itself
from the continent and even the different side of the Atlantic. He maintained that such a
restrained empire could take full advantage of being an aggregate of the three disparate
islands. In his view, this geographical distinctiveness was surely the blessing of God. And
Harrington was adamant that in a longer term it would bring to the United
Commonwealth an unprecedented degree of national prosperity and dignity: “the sea
gives law unto the growth of Venice, but the growth of Oceana gives law unto the sea.”439
Cromwell needed to know this remarkable potential that only the archipelagic, multiplepart Commonwealth could promise. If he failed to meet the challenge ahead of him – a
challenge that required him to create an equal society, “heaven’s choice” would move to
someone else, or even worse, to another nation ready to appreciate the importance of
economic equality.440 An awareness of the extent to which Harrington cared about the
dedicatee of Oceana and the extent to which he was concerned about timing of its
publication demonstrates that for him Scotland was the only target of England’s
expansion – not its first. What this meant in context was the implementation of the
agrarian reform in the three disparate islands and the resultant dissolution of the
aristocracy in that “ruined” but essentially godly nation north of the Tweed. Most
important, this attainment of economic justice at home would promote Cromwell’s
authority as the imperial ruler, because it was not by taking pains to advance collective
morality at all levels but by convincing the Almighty of the presence of one righteous
439
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person who would fear his name among his people that divine judgment could be
avoided.441
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CONCLUSION: Pitting the People against the Monarchy

A broader historical context of seventeenth-century European crisis can help
better to illumine the meaning of Harrington’s intellectual project to present a
seventeenth-century utopia in the mid-century. He was conscious of its implications for
Europe, as well as for England; in fact, he set forth an idealized England as a model for
the entire world. Clearly his Oceana was a response to widespread contemporary
challenges to European monarchies. Its treatments of European history, from ancient to
modern, are eloquent testimony to Harrington’s awareness of European disorder. This
way of looking at his republican project helps to explain why despite his increasingly
isolated position in Cromwellian England, his work deserves special attention. Like More
a century earlier, Harrington delved into the place and mission of England in the course
of European history. By 1656, he saw a historic opportunity looming large before
England as an archipelagic nation that had just gotten itself out of the historically dictated
burden of composite monarchy. In his reckoning, the experiment of revolutionary
government in England over the course of the late 1640s and the early 1650s could serve
as a pioneering model for European commonalties seeking to overthrow monarchies, and
as an erudite polemicist and detached observer of national affairs he fulfilled his duty
through Oceana to chart not only his own development from a passionate devotee of
monarchical rule to a republican theorist but also the nation’s transition from an
arbitrarily imposed regal union to a full-fledged form of Anglo-centric “commonwealth
for increase.” His Oceana was an idealized republic devised to show Cromwell – the man
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who had spearheaded that transitional movement – what the commonwealth could look
like and how it should work in Britain, and to show republicans on the continent a good
example.
Looking at Harrington’s work not simply in an Anglo-Britannic context can help
to put an end to the still dominant historiographical debate about his ambivalent stance
towards the institution of monarchy.442 His debut as a polemicist in 1656 with the
publication of Oceana, among other works, provides an illustrative case. In the late 1640s
Harrington was an attendant and passionate devotee of Charles I, and he mourned the
king after his execution; however, in 1656 – after more than half a decade of public
silence – Harrington emerged as a theorist of the republic with the publication of his first,
longest and most ambitious book, Oceana. Recently this transformation has been defined
as a reflection of the divided self modeled by Harrington in times of great transition,
reinforcing the argument that by the time he wrote Oceana he was still oscillating
between republicanism and monarchism while deliberately weighing the meaning of
Cromwell’s dominion and its implications against the type of polity he was envisioning
in his utopian fiction.443 This interpretation tends to place far greater emphasis on
continuity across the constitutional divide of 1649 in the development of Harrington the
thinker, bolstering the argument that his mid-century project should be viewed as part of
442
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England’s distinctive intellectual tradition in which republican ideology was not
necessarily incompatible with a monarchical government. In pre-civil war England, being
a republican was not necessarily identical with being an anti-monarchist. Humanist
thought in Tudor and early Stuart England was by no means unfamiliar with republican
ideas, as the king constituted a central element of body politic and in the language they
adopted the monarchical idiom did not preclude the republican.444 For the English
political nation before the revolution of 1649, the ideal state was a monarchical
republic.445 If Harrington’s work may evince his divided self in times of moral crisis, the
argument went, his adherence to the importance of Lord Archon in the formation of the
republic may suggest that he was envisaging some sort of monarchical republic.
This interpretation, however, neglects the extent to which Harrington’s ideas were
influenced by an early modern Europe in which union of disparate kingdoms took place
mostly through dynastic alliances or absentee kingship.446 England was no exception:
tying Harrington’s intellectual project with what historians have called the problem of
“composite monarchy” has confirmed Harrington’s unfailing commitment to republican
ideology. Clearly the “composite monarchy” was a distinctly early modern European
constitutional arrangement. England forged a regal alliance with Scotland in 1603 after
444
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Elizabeth died with no heir; James VI of Scotland came to the English throne and became
James I of England, staying in London, not Edinburgh, from then onward ruling his
native kingdom mostly as an absentee monarch.447 In the Iberian Peninsula, this union of
Crowns had been a familiar story, too: in 1492 Isabel of Castile and Fernando of Aragon
married, uniting the two most powerful Christian powers in the peninsula and forming the
unified polity of Spanish monarchy.448 When Conrad Russell attributed the cause of the
mid-century crisis in the British Isles to the instability resulting from the problem of
multiple kingdoms, he correctly recognized that the British problem was not merely
British but rather part of a broader European phenomenon in the early modern period.449
If Harrington stands out among his contemporary English republicans, it is because in
Oceana, he brought to the forefront this European problem that had dictated the fate of
his native land. This assumption helps to make sense of the importance of Oceana’s
Introduction, where Harrington dramatically foregrounds this historical setting shaped by
the dynastic union of England and Scotland, reminding his contemporaries that the
collapse of the Stuart monarchy in 1649 should be viewed not simply as the execution of
the English king but rather as the breakdown of the regal union of the two Stuart
kingdoms. The revolution of 1649, in short, put an end to the era of the Stuart composite
monarchy in the British Isles, presenting not only to the British but also to continental
447
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Europeans an exemplary model for executing republican ideals in the real world.
Harrington’s depiction of Lord Archon in the Corollary demonstrates that while being
“but a petty companion” “to kings in Europe,” that temporary occupier of Oceana’s
highest political office is “the terror and the judge of them all.”450
Recognition of Oceana’s European implications has revealed that unlike his
contemporary republicans who were most concerned about Cromwell’s disregard for his
parliaments and construed it as his growing penchant for abandoning the godly cause, in
the mid-century Harrington saw things from a completely different perspective. He
embarked on his republican project at a time when England was attempting to make
headway against what was in fact a pan-European penchant for strengthening monarchy
and aristocracy in response to the widespread uprisings of popular revolts and riots. The
mid-seventeenth century was a period of general crisis or revolution not only in the
British archipelago but also in Europe more broadly.451 The English Revolution began
with the revolts in England’s two neighbor kingdoms, Scotland and Ireland, in 1638 and
1641; rebellions against the Spanish monarchy erupted in Catalonia and Portugal in 1640;
in the Mediterranean world, Naples and Palermo witnessed the outbreak of popular
revolts in 1647, and so did the Fronde in France in 1648 and 1653; the Netherlands and
even Ukraine were no exception; and numerous peasant uprisings broke out across the
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continent over the course of the seventeenth century.452 A sizeable number of
contemporary observers shared assessments of their times as those of unusually
widespread political instability. Looking back on these days, Voltaire, for example,
concluded that the mid-seventeenth century was “a period of usurpations almost from one
end of the world to the other,” and an “unfortunate [time] for all monarchs.”453
Turning to this distinctive feature of early modern Europe helps better to grasp the
nature of Harrington’s republican project for the English nation neighboring two distinct
“islands” – Scotland and Ireland. In Oceana Harrington tells his contemporaries not only
about a range of challenges facing the English people but also how to meet them as a
nation. His demand to build a popular government – a term in Harrington’s lexicon
meaning a republican polity in which the political power belongs to the people, not to the
monarchy or the aristocracy – can therefore be read as part of a larger story unfolding
across contemporary Europe. This story about the universality of rebellion and revolution
in mid-seventeenth century Europe helps to situate Oceana’s recognition of the British
composite monarchy as England’s trouble: insofar as Harrington was aware of his work’s
European implications, its rejection of monarchical rule was not negotiable. Oceana was
a quest for the meaning of English nationhood at a time when the idea of Britain had been
uneasily shared by the English and the Scots since James VI of Scotland came to the
English throne. Clearly Harrington took the breakdown of the British composite
monarchy as the English people’s positive achievement; given that none of continental
452
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Europeans had accomplished this republican ideal, he was adamant that England could
provide a pioneering model for European commonalties, but with the proviso that
Cromwell ought to complete the provincialization of Scotland, emancipating its
commonalty from their feudal lords. At a deeper level, Harrington’s republican project
thus goes hand in hand with a search for the meaning of Englishness and its relations with
the notion of Britain.
Unlike the Iberian Peninsula where debates on the nationhood centered around
politics and culture, not religion, due to the Spanish attachment to Catholicism, in the
British Isles and much of the rest of Europe, the problem of nationhood and that of
religion were inextricably yoked with one another.454 The failure of the composite
monarchy in the British Isles was initially prompted by Charles I’s imposition of Englishstyle worship on his native kingdom Scotland in 1637, and his favorite Thomas
Wentworth’s ruthless rule of Ireland and the resulting Irish rebellion in 1641. These
revolts, of course, were more than religious in character in that they sought to defend the
integrity of their communal identities in defiance of “the actions of a dominant partner”
to which they had arbitrarily and uneasily been “united with living memory”; however,
without their religious zeal and commitment, the actions they took would not have taken
place with such enthusiasm and fervor.455 A closer look at the eve of the civil war in the
British Isles helps to account for why by the mid-century it was important for Harrington
to present a utopian commonwealth freed of the nation’s recent quest for the ideal of
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covenanted Britain. This ideal was articulated in the Solemn League and Covenant in
1643; examination of Oceana’s arguments in light of the ideological legacy shaped by
the document has pointed towards a new, compelling way to read Oceana as a “utopia
uncovenanted” revolving around the question of how to remake Anglo-Scottish relations
amidst the unprecedented historical milieu of the Interregnum.
This awareness of the multi-layered historical context that shaped Harrington’s
thinking sets the arguments of Oceana apart from those of contemporary republican
writings. For Harrington, the year 1656 was a distinctive moment, and seizing that
historic opportunity could provide England with a unique chance to get ahead of other
European powers by creating a totally different type of union in the British archipelago.
Cromwell’s role was indispensable to making this vision possible. In the eyes of those
who had approved of the English Republic in 1650-1, Cromwell still had an irreplaceable
role to play due to his longstanding commitment to the godly cause. While for him the
fulfillment of God’s cause did not necessarily entail decisions about to which form of
government he was “wedded and glued,” for those who had high hopes of his initiative in
the mid-1650s, there was only one form of government to which he needed to be
“wedded and glued” to fulfill the godly cause: it was a kingless one, and it was England’s
destiny.456 Cromwell was, in short, expected to make this destiny the nation’s choice.
Published amidst that “unfortunate time for all monarchs,” Harrington’s Oceana provides
a compelling account of why this is the case.
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The republican writings of his contemporaries can help better to illumine this
distinctiveness of Oceana. In the aftermath of Charles’ execution in 1649, for example,
Nedham published a treatise entitled The Case of the Commonwealth of England Stated
(1650), in which he asserted that “the power of the Sword” was “the Foundation of Titles
to Government,” vindicating the inauguration of the English Republic resulting from the
army’s illegitimate usurpation of parliamentary authority.457 In his Leviathan, Thomas
Hobbes also participated in this print controversy by endorsing the power of the sword,
justifying the subordination of the rights of private individuals to the law of the
sovereign.458 Marvell’s Horatian Ode upon Cromwell’s Return from Ireland chronicled
the birth of a new regime and the rising statesman who had made it possible, endowed
with the task of “casting a kingdom old into a new mold.”459 Thus, Marvell, the erstwhile
royalist poet, endorsed the replacement of the Stuart monarchy by the republican
government right at the beginning of the Republic.460 In his Tenure of Kings and
Magistrates (1649), Milton took one step further, defending the purged House of
Commons’ execution of Charles I by granting the people the power to “either choose or
reject, or retain or depose” the king or magistrate.461
Even after the fall of the English Republic in December 1653, the main thrust of
the republican writings in Interregnum England remained unchanged. Rumors about
Cromwell’s alleged ambition to become a king were widespread across the nation, and
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over the period of 1654-1656 English republicans invested their polemical energies in
publicizing checks on the power of the Protector. Nedham’s Excellencie of a Free State,
which adopted the most standard version of republican ideology, demonstrates that a free
commonwealth and single-person rule were by no means compatible. In A Healing
Question, Vane condemned Cromwell as the culprit for the nation’s predicament,
pointing out that abandoning his hopes of kingship would be the only way to get England
out of its current stalemate after the failure of the “Western Design.” Even in the eyes of
those sympathetic with Cromwell’s initiative for religious toleration, whether or not the
Protector still deserved the office he had entered in late 1653 hinged not so much on what
he needed to do as on what he ought not to do. In Defensio Secunda, for example, Milton
listed a range of things that Cromwell ought to avoid in order to receive the continued
support of the English godly, the most important being not imitating previous monarchs.
Taking up a similar tone, Marvell, in The First Anniversary, reinforced that thesis, setting
forth a powerful contrast at the outset of the poem between “indefatigable Cromwell” and
“heavy monarchs” in Europe.462 For Marvell, Cromwell’s reign deserved praise as it was
established in the mid-1650s, precisely because it was not like that of slothful, selfcentered crowned heads in contemporary Europe. These republican writings in
Cromwellian England were preoccupied with how to advise the Protector to prevent the
nation from returning to its pre-1649 constitution.
Unlike this mid-century discursive movement promoting republican ideology,
Oceana provides an in-depth analysis of the nation’s past and present, counseling the
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work’s dedicatee on what he needs to do while in office rather than just what he ought
not to do.463 In Harrington’s reckoning, what Cromwell has accomplished since the late
1640s dictates his historic mission to set up an Anglo-Britannic empire within the
archipelagic boundary. Instead of limiting his intellectual project to either alleviating
concerns about his ambition to restore hereditary monarchy in England or challenging
that monarchical drive by using the republican language of which most contemporary
writers availed themselves, Harrington shows how and why the changed balance of
property relations in the British Isles demands and supports the advent of “popular
government,” and the ways Cromwell can execute it in the real world. Despite the
distinctiveness of what Harrington laid out in Oceana, however, none of his
contemporaries correctly evaluated what he really meant by what he wrote. Even
Cromwell, Oceana’s dedicatee, read the work not as pragmatic counsel, as Harrington
had intended, but as a challenge to his authority. Nedham’s reading of Oceana provides
another interesting example of how contemporary readers misunderstood the work’s main
argument: for that longtime advocate for pragmatism, Harrington’s proposals were
unrealistic and nothing but a seventeenth-century version of utopia as ‘no place’. While
Nedham may have been right to recognize Harrington’s intellectual indebtedness to
More, he was mistaken about his conception of how and why Harrington presented his
own version of utopia when he did. It was, in fact, anything but idealistic.
An awareness of this contemporary misreading of Oceana has cried out for a
study on the nature of the work within the context of republican debate in the 1650s. At
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the center of this project lay Harrington’s engagement with the Scottish problem. In his
reckoning, England must be a republic, but it can endure as one only if it has Scotland as
its conquered province, a task yet to be completed by the mid-1650s. Realizing this
utopian vision of “commonwealth for increase” in the archipelagic purview confronted
Harrington with the nation’s ideological heritage derived from the Solemn League and
Covenant. As long as it sought to build a confessional, confederal union of England and
Scotland with the aim of endowing the covenanted British Isles with a mission to
protestantize Europe, its pursuit had to be stopped immediately, and in Harrington’s
view, the year 1656 was the very moment to part company with that ideological legacy of
Stuart Britain and Ireland. Oceana’s distinction lay in its identification of presbyterians,
both English and Scots, as the bulwark of the old covenanting ideology. By severing
England from its covenanted past, Harrington sought to come up with a set of distinctive
diagnoses and solutions that would best suit and serve England and its neighboring
islands in the early days of European colonization. If Cromwell had taken Harrington’s
proposal seriously, the Lord Protector could have trodden a different path towards the
establishment of a “commonwealth for increase” within the British archipelagic scope. It
remains a moot point whether or not Harrington’s proposal was a sensible one in a
longer-term perspective; it is clear, however, that just as More’s Utopia defined what it
meant to write about a republic when it was by no means a feasible idea, Harrington’s
Oceana defined what it meant to write about a republic while living in an imperial polity.
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